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IAPI, the professional body for the commercial creativity and communications industry in Ireland, joined the Effie network in 2019, to
expand its celebration of Irish creative and marketing effectiveness onto a global stage. The Effie Awards has championed the most
effective marketing efforts since 1968 and Ireland joined the Effie network as its 55th program, and 50th national program. 

In 2021, IAPI held their first Effie Awards Ireland to reward agencies and marketers whose effectiveness was judged to be world class by a
jury of international and domestic industry experts.
The following case studies provided you with the public information that the 2021 Effie Awards Ireland winners put together for their case
entries.

IAPI would like to thank all the entrants for their participation, and for allowing IAPI to publish this comprehensive body of work,
demonstrating the very best of creative effectiveness within the Irish market.
Our thanks also to the Effie Awards Ireland Steering Group for their support and advocacy in shaping these prestigious awards for the
Irish market:
- Damian Devaney, Senior Partner, TBV Global, and Jury Chair, Effie Awards Ireland.
- Nicky Doran, Marketing & Strategy Director, Davy
- Nichola Mullen, Fundraising Director, Pieta House
- Margaret Gilsenan, Chief Strategy Officer, Boys + Girls
- Geraldine Jones, Managing Director, Publicis Dublin
- Neal Davies, CEO, BBDO Dublin

From 2023, Effie Awards Ireland will be an annual programme. For more information, visit 
www.effie.org/ireland or email katherine@iapi.com.

http://www.effie.org/ireland
mailto:katherine@iapi.com
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About Effie®
Effie is a global 501c3 non-profit whose purpose is to lead and evolve the forum for marketing effectiveness. Effie leads, inspires and champions
the practice and practitioners of marketing effectiveness through education, awards, ever-evolving initiatives and first-class insights into
marketing strategies that produce results. The organization recognizes the most effective brands, marketers and agencies, globally, regionally
and locally through its 50+ award programs across the world and through its coveted effectiveness rankings, the Effie Index. Since 1968, Effie is
known as global symbol of achievement, while serving as a resource to steer the future of marketing success.  For more details, visit effie.org.

About IAPI
IAPI is the representative body for commercial creativity and communications in Ireland
IAPI’S Vision:
To position and promote our industry as a recognised and respected engine of responsible growth for our members, our people, our clients and
our planet.
To achieve this, we will focus on three priorities
·  Talent
·  Growth
·  Sustainability

We work with our members to:
·  Foster a culture of excellence in strategic leadership, creativity, innovation, and equality within our members. 
Supported by our first-class training and education programmes.
·  Position Ireland as a global centre of excellence for commercial creativity and media planning, thus attracting 
world class talent and clients.
·  Encourage, inform and support our members in adopting responsible production and consumption practices.
·  Promote diversity and inclusion as a strategic and economic imperative.
·  Advocate for the interests of our members at Corporate Board, Government, and international levels.
·  Constantly work to empower our members to grow the value of their businesses.

https://www.effieindex.com/
https://effie.org/
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ALONE
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: ALONE
Category: Small Budget - less than 50k 
Industry Sector: Non-Profit

You are not alone. The lifeline support line.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 09/03/2020
End date: 30/04/2021

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: In Decline

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

You may live alone but you are not alone.

“I am not a charity case”. This frame-of-mind was recognised as a
potential barrier to engagement from the outset.

Provide help, advice and support to very isolated and vulnerable
older people living alone during the Pandemic.

Real people, real music, genuine emotion and positive
engagement used consistently.

All metrics surpassed our most ambitious targets by multiples. 3
times the number of calls expected were received.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

The actual cost of this campaign was zero.
However if it had been charged at
commercial rates it still would have been
less than 50k because of the simplicity of
approach. 

ALONE is an Irish charity that supports
older people that living alone. When
Coronavirus struck over 70’s were told to
stay indoors, ALONE'S response was to
create a National Support Line. This
urgently required promotion through TV
and other channels.

All work was done remotely, all
photography was done safely and
lovingly. All that we asked for help said yes
and donated pro-bono their time, talent,
thoughts and music.  
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

ALONE is not one of the big charities in Ireland. In fact outside of its traditional Dublin heartland it was not that well known
nationally. The main causes that people donate to in Ireland are Hospitals, Homelessness, International NGOs, Children, Health-
Specific and Animals. 

But the advance of the pandemic saw a seismic shift in the areas of concern for people with the issue of vulnerable, isolated older
people coming very much to the fore.
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And by good fortune, two other key factors were to become crucial in what was coming.

The first was that in 2018/2019 ALONE had begun a strategy to roll out nationally by supporting and taking under its wing similar
community-based elderly support organisations. This meant that there was a scalable model already in place and grassroots
support and knowledge of the organisation was being well established at local level.

The second was that a rebrand, including a new brand identity and a more emotionally focused positioning had already been
completed (by the agency) and was ready and waiting to be rolled out in 2020. 

DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

The main target audience was very clear and defined: older people living alone. In particular those over 70 as this group was now
instructed to remain indoors at home.

The latest available census figures indicated that 156,799 people aged 65 years and over lived alone. A second target group was
people who were relatives or friends of the first group as it was hoped they would be in a position to encourage them to get in
touch. The experience of ALONE was that this second group was likely to be people aged 40 and over.

A third target group was in relation to our additional objectives as outlined below of volunteering and social engagement. Again,
we drew on ALONE's advice here which was to target people between 20 and 50 with a strong social conscience.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

For older people living alone the practical solution to their problems was actually already in place. ALONE and countless other voluntary
groups were mobilised and ready to help. But for many, many reasons (not least fear itself) help could not be given unless it was looked
for. So first and foremost ALONE needed to hear from older people directly or their family or friends. So receiving calls was the absolute
number one goal. Other goals manifested themselves as the campaign continued as outlined below.

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Receive as many phone
calls as possible.

Unless a phone call was received ALONE
was actually powerless to help. Our KPI
was to support 10% of the target
audience (approximately 16,000). This
was based on the fact that in 2019 ALONE
supported just over 5,000 people.
Therefore preparing for a three-fold
increase on this number.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Increase volunteer 
numbers

ALONE was going to need even more
volunteers to provide the extra help
and support required. All volunteers
are Garda vetted and receive training.
Due to the pandemic restrictions this
was now an even more cumbersome
process with concern about it
becoming an additional barrier.

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Increase social
engagement

The low-cost engagement offered
through social media channels was
recognised as being very valuable.
Our goal was to increase the number
of followers which in-turn would
increase the distribution of our
advocacy messaging. ALONE took it
upon itself to encourage the wider
population to safely reach out to older
people.

11



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

“I am not a charity case"

Our target audience are inherently independent-minded. They live alone in the face of difficult age-related circumstances
and in the main they are not poverty-stricken.

We were concerned that the more we sounded like a charity, the less likely they were to engage. So, a key emphasis was on
the support line being a service. We were also meticulous in the communication channels about being respectful to older
people and addressing them directly. In fact, where the opportunity presented itself, we went further and illustrated the
value of their time and company to our volunteers. This was to be a two-way friendship.

"You may live alone but
you are not alone"
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
The campaign consisted of three pillars aligned with each of the three objectives. The timing was determined by factors
related primarily to those same objectives but also hugely influenced by the shifting sands of the pandemic throughout the
year.

PILLAR 1
The initial phase was created at speed and focused on the main objective of
getting older people to call the support line. We created a 10 second TV
commercial, a radio commercial and social media posts. The message was
simple, emotional but non-alarmist. “You don’t have to do this alone. Call
ALONE. You are not alone.” 

PILLAR 2
(a) By the time mid-summer arrived it almost seemed like a different world.
Covid numbers were dropping and the lockdown was easing. But ALONE now
faced new challenges. Their staff and volunteers were exhausted and they
needed to attract new volunteers.
We created a very positive campaign designed to galvanise and inspire
everyone that was involved with ALONE. This meant staff, volunteers,
potential new volunteers, supporters and also older people themselves. We
recognised that the biggest single motivator is sometimes just saying ‘Thank
You”. The campaign consisted of a full suite of OOH posters and press ads.
And because people were now out and about again it meant that the high
visibility of the campaign contributed positively to the awareness and
perception of ALONE.
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

PILLAR 3
This part of the campaign was designed to increase social media engagement throughout the whole period. Following the initial
launch, the response was phenomenal and almost overwhelming for ALONE and its staff. So, in addition to their trojan work in
handling the response, the organisation took it upon itself to encourage all generations of people to safely reach out to older people.

We created a highly engaging campaign of emotional videos asking people to reach out directly by phone or video calls to isolated
older relatives. Music played a key role in lending an appropriate level of emotion to the campaign. Two of Ireland leading
performers; Gavin James and Declan O’Rourke both responded with enthusiasm and more importantly with incredible goodwill by
donating the use of their music for free.

We were keen to use photographs of real people connected to ALONE for the campaign. Photographer, Mike O’Toole, stepped up and
painstakingly went to each person’s home and safely and lovingly photographed the older people and volunteers featured.

PILLAR 2
(b) Later in the year a third wave of Covid struck and this changed the mood of the nation once again and had an effect on
dwindling new volunteer numbers and some lethargy with regard to overall support for ALONE. In response we created a TV
commercial that was designed to motivate all stakeholders. It featured volunteers and demonstrated the sheer volume and success
of what ALONE was achieving in real terms.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.

All metrics surpassed our most ambitious targets by multiples, including receiving 3 times the number of calls expected.

OBJECTIVE 1:  Receive as
many phone calls as
possible.

Result: 47,529 phone calls were
received

A three-fold increase on the target of
15,000 and a nine-fold increase on
the number of people that ALONE
had been supporting in 2019. In
addition, ALONE staff and volunteers
made 138,600 calls to older people
through Support and Befriending,
check-ins and return calls.
Cumulatively, that’s an astonishing
186,129 calls which can be broken
down to nearly 500 calls each day. 

OBJECTIVE 2: Increase
volunteer numbers

Result: A 40% increase in active
volunteers

The number of active volunteers at
the end of period was 3,236. The
figure for the corresponding 12
months was 2,254. This figure relates
to volunteers who have gone through
the entire process of being Garda-
Vetted and trained. 

OBJECTIVE 3: Increase
social engagement

Result: A 59% increase in social
engagement based on followers on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 

Pillar three was conducted exclusively
through ALONE’s social media
channels. They were highly engaging
videos and used popular music songs
to attract engagement. It would be
impossible to offer up macro data on
exactly how many people followed up
after engaging and got in touch with
older people, but it certainly had the
desired effect of increasing channel
numbers dramatically. 
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As much as we, the agency and the client would like to take full credit for the results
here the reality is that the response of the general public in Ireland to helping each
other during the pandemic was phenomenal and these results would not have been
achieved otherwise. What we genuinely think we can take credit for is marshalling the
response and the communications in an honest and respectful way that seemed to
resonate and motivate with older people and the wider public.

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Societal or Economic Events

SECTION 4: RESULTS
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021Under €50k

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS TIME/YEAR PERIOD)

Under €50k

17

COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:

Less

COMPARED PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL, THE BRAND'S
OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS:

About the same



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION
All of the media for pillars 1,2 and 3a was donated. This included donated TV airtime from RTE and Virgin Media. TV airtime
donated by a third-party (Insure My Van). Radio airtime donated by RTE. And the entire OOH campaign was donated by
JC Decaux. OOH Printing was paid for by the client at cost. And the Sunday Times donated free press space. Pillar 3b
media was airtime purchased from RTE at a discounted rate.

ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

Under €10k

100% of this entire campaign production was donated free-of-charge to ALONE. This includes the following people and
companies:

Agency Work pro-bono: All concept, strategy, art direction, copywriting, artwork and administration.
Mike O’Toole: Free photography services.
Declan O’Rourke: Free usage of his track: “Love is the way”.
Brian Masterson: Free editing and mastering of the above track. Gavin James: Free usage of his track: “Always.”
Tim O’Donovan: Free voiceover usage and sound recording. 
Stylo Motion: Free editing, motion graphics and titles. 
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

OWNED MEDIA

19

WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

No.

Not applicable.



Digital Marketing  

OOH - Other Outdoor  

TV  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/751617427/6859be778d


THE POWER OF ONE LITTLE WORD

C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: ŠKODA
Category: Sustained Effectiveness
Industry Sector: Automotive

23

ŠKODA



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 31/10/2016
End date: N/A

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: In Decline

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Vyfobeno pro Irsko (Made for Ireland) 
ŠKODAs are so perfect for Ireland, you'd think they were made here. 

Cars are more than transport. Life gets lived in a car. We love our cars
for what happens in them.

Other people drive ŠKODAs not me! A challenge in a declining
market for an ambitious brand with new models coming.

We made ŠKODA the backdrop to Irish life lived in cars. Turning it
into a brand for all of us. 

From a brand stuck behind the leaders in 6th place for 5 years, to
Ireland's 4th more popular car brand. 

BREAKING CAR COMMS
CONVENTIONS

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

24

GOING AGAINST MARKET DECLINE

In a declining market, with a less
established brand, with some
negative brand associations and
similar cars to our competition -
sales & share success was going to
be a challenge.

BREAKING CAR COMMS CONVENTIONS

ŠKODA cars have only been in
Ireland since the 1980's. Today's
drivers didn't grow up with ŠKODAs,
many have never driven one.
ŠKODAs are an unknown & unwanted
entity for most. We successfully used
communications to give ŠKODA cars
a true sense of belonging in and to
Ireland. And after years of stalling in
6th place have leapfrogged to
number 4.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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Following the Brexit vote in mid-2016 and its impact on sterling-euro exchange, the second half of 2016 saw the Irish
car market growth start to decline, a negative trend which has continued to today. This category decline has been
driven by the continued growth of the (attractively priced) UK imports market. As a brand that had typically tracked
market growth, this industry decline spelt potential disaster for ŠKODA. Even if the brand fell at half the rate of the
market, ŠKODA was likely to sell 12% less cars in 2020.

ŠKODA had been available in Ireland for just twenty-five
years, a virtual newcomer compared to the other top brands
(e.g. Ford has been manufactured in Cork since WW1).
In 2016, it was all about the sixes - ŠKODA was in 6th place
with a 6% market share to match (trailing the top 5 by 2.3%)
The brand was ranked even further behind for key choice
metrics - 10 in the market for consideration, 12 for familiarity
and 16 for likeability.
And into this disinterested environment, ŠKODA was planning
to launch its new range of SUV models (cars similar in style
and price to the well considered and loved market titans).
This launch would come with comparably less budget than
competitors, diving into 2017 with 4.4% SOV.

ŠKODA just wasn’t making headway with enough Irish drivers



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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A ŠKODA, no thanks
New models, surely that is positive? Not in a market where all your key competition have both established and new
SUV models coming on-stream. And where unlike its competition the majority of Irish drivers just didn’t want to drive
a ŠKODA. Despite its excellent cars, style & technology and being part of the Volkswagen Group, ŠKODA was still tarred
with the reputation and jokes of an Eastern European car. A brand most popular with farmers (who at just 8% of the
population could not singlehandedly save ŠKODA’s bacon) and taxi drivers.

Time to go big or go home
To sell new models, we would obsessively focus on
getting Irish drivers to overcome their reluctance to
drive a ŠKODA. Making ŠKODA relevant and attractive,
increasing consideration and with-it sales. To give
ourselves a clear goal, we set our sights on getting to
number 5 in the market (a position that would give us
greater visibility & reach to Irish drivers and with that
acceptability). By 2019, we had achieved that elusive
top 5 membership, and redrew our battle-lines, this
time focusing on 4th position and Ford.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

In Market for New Car
(Market Size = 974,000) 

From narrow appeal
Despite ŠKODA dealerships being available across Ireland’s urban & more rural locations, ŠKODA consideration was
highest in two of the smallest cohorts of the population – farmers (8% of the population) and taxi drivers (c 2k in
2016). Both of whom were attracted by the typically large boot spaces (for luggage and sick animals or other farming
equipment) and Volkswagen reliability & engineering along with less of a concern about image.

To broad appeal
Both of these ‘typical drivers’ compounded that ‘not for me’ reputation amongst the broader population. To shift our
position in the market and achieve our growth ambition, we would need to shake off the negative’s shackles
associated with Eastern European car brands and broaden our appeal to attract a more middle class, urban based
driver.

From badge of reluctance to badge of honour
We needed Irish drivers to feel proud to drive a ŠKODA.

A brand with Kerb Appeal
We needed our target’s peers and influencers to see the ŠKODA brand in a new way, because their endorsement
would help cement the brand as a relevant and desirable car choice for Irish drivers.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

With the market in constant decline the ŠKODA brand was going to be in crisis if we could't increase its top of mind consideration and
likability. This market works to the wisdom of crowds, the greater the market share, the more cars on the road which increases perceived
popularity and overall acceptability. ŠKODA's overall acceptability would be key to increasing sales (of both new and existing models).
Thus the focus of the campaign was to overcome resistance to the brand, build affinity and consideration in order to grow. No mean feat,
given where the brand was starting from.

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Grow ahead of the
market

In a growing market,
tracking the market is a
win. But with the market in
decline, staying in pace
with the market would not
mean success. ŠKODA
wanted to get ahead and
grow

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Get into the top 5
(then top 4)

In 2016 our ambition was
to get ahead of Nissan,
but following early
success, in 2019 we
shifted gears and were
going after Ford (the
number 4).

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Grow first choice
consideration
from 6% to 8%
First choice consideration
is a good predictor of
market share. ŠKODA was
6% share and 6% 1st
choice consideration. To
be in Top 5 meant have
8% market share, which
meant increasing 1st
choice consideration to
8%.
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OBJECTIVE 3: 
Increase brand
likeability from #16
in market to #10
It was important that the
overall attractiveness of
the brand increased, so
that our future ŠKODA
drivers would feel the
approval and
endorsement of their
brand choice not just by
themselves but by the
wider population.



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
Rational messages weren't going to drive ŠKODA consideration, to increase consideration we needed to build affinity. We
wanted to find an emotional hook between Irish drivers and the ŠKODA brand, leaning into the behavioural economic theory
that there is a correlation between how much emotion is felt much how much new memory is encoded.
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AN IRISH AFFINITY FOR ŠKODA
When we talked to people about cars, we observed that they talked less about the car, or the destination and more about
what happened in the car. Their level of affection for a car was directly related to those happenings. This became our
starting point. We then asked, observed and remembered what happens in Irish cars …… they are changing rooms,
restaurants, bedrooms, classrooms, karaoke studios, confessionals, hospitals….the list is endless.

Consumer Insight: Cars are more than transport. Life gets lived in a car. We love our cars for what happens in them.

AND A ŠKODA AFFINITY FOR IRELAND
And where better for all these Irish adventures to happen than in a spacious ŠKODA.

Brand Insight: The best of Irish life can be lived in a ŠKODA. ŠKODA’s are built perfectly for the lives we live in our cars.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

CREATING AFFINITY
Our challenge was to create greater affinity between Irish drivers and ŠKODA so they would consider this relative newcomer with its
less than glowing image, We needed to disrupt opinion and transform ŠKODA's image in Ireland from a brand for others to a brand
for us. Saying that we were perfect for Irish drivers was going to be a forgettable advertising cliché. We needed to find a new way to
contextualise and frame that assertion to give it meaningful cut-through. After exploring countless ways to do that, we decided to
lean into the familiar ‘Made in Ireland’ advertising message used by countless companies. And change it.
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THE POWER OF ONE LITTLE WORD

Radio: used it to highlight the brand, car features and individual models
Airport Feature (takeover of Skybridge): used it to give the brand stature, by presence at one of the moments when people feel
most Irish (leaving or returning to Ireland) and associating the brand with (other) Irish legends
Offers: used it to show that our offers are perfectly tailored for Irish pockets.

We would make a virtue of our lack of Irishness, by declaring that whilst not made IN Ireland, everything about a ŠKODA is made
FOR Ireland. 

Within this framework we could then begin to give ŠKODA ownership of our insight ‘Irish life gets lived in a car’. We carefully
selected familiar Irish landscapes and car experiences that would resonate with the audience, triggering memories, and making
them smile, interspersing the footage with ŠKODA features from post-match heated seats for your kids to ‘Boyfriends of Instagram’
sunroofs.

Along with this carefully crafted ‘Made For Ireland’ sign-off, we cast our voice over artist to act as a further memory builder, aiding
brand recognition and cut-through and allowing us to own a fluent device across channels.

Once the Made For Ireland platform was established, we were able to use it in very flexible ways.

Examples of this:



HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

DRIVING SCALE
We kicked into action in Jan 2017, building immediate brand trust and love through proven emotive channels of TV and Radio;
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We amplified messaging on OOH, Press and digital formats. Reach was intentionally immediate, with the scale serving to
build these new memory structures, along with mass attraction from the press. The Irish Independent named us campaign of
the week 11.06.17, along with praising write ups in the Irish Examiner, marketing.ie and Adworld.

Building frequency of exposure was also imperative, each exposure strengthening
the connections between the brand and the new ‘MADE FOR IRELAND’ (MFI) memory -structure.

We delivered our MFI message across national, regional, and local channels embedding the campaign in cities, towns and
communities throughout Ireland.

We visually celebrated the creative concept with the airport Skybridge walkway.
Encompassing 12 huge floor to ceiling panels, the departing and arriving passenger felt like they were walking through an
immense art installation resulting in a Silver ICAD award in 2019.

Without the media budget to match our competitors, our smart media placements (drive time spots on Audio, contextual
and lookalike audiences on digital, hand selected high impact sites on OOH) were key to making our campaign feel bigger
than it actually was. This key characteristic brought us through to 2020, where we were still gaining accolades for our MFI
activity- with TAM Ireland hailing our 2020 TV campaign as ‘one of the best ads of the year’, along with receiving a 2020 TAMI
award for our 2019 ‘Dublin Murders’ TV sponsorship.

Due to MFI's impact on the bottom-line, ŠKODA were encouraged to release more budget – shifting SOV from 10th in 2017 to
7th in 2019 and 2020.

SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE



HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE



HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. 

Our MFI campaign results were unrivalled against previous years. Before our campaign, ŠKODA was stuck at 6 in every way.
They had been hovering in 6 place in the market for 5 years, averaging a 6% market share, and couldn’t seem to budge from a
6% first choice consideration share. 
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Our Made for Ireland platform was the key to shaking the ‘Stuck at 6’ shackles stemming from unfavorable biases associated
with SKODA.

Ireland was no longer an emerging market for SKODA. We were a challenger brand in every sense of the word, and we needed
to start acting like it. We had business ambitions and an intent to bring change and shake up the well established line up of
leading car brands in the Irish market.

Previous years had clearly demonstrated that our competitors had deeper pockets than us, and we knew that this was not
likely to change.



SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 1: Grow ahead of
the market
Result: from 2017 to 2020 ŠKODA paced
ahead of the market. If we had tracked,
we would have sold 23% less cars. 

In a growing market, tracking the market is
a win. But with the market in decline,
staying in pace with the market would not
mean success. ŠKODA wanted to get
ahead and grow.

In each year from 2017 to 2020 ŠKODA
paced ahead of the market. If we had
tracked, we would have sold 15% less cars. 

If we had tracked the market, there would
have been €116,682,312 less Revenue in
ŠKODA’s pocket. 

Our Investment Planner tool shows that
based our total media spend (2017-2020),
paid media accounted for 10%
incrementally of the total four years sales.

Delivering a massively efficient campaign
ROMI of €10,40.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 2: Get into the
top 5 (then top 4)

Result: During the campaign ŠKODA
achieved not just #5 but has been #4 in
market since H219. 

In 2016 our ambition was to get ahead of
Nissan, but following early success, in 2019
we shifted gears and were going after Ford
(the number 4).

In early 2019, ŠKODA finally made it into the
premiership, a top 5 position.
With the momentum behind us, there was
no reason to settle, and our sights were set
on 4th place and Ford. By end of 2019, 
 ŠKODA was in 4th place, a position held
since.

We didn't grow because we bought market
share - our SOV never penetrated the top 6
We smartly used media against our richer
competitors to amplify the MFI platform and
successfully build memory structures.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 3: Grow first choice
consideration from 6% to 8%

Result:  First choice consideration grew in
line with market share from 6% in 2016 to
8% in 2020

First choice consideration is a good
predictor of market share. ŠKODA was 6%
share and 6% 1st choice consideration. To
be in Top 5 meant have 8% market share ,
which meant increasing 1st choice
consideration to 8%.

This shift in consideration was right across
the board, and away from the strong
Farmer index to an increase in the bigger,
more ABC1 population - demonstrating the
brands new broader appeal.

We also succeeded in boosting ownership
and consideration amongst the Urban
Audience, to give a more even Urban/Rural
appeal by 2020. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 4: Increase brand likeability from #16 in market to #10
Result: MFI moved ŠKODA to position #9 from #16 in brand likability

It was important that the overall attractiveness of the brand increased, so that our future ŠKODA drivers would feel the approval
and endorsement of their brand choice not just by themselves but by the wider population.
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This objective was key in driving everything else - nobody is going to invest in a car brand they don't like.

Like-ability was key in achieving all our other objectives. The brand has now
moved from a disconnect of #6 in the market but a like-ability ranking of
#16, to a much closer #4 in market and likability of #9. 

The emotionally charged elements of our MFI creative drew on the Irish affinity for ŠKODA - demonstrated through real-life,
relatable creative to build brand Love and ultimate like-ability. 



SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
There was an age shift towards a younger audience – consideration across every age segment has approximately doubled
apart from that 55+ audience which has decreased.
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Under 35 ownership nearly doubled from 25k drivers in 2017 to 41k drivers in 2020.

Overall web sessions increased by 119.50% and page views by 104.43% From 1 Jan 2017 to 31 Dec 2020.

Car Configurations +91%
Finance Calculator Sessions +22%
Dealer Enquiries +300%

Buying a new car is not often a decision that consumers rush into, with consideration, research and evaluation key elements of
the process. Therefore, website engagement metrics are strong indicators as to how well our media is performing at moving our
prospective consumer along our purchase funnel.

On ŠKODA.ie, there are core actions that we use to identify purchase intent. These all registered positive purchase intent during
our campaign period from 2017 to 2020.



SECTION 4: RESULTS

ŠKODA like the other car brands in the top 5 (with the exception of Nissan) was launching
new models (mainly SUVs) and model facelifts throughout this period. With Ford and
Nissan selling cheaper SUV models than ŠKODA. 

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factors: Business Events, Other marketing for the brand, running at the same time as
this effort, & Societal or Economic Events
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The average price of a ŠKODA rose by €6k between 2016 and 2020. The brand continued to
run model specific and offer ads at the same levels as in previous years.

All brands were offering PCP deals (Personal Contract Purchase).

Covid decimated the market from March 2020.

The market was impacted by Brexit and falling consumer confidence.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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Due to privacy reasons, the following agency has opted out of sharing the investment
overview information for this campaign with the public. 

This includes the paid media expenditure, owned media, sponsorships, and
production assets.



Print - Newspaper  

Radio  

TV  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/754787267/d673992d7c


THE CONNECTED ISLAND

C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Three Ireland
Category: B2B
Industry Sector: Internet & Telecom
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THREE IRELAND



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 25/04/2019
End date: 17/05/2020

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Three’s business brand image and low share of voice was holding
business customers back from choosing us.

A large enterprise is a community like any other. Prove, don’t promise,
what you can do.

Three’s business brand image and low share of voice was holding
business customers back from choosing us. 

We proved how Three’s connection, expertise and solutions could
transform every aspect of island life.

Three’s best-performing campaign ever, driving lifts in Brand
Health and Market Share and New Leads.

BREAKING CAR COMMS
CONVENTIONS

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?
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This is a paper that proves many
things. 

One in particular stands out. 

The power of actions over words.

Proving, not promising. 

So much of what telco’s do is by its
very nature invisible. Up in the air. 

Three’s work in connecting
Arranmore put the brand on the
Irish business shortlist for the very
first time.

Not only did this lead to
unprecedented commercial results,
it saved an entire island. Three has
since been invited to the European
Commission to show how
connectivity can help other isolated
communities around the world.

It is now Three’s most successful
campaign ever. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

Irish businesses didn’t trust Three with their business. 

Back in the mists of 2015 Three became Ireland’s second largest telco nearly overnight, with the purchase of O2 (and all of its
business clients to boot). 

However this reverse buy-out (smaller brand buys bigger brand) was challenging in the B2B market in terms of credibility. 

Irish businesses had entrenched negative opinions of Three’s brand image and doubts over Three’s experience and network
strength. 

To be blunt, Three wasn’t seen as a serious option.

A lack of skin in the business game, the presence of corporate giants like Vodafone, and past advertising featuring the likes of
Jedward meant that Three was still seen as the “All You Can Eat Data” youthful consumer brand.

Fine for your personal mobile contract - if you were a student in Dublin perhaps - but not a partner for any serious business players
worth their salt, especially those outside the Pale. 

Businesses tend to shy away from uncertainty, especially with something so vital as connectivity, so it was understandable they
were gravitating to more well-known suppliers. As the adage goes, “nobody ever got fired for buying IBM."

We’d have to make Three Business’ famous enough for customers to even open their doors and listen to our pitch.
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Meanwhile, not only was Three not being taken seriously, it was being outshouted.

First by main rival Vodafone at a rate of nearly 2 to 1, but with Virgin's arrival and Eir's consolidation, Three headed into April 2019
with a SOV of 18%: distantly fourth in the market. (While this isn’t specifically B2B SOV, there is a direct correlation between the
two). 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

We began with three key targets:
1. The finance person. Signs off on the decision to move provider. Extremely cost-conscious.
2. The IT person. Knows intimately the hassle of the move and the danger of potentially getting it wrong.
3. The end user. IT staff and salespeople. They simply want things to work.

But business people are people, too…

We realised all three of these audiences were subsets of our consumer segments.

Each with their own professional motivations but all three were made up of people. Real people!

When we looked at the B2B category, this seemed to have been overlooked.

We saw a “sea of sameness”, awash with dry testimonials, LinkedIn posts and B2B "fridge door poetry".

Like its rivals, Three Business boasted experienced experts and strong connectivity.

But the advantage of Three went beyond functional tech to genuine partnership: Three’s almost obsessively personal
understanding of their customers' business and the application of creative solutions.

In some dark corner of the building, a lightbulb flicked on. 

What if we treated our B2B campaign like a consumer one?

What if we spoke to people’s hearts, not just their heads?
What if we proved to Irish companies that Three’s approach was genuinely different?



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE YOUR KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
(KPIS) AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

This was a campaign where our objectives evolved over time.

What began as a pure business play became a national awareness campaign (albeit with Three Business at its heart), which grew and
grew as its emotive power became increasingly apparent. 

Key objectives included growing Three's Brand Health; (a combination of Brand Image, and Brand Disposition based on loyalty and
consideration), which in turn would impact market share. 

At a B2B level, the campaign would drive new leads for large organisations, as well as sales for Three Business in key trading areas such as
IoT, and Connected Products and Services.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVE 1: Grow brand
health +1

Brand Health is a leading indicator
showing that people are thinking of
Three differently. This has a direct
impact on Three's bottom line: the
relationship between monthly Brand
Health and monthly sales suggests
a single point of Brand Health
growth leads to incremental sales.
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OBJECTIVE 1: Grow brand
health +1

We needed to give Three’s sales
team a strong foundation to grow
their customer base. Measuring the
growth of new leads would show
how prospective new customers
were placing Three Business into
their consideration set for the first
time.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Drive growth in new
business leads +10%

0.3% doesn’t sound like much, but for a
company the size and scale of Three,
each small percentage gain
represents much larger lifts in
revenue. 

OBJECTIVE 4: 
Drive sales of IoT (Internet
of Things), Connected
Products and Services +10%

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Grow Three’s market
share by 0.3% QoQ. 

As well as softer brand results, we
needed to make sure the campaign
had both a short as well as long-
term commercial return on
investment. 



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN WHAT OBSERVATIONS LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHTS.
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We are feeling, not thinking beings.

There are two modes of decision-making: System 1
(fast and instinctive), and System 2 (methodical and
considered). 

The B2B category seemed obsessed with the latter. 

We thought they might be missing a trick. 

Our brains are designed to remember the location of
the nearest herd of woolly mammoths, and perhaps
the names of our children. 

While we like to think of ourselves as purely rational
actors, heuristics means we post-rationalise our
choice after System 1 has already triumphed. 



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
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Prove, don’t promise

A community is like a large enterprise. And vice versa.

Instead of promising that Three’s success in another business might
work for you (a standard testimonial), Three would prove it, by
treating an isolated community like a business.

Normally, consumer campaigns have a halo effect on business.

But business campaigns can impact consumers, too...

Many Effie entries feel perfect. Linear. Tick follows tock, Results neatly
follow Strategy and Execution. 

If we're being honest, this campaign took a violent left turn after we
stepped foot on Arranmore. 

We realised the story of a dying island saved by connectivity was so
emotional, it might also resonate with consumers.

We started thinking in terms of national awareness. 

STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN WHAT OBSERVATIONS LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHTS.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

We went in search of a seemingly insurmountable challenge. 

We found it on Arranmore. 
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A remote windswept island off the coast of Donegal, Arranmore had been left out of the Irish Government’s
national broadband plan because of its immense logistical and technical challenges.

Reports forecasted that the island would be abandoned by 2042 , as a lack of connectivity was forcing islanders to
abandon their ancestral homes in search of employment on the mainland.

For people to truly take notice of Three, we decided to attempt the impossible.

We would reverse over 150 years of emigration by using Three's unique connectivity solutions to bring jobs and life
back to this remote Atlantic island, and change the fate of an entire community. 

In the process making a powerful statement about the power of Three to help Irish people - and businesses -
prosper.

Island as business customer

Many of those who had left wanted to return to work and raise their families there. But without jobs, or the
connectivity to support remote working, this dream would never be a reality.

To solve this, we looked at the island as if it was an enterprise customer made up of multiple mini-businesses.

Each part had its own unique challenges and technological requirements.

So by engineering a diverse range of solutions we could demonstrate Three's unique approach to partnership at a
targeted micro level, while also using the challenge of the island’s geography to prove the scale of its network and
data leadership at a macro one.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Smart buoys to help local fishermen track their catch, and an app that connected them to global markets. 
Ireland's first offshore digital hub, allowing businesses to move and work remotely. (Something that would prove critical
later with the arrival of Covid)
 Smart classrooms, so families could move home and raise families once again.
 Health services and connected independent living solutions for elderly residents.
 Upgrading the hospital's ICT infrastructure to allow for remote consultations.
Real time weather, water and air data improving how the locals planned their day.

Bringing connection to every corner 

The Network Team began by bringing 5G to Arranmore: making this remote island among the first places in Ireland to
access this technology.

We then put our connection to use to transform island life, including: 

Then we announced to the world that Arranmore was open for business: with an open letter that invited families from
Australia to Canada to move.

Our story was told through a national campaign delivered across TV digital video, display, audio and print, including a 9
minute documentary on the Virgin player and VOD.

'This was supported with highly targeted video content on social (incl, LinkedIn) and VOD to go into deeper explanatory detail
about Three's solutions to island challenges (for example, fishing) to drive consideration with our original target audience of
business decision makers.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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“The Connected Island” allowed us to demonstrate the transformative nature of Three’s network and technology in a unique
way.

We repositioned Three from the ‘little guy’ consumer telco to a robust partner for business, by demonstrating Three's capacity
to go ‘above and beyond’ for their customers.

But the emotional power of an isolated island saved by connectivity also resonated with a wider audience:

Campaign analysis showed that both phases of the campaign were seen and loved by consumers.

Awareness rose to a peak and scored highly on Emotional Rating, well above both B2B and telco norms.

Red C data shows not just one - but both - of our TV executions became the two single most impactful campaigns ever
measured in the telco B2B category: growing stronger and stronger over time.

The campaign went on to achieve all its objectives:

1. Grow brand health +1: Brand health rose by +1 over the campaign period, and by +3 immediately after it ended.

2. Growth in new business leads +10%: New business leads grew well ahead of the 10% objective.

3. Grow Three’s market share by 0.3% QoQ: Three’s market share rose an entire 1% point QoQ

4. Drive sales of IoT (Internet of Things), Connected Products and Services +10%: Three saw growth of almost double
expectations for IoT and  Connected Products and Services grew beyond wildest expectations.

5. (Bonus objective) Save an island from extinction: Tourism to Arranmore increased 84%. Population increase of 11%. Two new
babies born.



SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 1: Grow Brand Health +1 

Result: Three’s Brand Health reached its highest
peak ever shortly after the campaign with a lift of +3.

Brand Health is a leading indicator showing that
people are thinking of Three differently. 

This has a direct impact on Three's bottom line: the
relationship between monthly Brand Health and
monthly sales suggests a single point of Brand
Health growth leads to incremental sales.

While this peak fell just outside the campaign period,
we know that brand building advertising effects are
rarely immediately seen. 

It wasn’t just consumers who responded, businesses
did, too.

Business Disposition towards Three also rose, and
the number of outright “rejectors” dramatically fell –
especially among the Med-Large companies Three
had been previously struggled to make inroads with.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 2: Drive growth in new business leads +10% 

Result: New business leads skyrocketed over the course of the campaign: 
+ New business leads 
+ Corporate Base business growth 
+ YOY growth for Three Business 

We needed to give Three’s sales team a strong foundation to grow their customer base. Measuring the growth
of new leads would show how prospective new customers were placing Three Business into their consideration
set for the first time.

Three soon started winning tenders from significant large organisations who wouldn't have engaged in the
past.

Some of whom specifically cited "The Connected Island" campaign as a key reason for even considering Three
in the first place.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 3: Grow Three’s market
share by 0.3% QoQ.  

Result: Three’s total market share was up by
an entire percentage point Quarter on
Quarter.

0.3% doesn’t sound like much, but for a company
the size and scale of Three, each small
percentage gain represents much larger lifts in
revenue.

Three’s total market share was up by an entire
percentage point Quarter on Quarter: with three
consecutive quarters of growth culminating in a
market share of 36.7%, shortly after the
campaign was taken off air. 

Three finished 2020 with its highest market share
on record since Q1 2015.

Year on Year, Three's share was up +1.5% -
primarily at the expense of our largest
competitor, Vodafone.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 4: Drive sales of IoT (Internet
of Things), Connected Products and
Services +10% 
Result: IoT sales, Connected Products and Services uplift
and revenue on business solutions grew by at least 17%. 

The campaign contributed strongly to real world Three
Business sales for IoT and Connected Products and
Services. 

This wasn't only in terms of volume, as Three Business
also saw a tangible increase in total revenue - with an
impressive growth in income from business solutions.

Additionally (though due in no small part to one
corporate partnership) Three took the category lead in
Machine to Machine subscriptions from Vodafone.

As well as softer brand results, we needed to make sure
the campaign had both a short- as well as long-term
commercial return on investment. 

This wasn't only in terms of volume, as Three Business
also saw a tangible increase in total revenue - with an
impressive growth in income from business solutions. 

Additionally (though due in no small part to one
corporate partnership) Three took the category lead in
Machine to Machine subscriptions from Vodafone.
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SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Best of all were the results for Arranmore itself.
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Our open letter to the world was picked up by Irish
and global media, including the likes of CNN and
the Daily Mail, with impressions into the hundreds
of millions. 

As a direct result of this campaign the island
received over 3,500 enquiries to move, and
tourism has increased by 84%.

Technology can, in fact, make babies

Three new businesses have since opened, and two children have been born, contributing to an  11% population increase.

These results were deemed so significant by the European Commission that they invited us to Brussels to present the project to an
audience of 200+ EU community groups, government representatives, and senior offi�cials, as a blueprint for how to use connectivity to
save other isolated communities on the brink of extinction.

As one of the residents said, “This project is the saving of the Island.”



Without sophisticated econometric modelling it is impossible to completely disentangle the
effects of the advertising from the results. 

Covid had a massive impact, with consideration for all providers dropping since its arrival. 

The Island was Three's biggest campaign over this period in terms of both media and
production spend. 

Its clear impact on Brand Health suggests that it was a large contributor to Three’s growth in
overall market share, as well as more specific Business metrics like new leads and
IoT/Connected Solutions sales. 

Otherwise, Three’s business offers remained similar to the main market brands. 

In the consumer world, three new price-fighter brands emerged to challenge Three: GoMo
launched in 2019 and attracted over 200k customers in a month. Three responded by
relaunching “48”, and Vodafone launched “Clear”. 

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Business Events, Natural Events

SECTION 4: RESULTS
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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Due to privacy reasons, the following agency has opted out of sharing the investment
overview information for this campaign with the public. 

This includes the paid media expenditure, owned media, sponsorships, and
production assets.



Digital Marketing  

TV  

Social Paid  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/757914011/0b19f16b3b


The Shop That Nearly Wasn't

C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Breakthrough Cancer Research
Category: Small Budget – less than €50k 
Industry Sector: Non-Profit
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BREAKTHROUGH 
CANCER RESEARCH



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 04/02/2020
End date: N/A

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat 

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

The Shop That Nearly Wasn’t - The World’s first shop 100% stocked and
staffed by cancer survivors. 

We needed to prove cancer research's effectiveness isn't seen in a lab
but felt in the real world every day. 

Breakthrough Cancer Research had no national profile. To raise more
funding we had to raise awareness of their work. 

An innovative retail concept and experiential-led omni-channel
campaign showcasing the lives we would have lost, if not for cancer
research. 

Gave Breakthrough national presence and the biggest news story
on World Cancer Day. Helped organisation invest €1.3m in
research (2020).

BREAKING CAR COMMS
CONVENTIONS

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?
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Breakthrough Cancer Research is
Ireland's only organisation solely
focused on raising cancer research
funding. Marketing investment must
justify itself against cancer research
funding applications. 

Media budget was only €25,000. The
campaign had to be so compelling it
would generate enough earned PR to
give the organisation a national
profile. A truly innovative idea
generated 130 pieces of coverage with
an AVE of €172,000 and a 3.18 million
campaign reach. 

This awareness was so effective that
Breakthrough was able to withstand
COVID- created disruption of
traditional charity donations to invest
€1.3m in cancer research in 2020 more
than any previous single year. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

Breakthrough Cancer Research specialises in funding new treatments for difficult to treat cancers that have a low survival rate.
They are a pioneering organisation doing globally recognised work but as a brand were in 2020 little known outside academic
circles. 

The charity sector is fiercely competitive. There are almost 10,000 registered charities and a further 20,000+ organisations in
Ireland’s wider non-profit sector. The sector has a combined annual turnover of over €14.5bn (ref: The Wheel, Ireland’s national
association of charities and social enterprises, 2018).

There is constant need the engage the public's attention and empathy against multiple worthy causes. Though cancer is an issue
that touches almost everyone's lives, there are several much larger players, with significant historical presence and sizeable
marketing budgets. 

Many of Ireland’s charities are part-funded by the state, however Breakthrough Cancer Research is not. It is 100% funded by
private donations. It is unique in its competitive set in that 100% of its funding efforts go to cancer research, as the organisation
believes this is not only the most effective way to change what a cancer diagnosis means in the future, but improve the lives of
cancer patients today through better and less invasive treatments. 

Cancer research efforts have improved significantly the survival rates for many cancers. But for too many cancers, survival rates
remain cruelly unequal: as low as 9% for pancreatic, 19% for lung, 26% for oesophageal. It is for these poor- prognosis cancers,
where survival rarely offered that Breakthrough contributes the most. 

In order to increase funding, we had to raise awareness of the organisation, the importance of cancer research and the need for
the work Breakthrough do. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

We had to reach a new generation of charitable givers as well as energise and motivate the 'cancer community' - those directly or
indirectly affected by and experience of cancer. 

In the 30 years to 2015 donations as a proportion of household expenditure has been steadily declining. Older people and those with
higher levels of education and disposable income are more likely to donate.(Ref: Benefacts 2020 CSO Household Budget Surveys)
The younger generation display new donation patterns via gofundme or a social media fundraiser - even for a stranger - rather
than commit to a subscription.

Research (Breakthrough 2019) identified 3 common perceptions barriers: 

We had to rebrand cancer from a death sentence to a survival story: Most potential and casual supporters didn’t easily believe a
cure for cancer is any more than a pipe dream.

We had to reposition research from remote to tangible: Respondents felt the problem was just too big or too demanding “How much
money will it take?” 

We needed to disrupt with shocking positivity: Those canvassed wanted results to back it up, and are impatient about how soon
they can arrive - always wanting more tangible proof of efficacy. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

Objectives Overview: 
1. Awareness, to raise the profile of Breakthrough Cancer Research to national reach (KPI: Combined earned and paid reach) 
2. Highlight the urgent need for greater investment in cancer research. (KPI: Editorial coverage) 
3. Resonate with the cancer community (KPI: Engagement from new and current supporters and industry) 
4. Heighten the online profile of the organisation through social media (KPI; Shop and Website visits, Shares of content and hashtag) 
5. Raise funds (secondary aim) 
NB: In certain cases e.g. previous year's editorial coverage base was in single gures. National awareness though not tracked is taken to
be close to zero. 

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Breakthrough Cancer Research had a strong
standing in Cork and Munster, but was relatively
unknown nationally. To raise funding nationwide,
they needed to raise awareness. 

Breakthrough Cancer Research was starting from a low base. They
had never previously used or purchased mass media, or achieved
national coverage at scale. Sporadic PR efforts resulted in 3-6
articles per year, mostly in Cork-based media. Breakthrough
participated in the 96FM Radiothon fundraiser for cancer each year. 
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

Building the insight: Cultural Context Observation 

Once upon a time, giving to charity was often anonymous. Now, along with the rest of our lives people are much more
willing - even eager - to publicise their support. They want to partner with the cause that gives them the biggest impact,
and the most interesting story to tell. 

Building the insight: Research findings. 

Most potential and casual supporters don’t easily believe a cure for cancer is any more than a pipe dream.

They can feel the problem is just too big or too demanding “How much money will it take?” 

They want results to back it up - always wanting more tangible proof of efficacy. Analysis of the research findings led to a
key strategic interpretation: 

The problem facing the brand was more than just lack of awareness about the Breakthrough Cancer Research story 
From research, it was clear we were also fighting:

apathy “I can’t make a difference”

“healthy” scepticism “How do I trust you can make a difference?” 
fatalism “Death from cancer happens: it’s part of life”
fatigue “I have no more to give”
 
WE NEEDED TO PROVE WHAT CANCER RESEARCH CAN DO
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

On World Cancer Day, and with just €25,000 of paid media
to promote it we opened something that only existed,
because of cancer research: The Shop That Nearly Wasn’t -
The World’s first shop 100% stocked and staffed by cancer
survivors. Seeking 100% survival for 100% of cancers,
survivors themselves lead the call for more research
funding. 

The Shop opened in Dublin World Cancer Day 4th February
2020 and remains open online. Stocking products from
creative and innovative cancer survivors of all ages and
from all walks of life, from dance superstar Michael Flatley,
award- winning children’s authors Peter Donnelly and
Nicola Pierce, artists Monika Crowley and Kevin Grin and
more. 

It showcases a range of books, photography, sports
equipment, jewellery, art and gifts that have all been
designed or made by a cancer survivor, now here because
of cancer research. The stories behind the products are
captured in-store and through a series of filmed interviews
with the makers. Their passionate call for more funding for
cancer research are played in the shop and across social
and online channels. 

However, it was also important to drive home the key
message that there is an urgent need for greater
investment in cancer research. Therefore, contrasting with
the colourful, creative shop gallery, one part of the ‘The
Shop That Nearly Wasn’t’ remains empty, highlighting the
fact that more funding and research is needed in order to
help more people with low survival cancers to survive,
sooner. 73



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Events throughout launch week in the Temple Bar location
encouraged repeat visits and engagement on social channels:
talks, yoga classes, flower-arranging, artist engagements - all
by cancer survivors. 

The advertising and promotional campaign was also only
possible because of cancer research, with photographer and
melanoma survivor Kevin Grin shooting the campaign elements,
making it The Advertising Campaign That Nearly Wasn't. 

By creating a live experiential and online shop we could reach
audiences and consumers at many touch points: 

Pre-promotion: Using retail conventions in online lm, radio, print
and display we promoted the survivors, the products and the
science that made them both. 

Multiple survivors stories: Multiple human stories would secure
maximum PR editorial.

A Hero Destination: Partnering with gallery The Library Project in
Dublin's Temple Bar ensured a central presence in the Nation’s
Capital maximising media interest and attendance. 

Current Content: Once live, stories focus on a new survivor and
the science behind their survival each day. 

Social engagement during launch week was driven by bookable
events viewable on social media. 

Re-targeting and follow-up direct marketing pushed to the
Breakthrough website and donation page from the online shop. 
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.

Though we had carefully planned our actions to ensure
success, the results outperformed our best expectations. 
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Objective: Heighten the online profile of the organisation

Result: THOUSANDS VISITED THE SHOP IN-STORE AND ONLINE IN
THE FIRST WEEK ALONE 

297% increase in website visits

 67,000 engagements with campaign in launch week

3000 social shares in week of live activation

1200% increase in social media visits and engagements 

Objective: Raise awareness and highlight the urgent need for
greater investment in cancer research.

Result: WE WERE THE TOP NEWS STORY ON WORLD CANCER
DAY 130 pieces of coverage with an AVE of €172,000

Total campaign reach 3.18 million (TV, radio, print, online)

1.5 million online coverage views 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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Objective: Engage the cancer community and new supporters

Result: THE SHOP BECAME A PLACE OF PILGRIMAGE AND HAS A
POWERFUL FUTURE AHEAD

Breakthrough Cancer Research established a presence on the
national stage. 
We are in talks with cancer research organisations worldwide
to open The Shop That Nearly Wasn't in global locations from
2021, or as soon as the pandemic restrictions allow. 

Objective: Raise funds (secondary aim) 

Result: IN THE MIDDLE OF A COVID-PROMPTED DONATIONS CRISIS
FOR THE CHARITY SECTOR, BREAKTHROUGH WAS ABLE TO
INCREASE THE AMOUNT IT GAVE TO FUND CANCER RESEARCH IN
2020 

The organisation was in a position to commit €1.3m to cancer
research funding in 2020, an increase on 2019 and its biggest
ever amount in a single year. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE: Breakthrough Cancer
Research had a strong standing in Cork
and Munster, but was relatively unknown
nationally. To raise funding nationwide,
they needed to raise awareness. 
 
Result: WE WERE THE TOP NEWS STORY ON WORLD CANCER
DAY AND THE FIRST STORY ON RTE NEWS 
130 pieces of coverage (AVE of €172,000) 

Breakthrough Cancer Research was starting from a low
base. They had never previously used or purchased mass
media, or achieved national coverage at scale. Sporadic
PR efforts resulted in 3-6 articles per year, mostly in Cork-
based media. Breakthrough participated in the 96FM
Radiothon fundraiser for cancer each year. 

We achieved a huge lift in coverage from a small media
investment. This resulted in the organisation being able to
invest more in cancer research than any previous single
year in 2020. Competitors regularly spend millions without
being assured of an increase in fundraising efficiency. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Societal or Economic Events, Public Relations
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The campaign had to take into account 3 factors; 

World Cancer Day - Though there is heightened global media interest that day, there is
also a huge amount of activity and competitive noise to cut through. A "World first" on
World Cancer Day created a story and destination too good to miss. That the idea lasted
well beyond the day itself created a more motivating piece for the public to engage with.

The 2020 General Election was called for Saturday 8th February. Media space and
attention was in higher demand than ever yet despite this we were able to get interest,
attendance and a huge amount of coverage - when space was at a premium.

PR too had a tiny budget - just €3,500 to cover fees with no paid in influencers. Recruiting
celebrities like Senator David Norris as The Shop ambassador was key to an audience
beyond our own channels. 



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION
Though the media budget was just €25,000, this was Breakthrough Cancer Research's first investment in paid media
at any scale.

Including paid support for owned channel promotion, the media strategy delivered a massive total campaign reach of
3.18million. It needed to make The Shop credible, create reach and scale and to support PR efforts to secure editorial.

Radio was the majority buy, followed by online video and display and a small commitment of print media. A large suite
of social assets would then amplify this on own channels.

A shop experience format for online created a 'window-shopping' opportunity.

COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:
Less.

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL, THE BRAND'S
OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS: 
More.

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021Under €50k

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

N/A



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES
€25k-50k

A full omnichannel creative campaign and experiential build was created for less than €40k with the generous
donation of additional time and some products (e.g. from publishers) from suppliers and the survivors themselves. 

Creative Production including launch film, 6 survivor films, shop film and supporting product films €20k.

Photography and graphic design assets €6k.

Experiential Shop Build including signage and staffing €14k.

Recruitment was conducted free of charge by the inter-agency teams supported by the Breakthrough Cancer
Research in-house team. 

Fulfilment was undertaken by the Breakthrough Cancer Research in house team to further keep expenditure down.
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OWNED MEDIA

WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes: Sponsored content and video promoted the products, survivor stories and directed to the online shop
shopthatnearlywasnt.ie. Facebook and instagram were the main owned channels 

N/A



Digital Marketing - Short
Video  

Print Newspaper  

Retail Experience: In Store  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/759479575/b8370ce5cf


The Shop That Nearly Wasn't

C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Breakthrough Cancer Research
Category: Public Service, Government & Utilities
Industry Sector: Non-Profit
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BREAKTHROUGH 
CANCER RESEARCH



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 04/02/2020
End date: N/A

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Growing

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

The Shop That Nearly Wasn’t - The World’s first shop 100% stocked and
staffed by cancer survivors. 

We needed to prove cancer research's effectiveness isn't seen in a lab
but felt in the real world every day. 

Breakthrough Cancer Research had no national profile. To raise more
funding we had to raise awareness of their work. 

An innovative retail concept and experiential-led omni-channel
campaign showcasing the lives we would have lost, if not for cancer
research. 

Gave Breakthrough national presence and the biggest news story
on World Cancer Day. Helped organisation invest €1.3m in
research (2020).

BREAKING CAR COMMS
CONVENTIONS

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?
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Cancer is clever, but we are
ingenious. With The Shop That
Nearly Wasn't, Breakthrough Cancer
Research inspired Ireland to change
the future with cancer research. 

We did it by applying the same skills
research teams use to beat cancer:
innovation, creativity and
determination to succeed. With only
a small budget, a lean in-house
staff and a cohesive inter-agency
team, a truly innovative campaign
created unprecedented awareness. 

This was so effective that
Breakthrough was able not merely
to withstand the COVID-created
disruption to traditional charity
donations, but invest more in cancer
research in 2020 than 2019, and any
previous single year.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

Breakthrough Cancer Research specialises in funding new treatments for difficult to treat cancers that have a low survival rate.
They are a pioneering organisation doing globally recognised work but as a brand were in 2020 little known outside academic
circles. 

The charity sector is fiercely competitive. There are almost 10,000 registered charities and a further 20,000+ organisations in
Ireland’s wider non-profit sector. The sector has a combined annual turnover of over €14.5bn.

There is constant need the engage the public's attention and empathy against multiple worthy causes. Though cancer is an issue
that touches almost everyone's lives, there are several much larger players, with significant historical presence and sizeable
marketing budgets. 

Many of Ireland’s charities are part-funded by the state, however Breakthrough Cancer Research is not. It is 100% funded by
private donations. It is unique in its competitive set in that 100% of its funding efforts go to cancer research, as the organisation
believes this is not only the most effective way to change what a cancer diagnosis means in the future, but improve the lives of
cancer patients today through better and less invasive treatments. 

Cancer research efforts have improved significantly the survival rates for many cancers. But for too many cancers, survival rates
remain cruelly unequal: as low as 9% for pancreatic, 19% for lung, 26% for oesophageal. It is for these poor- prognosis cancers,
where survival rarely offered that Breakthrough contributes the most. 

In order to increase funding, we had to raise awareness of the organisation, the importance of cancer research and the need for
the work Breakthrough do. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

We had to reach a new generation of charitable givers as well as energise and motivate the 'cancer community' - those directly or
indirectly affected by and experience of cancer. 

In the 30 years to 2015 donations as a proportion of household expenditure has been steadily declining. Older people and those with
higher levels of education and disposable income are more likely to donate.(Ref: Benefacts 2020 CSO Household Budget Surveys)
The younger generation display new donation patterns via gofundme or a social media fundraiser - even for a stranger - rather
than commit to a subscription.

Research (Breakthrough 2019) identified 3 common perceptions barriers: 

We had to rebrand cancer from a death sentence to a survival story: Most potential and casual supporters didn’t easily believe a
cure for cancer is any more than a pipe dream.

We had to reposition research from remote to tangible: Respondents felt the problem was just too big or too demanding “How much
money will it take?” 

We needed to disrupt with shocking positivity: Those canvassed wanted results to back it up, and are impatient about how soon
they can arrive - always wanting more tangible proof of efficacy. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

Objectives Overview: 
1. Awareness, to raise the profile of Breakthrough Cancer Research to national reach (KPI: Combined earned and paid reach) 
2. Highlight the urgent need for greater investment in cancer research. (KPI: Editorial coverage) 
3. Resonate with the cancer community (KPI: Engagement from new and current supporters and industry) 
4. Heighten the online profile of the organisation through social media (KPI; Shop and Website visits, Shares of content and hashtag) 
5. Raise funds (secondary aim) 
NB: In certain cases e.g. previous year's editorial coverage base was in single gures. National awareness though not tracked is taken to
be close to zero. 

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Breakthrough Cancer Research had a strong
standing in Cork and Munster, but was relatively
unknown nationally. To raise funding nationwide,
they needed to raise awareness. 

Breakthrough Cancer Research was starting from a low base. They
had never previously used or purchased mass media, or achieved
national coverage at scale. Sporadic PR efforts resulted in 3-6
articles per year, mostly in Cork-based media. Breakthrough
participated in the 96FM Radiothon fundraiser for cancer each year. 
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

Building the insight: Cultural Context Observation 

Once upon a time, giving to charity was often anonymous. Now, along with the rest of our lives people are much more
willing - even eager - to publicise their support. They want to partner with the cause that gives them the biggest impact,
and the most interesting story to tell. 

Building the insight: Research findings. 

Most potential and casual supporters don’t easily believe a cure for cancer is any more than a pipe dream.

They can feel the problem is just too big or too demanding “How much money will it take?” 

They want results to back it up - always wanting more tangible proof of efficacy. Analysis of the research findings led to a
key strategic interpretation: 

The problem facing the brand was more than just lack of awareness about the Breakthrough Cancer Research story 
From research, it was clear we were also fighting:

apathy “I can’t make a difference”

“healthy” scepticism “How do I trust you can make a difference?” 
fatalism “Death from cancer happens: it’s part of life”
fatigue “I have no more to give”
 
WE NEEDED TO PROVE WHAT CANCER RESEARCH CAN DO
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

We created something that only existed, because of
cancer research: The Shop That Nearly Wasn’t - The
World’s first shop 100% stocked and staffed by cancer
survivors. Seeking 100% survival for 100% of cancers,
survivors themselves lead the call for more research
funding. 

The Shop opened in Dublin on World Cancer Day 4th
February 2020 and remains open online. Stocking products
from creative and innovative cancer survivors of all ages
and from all walks of life, from dance superstar Michael
Flatley, award-winning children’s authors Peter Donnelly
and Nicola Pierce, artists Monika Crowley and Kevin Griffin
and more.

It showcases a range of books, photography, sports
equipment, jewellery, art and gifts that have all been
designed or made by a cancer survivor, now here because
of cancer research. The stories behind the products are
captured in-store and through a series of filmed interviews
with the makers. Their passionate call for more funding for
cancer research are played in the shop and across social
and online channels. However, it was also important to
drive home the key message that there is an urgent need
for greater investment in cancer research. Therefore,
contrasting with the colourful, creative shop gallery, one
part of the 'The Shop That Nearly Wasn't' remains empty,
highlighting the fact that more funding and research is
needed in order to help more people with low survival
cancers to survive sooner.
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
The campaign is ultimately a call from cancer survivors to help
fund research to make more survivors. A fundraising element asks
the public to donate or purchase items in the shop in person or
online at theshopthatnearlywasnt.ie.

Events throughout launch week in the Temple Bar location
encouraged repeat visits and engagement on social channels:
talks, yoga classes, flower-arranging, artist engagements - all by
cancer survivors. The advertising and promotional campaign was
also only possible because of cancer research, with photographer
and melanoma survivor Kevin Griffin shooting the campaign
elements, making it The Advertising Campaign That Nearly Wasn't. 

By creating a live experiential and online shop we could reach
audiences and consumers at many touch points:

Pre-promotion: Using retail media for social film, radio, print and
online and social display we told the story of the survivors and the
products and the science that made them both.

Multiple survivors stories: Multiple human stories would secure
maximum PR editorial.

A Hero Destination: Partnering with gallery The Library Project in
Dublin's Temple Bar ensured a central presence in the Nation’s
Capital maximising media interest and attendance.

Current Content: Once live, stories focus on a new survivor and the
science behind their survival each day. 

Social engagement during launch week was driven by bookable
events viewable on social media. 

Re-targeting and follow-up direct marketing pushed to the
Breakthrough website and donation page from the online shop. 92



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.

Though we had carefully planned our actions to ensure
success, the results outperformed our best expectations. 
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Objective: Heighten the online profile of the organisation

Result: THOUSANDS VISITED THE SHOP INSTORE AND ONLINE IN
THE FIRST WEEK ALONE 

297% increase in website visits

 67,000 engagements with campaign in launch week

3000 social shares in week of live activation

1200% increase in social media visits and engagements 

Objective: Raise awareness and highlight the urgent need for
greater investment in cancer research.

Result: WE WERE THE TOP NEWS STORY ON WORLD CANCER
DAY 130 pieces of coverage with an AVE of €172,000

Total campaign reach 3.18 million (TV, radio, print, online)

1.5 million online coverage views 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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Objective: Engage the cancer community and new supporters

Result: THE SHOP BECAME A PLACE OF PILGRIMAGE AND HAS A
POWERFUL FUTURE AHEAD

Breakthrough Cancer Research established a presence on the
national stage. 

We are in talks with cancer research organisations worldwide
to open The Shop That Nearly Wasn't in global locations from
2021, or as soon as the pandemic restrictions allow. 

Objective: Raise funds (secondary aim) 

Result: IN THE MIDDLE OF A COVID-PROMPTED DONATIONS CRISIS
FOR THE CHARITY SECTOR, BREAKTHROUGH WAS ABLE TO
INCREASE THE AMOUNT IT GAVE TO FUND CANCER RESEARCH IN
2020 

The organisation was in a position to commit €1.3m to cancer
research funding in 2020, an increase on 2019 and its biggest
ever amount in a single year. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE: Breakthrough Cancer
Research had a strong standing in Cork
and Munster, but was relatively unknown
nationally. To raise funding nationwide,
they needed to raise awareness. 

Result: WE WERE THE TOP NEWS STORY ON WORLD CANCER
DAY AND THE FIRST NEWS STORY ON RTE  130 pieces of
coverage (AVE of €172,000) 

Breakthrough Cancer Research was starting from a low
base. They had never previously used or purchased mass
media, or achieved national coverage at scale. Sporadic
PR efforts resulted in 3-6 articles per year, mostly in Cork-
based media. Breakthrough participated in the 96FM
Radiothon fundraiser for cancer each year. 

We achieved a huge lift in coverage from a small media
investment. This resulted in the organisation being able to
invest more in cancer research than any previous single
year in 2020. Competitors regularly spend millions without
being assured of an increase in fundraising efficiency. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

The campaign had to take into account 3 factors; 

World Cancer Day - Though there is heightened global media interest that day, there
is also a huge amount of activity and competitive noise to cut through. A "World firs"
on World Cancer Day created a story and destination too good to miss. That the idea
lasted well beyond the day itself created a more motivating piece for the public to
engage with.

The 2020 General Election was called for Saturday 8th February. Media space and
attention was in higher demand than ever yet despite this we were able to get interest,
attendance and a huge amount of coverage - when space was at a premium.

PR too had a tiny budget - just €3,500 to cover fees with no paid in influencers.
Recruiting celebrities like Senator David Norris as The Shop ambassador was key to an
audience beyond our own channels. 

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Societal or Economic Events, Public Relations
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION
Though the media budget was just €25,000, this was Breakthrough Cancer Research's first investment in paid media
at any scale.

Including paid support for owned channel promotion, the media strategy delivered a massive total campaign reach of
3.18million. It needed to make The Shop credible, create reach and scale and to support PR efforts to secure editorial.

Radio was the majority buy, followed by online video and display and a small commitment of print media. A large suite
of social assets would then amplify this on own channels.

A shop experience format for online created a 'window-shopping' opportunity. 98

COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:
Less.

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL, THE BRAND'S
OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS: 
More.

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021Under €50k

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

N/A



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES
€25k-50k

A full omnichannel creative campaign and experiential build was created for less than €40k with the generous
donation of additional time and some products (e.g. from publishers) from suppliers and the survivors themselves. 

Creative Production including launch film, 6 survivor films, shop film and supporting product films €20k.

Photography and graphic design assets €6k.

Experiential Shop Build including signage and staffing €14k.

Recruitment was conducted free of charge by the inter-agency teams supported by the Breakthrough Cancer
Research in-house team. 

Fulfilment was undertaken by the Breakthrough Cancer Research in house team to further keep expenditure down.
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OWNED MEDIA
WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS
WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes:  Owned media particularly sponsoring Facebook and Instagram content, with A/B testing and then supporting
the primary messaging generating most engagement. Organic Instagram and twitter proved particularly useful for
sharing content and prompting engagement 

N/A



Digital Marketing - Short
Video  

Print Newspaper  

Retail Experience: In Store  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/759479575/b8370ce5cf


IT'S A TREAT! THE 5 YEAR
TURNAROUND STORY

C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Baileys
Category: Sustained Effectiveness
Industry Sector: Alcoholic Beverages
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BAILEYS



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 01/11/2016
End date: 30/04/2021

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: In Decline

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Baileys competes with cakes as much as cocktails.

Product insight: Baileys is part-cake, part-spirit 
Cultural insight: food is the new entertainment 
Consumer insight: from permission to pleasure 

To reverse Baileys’ long-term volume decline, in a cream liqueurs
category that had lost relevance. 

A delicious new brand world; year-round communications model
‘billions of triggers to treat’; creative idea ‘Don’t Mind If I Baileys’ 

Almost doubled volume in Ireland from 2016-2021 (+93% in total),
rescuing the brand from long-term decline to rapid growth. 

BREAKING CAR COMMS
CONVENTIONS

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?
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This is the turnaround story of a
global brand born and bred in
Dublin. It had hit rock bottom in
2008 both here in Ireland and
across the globe. The Baileys Global
team based in Dublin cracked the
powerful insight that was then
leveraged to deliver a
transformative strategy and
creative platform ‘Don’t Mind If I
Baileys’ that was deployed
successfully across the world. The
Irish market served as a test bed for
many exciting initiatives as well as
proving the responsiveness of
media investment. The brand
escaped long-term decline to
double-digit YOY growth, almost
doubling volume in 5 years. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

Baileys is an Irish icon, and one of the country’s most successful exports; the most loved spirits brand in the world. But
in 2016, Baileys was in trouble both globally and in Ireland. It faced a variety of challenges, from declining sales, to
limited occasions, growing cultural irrelevance and communications that were not resonating with consumers. 
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When Baileys was launched in the 1970s it was a hit. It was the world’s first and best known cream liqueur, with Ireland
and Dublin as its home. It was an indulgent new proposition that took the world by storm and saw rapid and
consistent sales growth for almost 30 years. But with the financial crash of 2008, the brand lost 40% of its volume
sales in Ireland in 8 years and this pattern was occurring across the globe 

Challenge 1: Sales decline

Challenge 2: limited occasions and serves for cream liqueurs

The problem was that Baileys had lost relevance for consumers. The cream liqueurs category was not thought of
throughout most of the year, with sales concentrated in the run-up to Christmas and 63% of volume concentrated in
the last quarter. What’s more, the brand was limited to one serve - in a tumbler, over ice - which had grown familiar
and dull. Compared to vibrant and fast growing categories like gin, prosecco and aperetivos, Baileys had little
cultural relevance. 

Communications that aimed at ‘championing spirited women’ had a noble purpose, but struggled to engage with
consumers who couldn’t connect this message to the product itself. As a result, the work wasn’t helping to recover
volume. 

Challenge 3: communications struggling to engage



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

As a brand originally developed for women in 1973, Baileys had for years created communications targeted at a female
demographic. The previous brand purpose 'championing spirited women' was designed for this. But with the new adult
treats strategy, as we show, the audience became even wider. Analysis of the treating category showed that key drivers
were occasion-based, rather than demographic. Whilst keeping our core female buyer, we wanted to show up whenever
anyone wanted an adult treat, whoever they were. So we targeted a broad mixed-gender adult audience, but in the
specific moments most salient to adult treats, as revealed by social listening. By broadening our audience, and targeting
occasions, we were able to extend our relevance into even more moments throughout the year. 

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
(KPIS) AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

We knew that in the face of steep decline, half way measures would not
suffice.

So we needed a marketing strategy and a campaign that would reverse the
sales decline by renewing the relevance, versatility and intrinsic appeal of the
Baileys product itself. 

1. Commercial objective: Reverse volume sales decline
2. Marketing objective: Increase the perceived versatility of the Baileys liquid 
3. Communications objective: Create enjoyable communications that renew
the product’s intrinsically delicious appeal 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
Reverse volume sales decline

Baileys volume sales had plummeted to 80000 EU's in 2016, having lost 40% of its volume since 2009. We wanted to reverse
this trend and exceed 2009 levels. 

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Increase the perceived versatility of the Baileys liquid

A big problem for Baileys and cream liqueurs in general was the perceived lack of ways to serve. It was drunk on average 1.5
ways in 2017. We wanted to get to at least 2 ways of serving. 

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Create enjoyable communications that renew the product’s intrinsically delicious appeal 

Pre-testing showed our advertising was not performing on enjoyment and key message takeout. We we knew needed to
create work that people enjoyed and communicated what people really love about Baileys - the deliciousness of the liquid. 

Get back to volume growth, and exceed 2009 volume, when the decline started.

- Increase versatility perceptions
- Get people drinking Baileys more than one way 

- Increase advertising enjoyment 
- Increase key message takeout



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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The first clue: people loved the product, not the purpose

Our purpose-based ads had tested poorly with consumers. From
2014, the Baileys team based in Dublin saw some positive signs
when running more product-based spots that focused on the
Baileys liquid. 

From here, we used a combination of social listening, ethnography
and semiotics, uncovering three powerful insights. 



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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1. Product insight: 'part cake, part spirit, pure pleasure' 

Looking at the product, we saw Baileys sat at the intersection of two
categories. The strategists crafted the phrase ‘part cake, part spirit,
pure pleasure’ to reframe the product in a way that described Baileys’
category-spanning appeal. 

2. Cultural insight: food content is the new entertainment

Social listening and semiotics showed that people had an insatiable
appetite for indulgent and highly tempting visual food content. 

3. Consumer insight: from permission to pleasure

Behavioural & semiotic research showed that being an adult no longer
meant being tied down or boring – people felt able to embrace
pleasure without permission. 

The big strategic shift
With these insights, we saw that Baileys’ true home wasn't in liqueurs,
but the fast-growing category of adult treats. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Reinventing the communications model to compete in the adult treats category

The way forward included creating a foundational brand world, a radical new media model, and a new advertising
idea. 
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1. A new brand world: real adult treats

Our semiotics research and social listening helped create an evolving brand world for Baileys rooted in treat
culture. It was vibrant, playful and perfectly imperfect. It was consciously designed for the social media age with
“lick the screen deliciousness” built in. The Baileys brand world became a unifying lens creating consistency
across all touchpoints. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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2. A new content and media approach: billions of triggers to treat

Another radical shift took place in our content and media mode, with four main principles:

i) From annual 90-second blockbusters, to short-form weekly
triggers
We put frequency at the heart of the communications strategy.
Ireland championed 10’ and 20’ formats. This gave us the ability to
increase frequency and presence across the year, from 5 weeks on-
air pre-Christmas 2016 to 13 weeks in 2019. In digital and social we
created tailored nudges for the weekend peaks of indulgence
throughout the year. 

ii) From festive focus, to year-round occasions
Extending Baileys’ relevance across the year was essential.
 Social listening analysis allowed also us to map out a ‘yearly
indulgence calendar’, identifying key seasonal and cultural
moments as triggers for our audience to indulge.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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iii) From targeting demographics, to targeting treating moments 
Analysis of the treating category showed that key drivers were occasion-based, rather than demographic. We created
targeted assets for the most salient treating moments. We made these assets shoppable wherever possible. 

iv) From top down broadcast, to partnerships and co-creation
Ireland led the way with partnerships as part of this new bite-sized approach to media, co-creating content with
publishers and influencers credible in treats. 

2. A new creative idea: Don't Mind if I Baileys

To fit this new strategic approach, a new creative
idea was needed. Don’t Mind If I Baileys reframed
the brand’s purpose to become a champion of
treating. Our TV executions focused on the
product, featuring playfully ingenious serves,
inspiring people to think of Baileys in a far more
versatile way. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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3. The brand's home market became a test bed for marketing

Ireland became the testing ground for the most exciting and innovative marketing initiatives. 

i) Ireland proved the value of the new strategy beyond advertising
To relaunch Baileys in Ireland with a major spike of salience & buzz we
brought the adult treats strategy to life IRL, allowing consumers to
experience the deliciousness and versatility of Baileys first hand. The
immersive Baileys “Treat Bar” started as a Christmas pop up in Dublin,
where people could enjoy Baileys in new and exciting treat serves. The
original Treat Yard activation in 2017 reached over 7.9 million people via
PR and social media1. The activation has since been rolled out across
more than 10 markets. 

ii) Ireland proved that investing in the new strategy pays back
Ireland became a test case for media investment, demonstrating the
responsiveness of the new strategy.We tested investment in March/April,
demonstrating a category-leading ROI, which gave Ireland and other
markets the confidence to invest outside of the Christmas period. We also
optimised timelengths, introducing 10’ spots. As a result, TV ROI increased
26% year-on-year, despite increased investment2. This gave Ireland, and
other markets, the confidence to invest further, reaping even greater
rewards. Now that’s a real treat! 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.

As we’ll show, we achieved all of our objectives and more: 
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Result: Since F16 when the campaign began, volume sales have almost doubled (+93%), exceeding 2009 levels. 

By 2019, we had recovered our volume beyond 2009 levels – and despite the impact of COVID, the outlook for 2021 is even
better. This fiscal year, Bailey’s is set to be the biggest it ever has been in Ireland. 

Result: ‘Versatility’ on our brand tracker has risen by +4pp and ways of drinking Baileys have risen from 1.5 to 2 serves. 

From 2017 to 2019, brand tracking showed that ‘versatility’ as a brand image association has risen by +4pp, a key metric for
unlocking that volume growth. What’s more, studies showed that consumers were actually consuming Baileys in more ways
than ever – growing from an average of 1.5 to 2 serves since F16.

OBJECTIVE 1: Commerical objective: Reverse volume sales decline 

OBJECTIVE 2: Marketing objective: Increase the perceived versatility of the
Bailey's liquid



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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Result: ‘Versatility’ on our brand tracker has risen by +4pp and ways of drinking Baileys have risen from 1.5 to 2 serves. 

Pre-testing results became a ‘sea of greens’.

Enjoyment of our advertising shot up.

And crucially, we saw the key message takeout of 'real treat' more than double.

OBJECTIVE 3: Communications objective: Creative enjoyable communications
that renew the product's intrinsically delicious appeal



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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We also saw 'can be enjoyed in many different ways'
performing 70% above norm across pre-testing for the
alcohol category. 

The Baileys story is that of a radical turnaround, with its
home market of Ireland leading the way. A revolution in
our strategy meant that our communications became
relevant and enjoyable. Moving into adult treats, with
hundreds of new serving suggestions, drove
perceptions of Baileys’ versatility and restored its
relevance, almost doubling volume sales in 5 years. 

And the cherry on the cake? Baileys now has bigger
ambitions than ever, and investment in the brand
continues to grow. This would have seemed impossible
when we began this journey. Now we know we’ve only
just begun. 

OBJECTIVE 3: Communications
objective: Creative enjoyable
communications that renew the
product's intrinsically delicious appeal



SECTION 4: RESULTS

During this time there weren’t any significant changes in pricing, distribution or other
factors that significantly impacted performance. Econometric analysis has isolated a
positive ROI to our marketing activity. 

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: No Other Factors
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)
2016

€100k-500k

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION
Since 2016 our investment in media has increased, this has been prioritised to deliver on the strategy to reposition Baileys as an
adult treat. Close monitoring of our effectiveness through econometrics allowed us to optimise this spend to its full potential. The
increase in media investment has been driven by a strong increase in TV spend. Our focus is around the key Christmas period but
we have also increased investment on our other key period, Easter. We have also increased investment across VOD, social, OOH
and partnerships, timings of which have boosted gross profit YOY.
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2018

€100k-500k

2020

€100k-500k

2019

€100k-500k

COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:
More.

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL, THE BRAND'S
OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS: 
More.

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD YEAR)

More.



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES
€500k+

The biggest cost has been the production of TV spots, with other expenditure including digital assets and experiential.
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OWNED MEDIA
WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes : Owned media that has been utilised is our brand website baileys.com, social media @baileysocial 

In 2019, we ran a media partnership with Lovin’ IE which delivered an ROI of 1.54. This partnership set out to amplify the
series of delicious Bailey’s dessert pop-ups that were running in venues around Dublin. 



Digital Marketing - Social Paid  

TV  

Branded Content - Editorial  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/759099625/8e57417bcf


A little museum taking on big
stereotypes 

C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: EPIC, The Irish Emigration Museum
Category: Leisure, Media, Sport, Travel & Gaming
Industry Sector: Travel, Tourism & Restaurants 
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EPIC, The Irish
Emigration Museum



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 01/03/2019
End date: 31/08/2020

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Understand Ireland from a different perspective, from the outside in. 

Culturally curious people want to go past the obvious stereotypes to get
a unique perspective on a culture and people.

EPIC is a small museum competing in a cluttered category against
much more established and well known competitors.

Multiple small but impactful campaigns that challenged stereotypes
and tapped into cultural talking points. 

Increased visitor numbers by 40% YOY while other attractions
stayed flat or experience a decline.

BREAKING CAR COMMS
CONVENTIONS

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?
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The tourism industry is saturated
and extremely competitive at the
best of times, but EPIC was a
relatively new not-for-profit
museum competing against much
more established attractions and
globally renowned brand
experiences.

EPIC didn’t have a big marketing
budget or the resources to conduct
in-depth market research, so we
needed to out-create the
competition instead. By challenging
stereotypes and tapping into
cultural talking points we were able
to drive significant growth against a
highly competitive category,
proving that with clear strategy and
brave creative small brands really
can make a big impact.



Introduction to EPIC

When people think of Ireland they generally imagine big green leprechaun hats, pints of Guinness, and of course potatoes. But EPIC
The Irish Emigration Museum is a small museum on a mission to show the world what it truly means to be Irish by exploring the
stories of Irish emigrants and the positive impact they’ve made on the world. 

The Category

But stereotypes were not the only things EPIC was up against, as Dublin was packed with visitor attractions. In fact there were over
20 other museums within just a few kilometres of EPIC (Figure 1), many in more central locations than EPIC, and some free to enter.
EPIC only opened in 2016, but many of its competitors were long-established attractions, such as the GPO (1818), Kilmainham Gaol
(1796) the National Gallery of Ireland (1854), as well as world renowned brand experiences such as The Guinness Storehouse and
the Jameson Distillery. EPIC had a marketing budget of €229,000, a fraction of what global brands like Guinness had access to.

SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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The Challenge

Despite positive reviews, two years after opening EPIC’s visitor numbers were among the lowest in the category (Figure 2).
Even though EPIC was a not-for-profit it still needed to attract more visitors to cover costs. But attracting more visitors was a
huge challenge as on average people only visit 2.3 museums per year. Once the 'must sees' like The Guinness Storehouse
and Trinity were ticked off the others had to fight for visitor attention. 

To establish a strong position in the market and grow visitor numbers, this small museum would need to challenge big
stereotypes and even bigger competitors. 

SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

Irish diaspora (descendants of Irish emigrants) - Want to explore where their ancestors came from and are likely to research
their visit 6-9 months in advance. 
Tourists - Most only stay in Dublin a couple of nights. Word of mouth from locals and recommendations from Tripadvisor or
publishers have a big influence on them.
Weekend explorers - Usually 18-35 year olds who are on a staycation or are looking for something fun to do with friends. 
Local families - Locals who want somewhere to go that the whole family will enjoy. Decisions are usually made by the mother.
They are also important influencers for tourists.
School tours - Want somewhere educational to visit, and can be an important source of revenue for EPIC during off peak times
and seasons. 

EPIC had several target groups with different needs and motivations: 

With limited budget we were unable to develop campaigns
for each segment. We needed to identify a shared mindset
and insight that would allow EPIC to resonate with multiple
different groups simultaneously and give them a clear
reason to choose EPIC over our competitors.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

We needed to do 3 key things:
1.  Grow visitor numbers- Failte Ireland projected 3% growth in visitor numbers to Dublin. So to get more people in the door we
would have to convince people to choose EPIC over other attractions.
2. Increase awareness- As a new attraction we knew that EPIC had much lower awareness than our much larger and more
established competitors.
3.Improve consideration – EPIC is a world class experience, but many people who hadn’t visited yet assumed it was just a
traditional museum, only of interest to Irish American tourists. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Increase visitor numbers by
33% YOY, from 172,193 in 2018
to 230,000 in 2019 
We had much lower visitor numbers
than most of our competitors (Figure 2)
and even though the category had
been growing for the last few years
growth was expected to be relatively
modest for 2019. This should have a
direct impact on company revenue.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Achieve a prompted
awareness score of 20%

Our aim was to have higher awareness
than museums which had opened at a
similar time to EPIC. This would mainly
be measured through brand tracking
research.
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OBJECTIVE 3: 
Improve people’s
understanding of what EPIC
has to offer.
Anecdotally we knew that many people
assumed EPIC would be a traditional
museum, or that it was just for Irish
American tourists. But we wanted
people to understand that EPIC was
really an interactive journey and
experience. This would be measured
primarily through brand tracking
research. 

OBJECTIVE 4: 
Increase traffic to the EPIC
website.

Website traffic is a good indicator of
people's intention to purchase and
increased traffic usually leads to more
sales. However traffic to EPIC's website
had never gone over 100,000 per
month.



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

EPIC’s previous campaigns focused on what people would find at EPIC, but instead we wanted to focus on why people
should go (Figure 3). 

By looking at global tourism trends we saw that there was a shift towards experiences that gave visitors a new
perspective on the world (Figure 4).
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We recognised that many other Dublin attractions (Figure 5) fell into 2 categories:

1. Traditional museums about Ireland’s history e.g. The GPO and Kilmainham Gaol.
2. Alcohol brand experiences e.g Guinness Storehouse and Jameson Distillery. 

We saw a gap for EPIC as an attraction that showed a different side to Irish culture, beyond traditional museums or
alcohol experiences.

From visitor reviews we realised that people loved EPIC because it was an immersive and interactive experience that gave
them a unique viewpoint of Irish culture, through the lens of our emigrants (Figure 6). Using research from Fáilte Ireland
we identified this as the Culturally Curious mindset which led to our insight.

Insight - Culturally curious people want to go past the obvious stereotypes to get a unique perspective on a culture and
people.



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Be brave - EPIC is a challenger brand so we needed to act like one. 

Tap into culture - Hijack the conversation around cultural talking points. 

Make everything work hard - Everything had to reinforce our strategic idea ‘Understand Ireland from a
different perspective, from the outside in’ - flyers, brochures, social posts. 

EPIC is a small brand challenging big competitors and big stereotypes. We couldn’t out-spend the competition so
we needed to out-create them with several smaller campaigns that punched above their weight, grabbing
people’s attention.

We followed three simple principles:
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We challenged perceptions about EPIC, stereotypes about Ireland, and our biggest competitors by showing
people that there’s more to being Irish than potatoes and Guinness. This showed that EPIC offered something
different from other attractions. This ran across OOH in popular tourist locations, as well as press and social
media.

A. March-June 2019: Launch: There’s more to us than…

St. Patrick’s Day is dominated by leprechaun hats and shamrocks that get discarded, ending up in a landfill. As
the day after St Patrick’s Day was World Recycling Day, we encouraged people to trade in their plastic ‘tat’ to be
recycled for tickets to an experience that shows another side of the Irish. To make the most of our small budget
we placed impactful OOH in the middle of Temple Bar, the hub of all St. Patrick’s Day celebrations.

B. March 2019: St. Plastic’s Day



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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Trump is known for his anti immigration stance so we looked at his visit to Ireland as a great opportunity. We took
out a single ad in a local paper in Clare (beside his golf resort), inviting him to come to EPIC for a different
perspective on immigration. Our single ad in a local paper generated national media coverage.

C. 31st May 2019: Letter to Trump on his immigration policies

Most history books speak about what Irish emigrants left behind when they left, but none speak about the other
side of the story and the importance of what they brought with them, their name. These names have been passed
down through many generations, so to target the Irish diaspora we created the Power of A Name exhibition. This
allows people around the world to submit their Irish family name to be displayed in our exhibition, giving them a
reason to visit Ireland and EPIC. 

D. October-November 2019: Power of a Name Exhibition 

EPIC had to close during the 2020 Covid-19 outbreak, but reopened temporarily in June. We needed to attract
younger weekend explorers who thought EPIC was just a traditional museum and were unlikely to visit. EPIC had
recently been awarded Europe’s leading tourist attraction at the World Travel Awards, so we ran a tongue in
cheek social and OOH campaign apologising to iconic European attractions who were left feeling miffed and
dejected by our win.

E. July-August 2020: Sorry Europe 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.

Despite all the challenges EPIC faced, we smashed all of our
targets and, most importantly, grew visitor numbers by 40%.
This is especially impressive as some of our key competitors
actually lost visitors YOY. There is a clear correlation between
the periods when our campaigns were active and website
traffic and visitor numbers.

As well as using visitor numbers, revenue and website traffic
to show effectiveness, we can also see improved brand
awareness and understanding in the nationally
representative brand tracker research we conducted.

All of this shows that by focusing on the ‘why’ rather than the
‘what’, out-creating rather than out-spending, and by being
brave; a small brand like EPIC can take on big competitors
and even bigger stereotypes.

*Note: In 2020 EPIC was closed from March 13th - June 26th
and from September 18th - November 22nd due to Covid-19.
This had a huge impact on EPICs performance that year, so
we are focusing on 2019 results. However we were ahead of
our 2020 projections until March, so had Covid-19 not
occurred we believe we would have exceeded our targets
again.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 1: Increase visitor
numbers by 33% YOY, from 172,193
in 2018 to 230,000 in 2019

Result: Visitor numbers grew by 40% (from
172,193 in 2018 to 241,130 in 2019), exceeding
our target by 7% (11,130 visitors) (Figures 10) 

We had much lower visitor numbers than
most of our competitors (Figure 2) and even
though the category had been growing for
the last few years growth was expected to be
relatively modest for 2019. This should have a
direct impact on company revenue. 

While our visitor numbers increased
significantly some of our key competitors had
no growth, or even experienced a decrease
YOY (Figure 11). Also the overall number of
visitors to Dublin remained similar with 11.2m
overseas visitors in 2018 and 11.3m in 2019,
showing that we achieved this growth against
a static category. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 2: Achieve a prompted awareness score of 20%
Result: Achieved a prompted awareness score of 25%

Our aim was to have higher awareness than museums which had opened at a similar time to EPIC. This would mainly be
measured through brand tracking research. 

This was higher than our benchmark competitors who opened at a similar time to EPIC, and was similar to a well known
museum which has been open since 2008. 
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OBJECTIVE 3: Improve people’s understanding of what EPIC has to offer.

34% perceived EPIC to be ‘innovative’ 
28% to be ‘creative’ 
26% to be ‘inspirational’ 
Only 4% to be ‘dull’ 
Only 8% to be ‘just for tourists’

Anecdotally we knew that many people assumed EPIC would be a traditional museum, or that it was just for Irish American
tourists. But we wanted people to understand that EPIC was really an interactive journey and experience. This would be
measured primarily through brand tracking research. 

We wanted to change the perception that EPIC was a traditional museum that was ‘just for tourists’, and show people what EPIC
really has to offer. As well as achieving 41% understanding we also achieved 

Result: 41% of people described EPIC as a museum that showed the impact of Irish emigrants / diaspora on the world. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
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OBJECTIVE 4: Increase traffic to the EPIC website

+69.7% for March 2019 
+74.2% for June-August 2019 
+156.1% for October 2019 
+6.3% for June-August 2020, despite Covid-19

Website traffic is a good indicator of people’s intention to purchase and increased traffic usually leads to more sales.
However traffic  to EPIC’s website had never gone over 100,000 per month.

Website traffic spiked significantly after each campaign (Figure 13). Compared to the same period in 2018 there was: 

Result: Website traffic grew by 42% from 2018 to 2019.



SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
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EPIC experienced a significant increase in revenue from 2018 to 2019.

Revenue

EPIC was awarded Europe’s leading tourist attraction through public vote at the World Travel Awards in 2019 and 2020. This is
the first time any attraction has won this category two years in a row, showing how much visitors love EPIC. 

Awards

Social media followers across all platforms increased from 26,174 at the end of 2018 to 38,143 by the end of 2019, an increase
of 46%.

Social Media

Many of EPIC’s campaigns were picked up by national press e.g. Irish Times and Irish Independent, and international
publications e.g. Irish Central.

Media Coverage



SECTION 4: RESULTS

The number of tourists visiting Dublin only grew from 11.2m to 11.3m in 2019 and the
visitor numbers of competitor attractions stayed flat or increased.

As a relatively new attraction it would be expected that EPIC would have an organic
increase in visitors due to word of mouth. This most likely contributed up to 10% of our
40% increase in visitors.

Outside of our campaigns EPIC also had always-on social, small public events in the
museum, and leaflets in tourist offices and hotels, however these are activities that
EPIC had been running in previous years too.

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Internal Company Events, Natural Events & Societal or Economic Events
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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Due to privacy reasons, the following agency has opted out of sharing the investment
overview information for this campaign with the public. 

This includes the paid media expenditure, owned media, sponsorships, and
production assets.



Digital Marketing - Social
Paid  

Print Newspaper  

OOOH - Billboards  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/759829314/fa0ce3d1a7


SILVER



THREE IRELAND 
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Three Ireland
Category: IT, Telecomms & Consumer Electronics 
Industry Sector: Internet & Telecom  

Busting myths by connecting islands
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 01/09/2018
End date: N/A

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Rather than just claim, we would prove how our network and data
made a real difference to people's lives.

The network had to be experienced to be believed.

Weak brand health, persistent network myths, and low SOV were
holding us back from acquiring higher-value Bill Pay customers.

Through AV and broadcasted activations we showcased Three's
network in action; Connecting remote islands, and bringing
together families 17,000km apart.

Bill pay sales growth doubled and total market share reached an
all time high.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

Three acquired O2 in March 2015 with the
ambition of taking on Vodafone. 

But by 2018, outspent 2 to 1, we’d made
little progress. 

Vodafone’s high value bill pay customers
wanted strong network and data
credentials. For them only Vodafone
delivered. 

This case demonstrates how we proved
our data and leadership credentials to
the market in an emotionally powerful
way. In doing so, it demonstrates how we
changed attitudes to the brand for the
first time in years, leading to our highest
ever market share figures. And it
demonstrates how we achieved this
while still being outspent 2 to 1.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

Three acquired O2 in March 2015 with the ambition of challenging Vodafone as the leading mobile brand in Ireland. Yet
since 2016 Three’s brand image scores and sales figures were stagnant.

We faced two major challenges.

Firstly, we were completely outgunned.

Going into 2018 our SOV was at 15%, its lowest since 2010, and this was unlikely to change for the better. Vodafone
outspent us 2 to 1.

To make matters worse, Virgin had entered the market, and eir had consolidated the eircom and meteor brands into
one. Both were outspending us too, and both were fighting on price.

Secondly, persistent myths about our network shortcomings. 

Prior to acquiring O2, Three was a small player in the market. We were seen as urban, for younger customers, and beset
by Network problems. We weren’t seen as a credible reliable alternative to big, established Vodafone. 

We’d been talking about “all you can eat data” for years, but people still didn’t see us as a leader. In fact our scores
were dropping. Straight forward claims were falling on deaf ears. 

Network and Data are invisible things. People expect the network to work, and they expect to be able to use as much
data as they need. We had to find a way to bring them to life and make them mean much more to people in the real
world. We needed people to see and feel these benefits, beyond numeric proof points. We needed to make the invisible,
visible.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

Weak brand Image and in particular poor network and data
credentials were holding us back from acquiring the most
profitable customer segment; higher value bill-pay customers.

Demographically they’re a diverse group, broad in age and life-
stage. They were not at the cutting edge of technology by any
stretch, but they had an interest in the latest handsets. This was
mainly a function of their higher income; they were interested
because they could afford to be. They were drawn to brands who
reflected their own sense of status.

In 2018 they didn’t see us as a brand for people like them. Only
one brand fit the bill; Vodafone.

Though we needed to attract bill pay customers, we also had to
keep acquiring pre-pay as well, so we couldn’t afford to target
them exclusively. Our targeting efforts were mainly executed
through tone and messaging. 

Our media approach did significantly change, but the majority
these changes were driven by a deeper set of strategic insights
rather than audience demographics.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
Grow overall brand health and close the gap with Vodafone. 
Brand health had been stagnant since acquiring O2.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Grow significantly the volume of Bill Pay acquisitions.
Since 2015 our bill pay customer growth was less than our leading rivals, impacting our overall base number. 

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Grow overall market share 
In addition to growing Bill Pay, we also needed to grow our overall market share.

OBJECTIVE 4: 
Grow our Network and Data leadership scores to close the gap with Vodafone. 
On average across both Network and Data leadership metrics Vodafone had opened up a lead, and our scores
were in decline



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

With no extra budget we had to find ways to out-manoeuvre the big spenders.
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Analysis of the relationship between five years of monthly brand tracking and media investment data busted two myths
and confirmed a third.

Firstly, TV was far from dead. Regression analysis showed that TV had by far the largest impact on brand health. The
competition liked to spread their budget across multiple channels. Good for them. We decided to concentrate ours into
video. 

Secondly, we busted the wear out myth. The more we reused ads, the better they got. Far from wearing out, significantly
increased ratings actually improved recognition and performance scores, even up to 5,000 ratings.

Finally, it confirmed that offer lead campaigns with rational proof points were much less effective than more emotive
copy at moving brand health.

Collectively, these shaped our investment strategy. But they also pointed to a more emotive approach to overcoming
customer apathy too. 

Brand tracking had more secrets to offer up. Interestingly our own customers rated us higher for Network and Data than
Vodafone customers rated them. This gave rise to our breakthrough insight; the network had to be experienced to be
believed.

That lead to a big idea.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Our brand purpose is to “make it count”. That’s as true for us as it is for our customers. Claiming data and network leadership
is not enough. We needed to prove it.

We rebuilt the plan around three layers; two of which prioritised emotive brand building execution.
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Half of the budget was shifted into brand building AV. This activity had to
be emotive, but it also had a point to prove – the difference Three’s
network and data makes to people's lives. So, we set about making
advertising that did something, rather than just said something.

“The Island” was a B2B campaign which also served the B2C market. It
showed Three transforming Arranmore into the most connected island in
the world; bringing a community decimated by emigration back to life.
Two executions showed how a state of the art network transformed the
island’s businesses, education, and health care, and brought young
workers back.

In response to COVID, Three was the first to remove all fair usage limits
from data plans, for all customers, forever. It was proof of Three’s
commitment to help people stay connected in the toughest of times, told
through a charming story called “Monster Hunter” which featured a boy
and his grandfather connecting despite distance.

6 week bursts ran year round, with no gaps. All copy was, and still is being
reused multiple times. 

Brand Comms Layer (50% of budget)



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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Social media and experiential activity further proved Three’s network and data leadership in the real world.

In December 2018 we opened a restaurant which connected two other islands on the far side of the world. Our network made it
possible for families in Sydney and Dublin to come together and celebrate Christmas dinner around one table, through a giant
video wall.

In 2019 “First Data”, the first ever dating show shot, edited, and watched entirely on mobiles brought people from all over
Ireland together to find love.

Brand Demonstration also supported Brand Comms. Short spin offs of “Island” explained how the network was transforming
individual local businesses. A 10- minute documentary aired on TV and told the wider story.

Brand Demonstration (15%)

Product Comms (35%)

This was our sales layer. We ran three offers in rotation on AV; Bill-pay, Prepay, and Broadband. Each hero’d a single strong
price point and pushed people to search for more. Once in the purchase funnel, more tailored offers were presented through
PPC and retargeting.

Set in the brand’s ‘Threeality’ world our product comms were instantly recognisable and attributable. All employed Three’s
fluent device of a flowing iridescent ribbon, representing free flowing communication.

Research demonstrated the average purchase window was three weeks long, so no offer was off air for more than two weeks.
We couldn’t control when people were in market, but we could make sure that when they were, they recognised a compelling
offer from us.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.

Firstly sales numbers – over the course of the campaign Bill Pay
sales rate of growth has doubled.

Market share continues to grow. It now stands at its highest point
ever. And our leading rivals lead has significantly narrowed.

Secondly, we have closed the gap with Vodafone on our data and
network credentials. On average across both metrics, we are now
just three points behind, and Three is now ahead of Vodafone on
data leadership.

We have also seen significant growth in Brand Health. Previously,
stagnant Brand Health has been growing steadily. The gap with
Vodafone has halved.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 1: Grow overall brand
health and close the gap with
Vodafone.
Result: Overall brand health has grown
steadily

Brand health had been stagnant since
acquiring O2.

Brand health has grown significantly
following years of stagnation. The gap with
Vodafone has halved.

This growth in brand health has been
critical to driving sales growth.
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OBJECTIVE 2: Grow significantly
the volume of Bill Pay
acquisitions. 
Result: Rate of Bill pay acquisition has
doubled, in the last 2.5 years 

Since 2015 our bill pay customer growth was
less than our leading rivals, impacting our
overall base number. 

We have doubled new bill pay customers in
the past 2.5 years, winning a greater share
than the leading rival over that period. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 1: Grow overall
market share

Result: Overall Market share now stands
at its highest ever point. 

This all time high for Three's market share
has significantly closed the gap with our
leading rival.
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OBJECTIVE 2: Grow our Network
and Data leadership scores to
close the gap with Vodafone.
Result: Combined average network and
data leadership scores saw notable
growth

On average across both Network and Data
leadership metrics Vodafone had opened
up a lead, and our scores were in decline.

As a result, the data and network leadership
gap with Vodafone has significantly closed.

SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
As a result of our focus on more emotive, video centric creative, we have also grown significantly
affinity for the brand within the Bill Pay market, again closing the gap with Vodafone.



Three’s offers have remained similar to the main brands in the market throughout. Three
continues to be heavily outspent by competitors; SOV is currently 20%, Vodafone's is 35% .
Three has successfully secured a number of large B2B accounts which are contributing to
sales growth.

Covid has had a major impact. Stores, which account for roughly 80% of sales, were shut.
Online sales did grow but did not replace retail sales. Advertising was paused for a period
of several months through Q2 and Q3 of 2020, which disrupted the strategy.

Three new price-fighter brands have emerged since late 2019. GoMo launched with a fixed
monthly price of €7.99 in late 2019 – starting a price war.

Three relaunched “48” to compete, and Vodafone have launched “Clear”. 48s sales are
included in Three's overall market share numbers, but not in the bill pay figures.

SECTION 4: RESULTS

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Business Events and Covid
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021€5m+ 

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR)

€5m+ 
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COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:

Less

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL,
THE BRAND'S OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS

About the same



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION
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Our annual budget has stayed largely flat throughout the period. Almost 60% of the budget is
invested in TV, with a further 12% invested in other forms of video across VOD and Social.
Performance marketing accounts for roughly a further 15% of the budget, with Search
accounting for the majority. The remaining roughly 15% of the budget has been spread across a
wide range of channels, partnerships, tests and tactical targeting opportunities. Beyond Three
stores, site, and customer direct messaging, the vast majority of communications have been
delivered through paid channels. 

90% of production budget was used to develop AV assets in line with the strategy. 50% was on
Brand Comms, 40% on Brand Demo and 10% on Tactical comms. 70% of the overall production
budget was spent in 2019 and copy reused in 2020 again in line with the strategy.

ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

€500k+

PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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OWNED MEDIA
WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes: Owned media plays an indirect role. Three's long term sponsorships undoubtedly play a role in
brand equity, and Three's loyalty scheme 3 Plus, communicates directly with customers offering
partner discounts and priority ticketing to those who subscribe and opt-in. 

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

SPONSORSHIPS

Sponsorship - On Site

ELABORATION ON SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS 

Three hold the naming rights for the Three Arena music venue in Dublin, and also maintain a presence
at the Longitude and Electric Picnic festivals. Promotion of the music sponsorships typically accounts
for roughly 5% of the overall marketing budget. Priority ticketing and other perks are often used as part
of Three's rewards program "3 Plus". Up until 2020 Three were also the main sponsor of the Irish National
Football Team. 



TV  

Digital Marketing - Video Ads  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS

Digital Marketing - Social Paid
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/759826298/a8f8e198be


HSE
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Health Service (HSE / Dept. of Health)
Category: Public Service, Government & Utilities
Industry Sector: Government & Public Services 

Ireland vs COVID-19. How public service
communications played an extraordinary 
role in Ireland’s COVID response
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Start date: 01/03/2020
End date: 30/04/2021

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Growing

In a pandemic, effective public health communication, cooperation and
solidarity are vital, to save lives. This is Ireland versus COVID-19. 

Public health advice protects lives if it is trusted, consistent, credible
and most importantly - actioned. 

COVID-19 changed our lives and health service; no vaccine nor
cure was available. Our duty was to protect lives. 

Create the most agile, trusted and ubiquitous behavioural guide
for every single person in Ireland. 

Government and Health Service spoke as one voice, Ireland listened,
with clarity of Covid-19 public health guidelines highest in Europe. 

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

COVID-19 placed public service, and the
health service at the centre of a crisis
with HSE and the Department of Health
leading with essential and effective
public health communications.

Our communications helped Ireland
deliver case numbers 47% lower than EU
average, and the highest levels of
understanding of health guidelines in
the EU. We demonstrated the trust
between citizens and the frontline
services who serve and protect them. It
showed what can be achieved when
we work together in solidarity,
mobilising public services and an army
of 4.6 million, changing behaviours at
the speed of COVID.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS



The World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic on March 11th, 2020. With no treatment and no vaccine for the virus,
and a fearful nation facing unfamiliar and uncomfortable public health restrictions, protective behaviours were our most valuable
weapon to protect lives from COVID-19.
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On February 29th the first case of coronavirus was cononavirus in Ireland. The HSE had been running dedicated web updates and
a social media and press campaign, but this event prompted the commencement of the campaign as we now know it. This would
go on to become HSE’s longest running and most agile campaign, where, partnered with the Department of Health and their
agencies, they would create over twenty different campaigns, centered on one message - behaviours, on air every single day
from March 9th 2020 to date. 

We needed to educate the public on a new virus, how it
spread, its symptoms and what to do if they appeared. The
public needed to know this immediately, to save lives.
We needed to reach everyone in Ireland, including socially
and medically vulnerable groups with clear, consistent public
health advice.
We needed to adapt our messages as the situation evolved,
without sacrificing on media or creative quality.
We had to combat fake-news and be in a position of full trust
and authority. Multiple sources were promoting fear in the
public and a large number of brands had COVID messaging.

Our challenges were significant:

It is important to watch for hindsight in considering these challenges. At the time of writing, we know the COVID-19 vaccine rollout is
well underway. However, there was little hope of imminent vaccines for most of 2020.

SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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Success hung on convincing everyone in Ireland to adopt our life saving behaviours, immediately. Including socially
vulnerable groups, older people, young adults, parents, HSE staff, migrants, people with intellectual or physical
disabilities and more.

Cocooning information for over 70s
Adults 45 and under, socialising safely during the summer and Christmas
Supports for 18-25s staying at home during restrictions 
Parents when children returned to school
 Resources in 24+ languages and accessible formats 

Sub audience messages and campaigns included:

Cultural Context:

With one announcement, Irish people, the most social in the world were grounded. No hugging or shaking hands,
later no seeing family or leaving the house for some. Fear, uncertainty, worry, unemployment, home schooling,
increasing case numbers and deaths. Emotions �fluctuated, restrictions changed, and the sense of humanity,
belonging and identity was deeply impacted. Monthly research told us how our audience were feeling. Our
communications were a reliable constant and needed to be relevant and empathetic. 

SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?
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Media Behaviours:
Weekly media analysis on how COVID was affecting media behaviour was applied immediately. This intel, combined with
restriction levels and sentiment tracking, drove media planning insights, with plans changing daily.

SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?



Mass awareness of life saving public health behaviours was our first line of defence against the virus. Only by reaching everyone in Ireland
and getting their understanding, would we succeed. At an unprecedented time of fear, worry and stress, we asked people to immediately
stop hugging or in some cases, seeing their families or leaving the house, as well as adopting some new and alien behaviours. Regardless
of how fed up they were for the next 16 months, they needed to stick with the behaviours. We needed the support and solidarity of every
citizen. This was Ireland versus COVID. 

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Make every adult in Ireland familiar with the
behaviours they needed to adopt to protect
themselves, their families and communities 
Without people’s understanding we could fail to protect
them against this unprecedented viral threat. Saving lives
depended on the immediate cessation of natural and
instinctual behaviours and the adoption of completely new
ones. Achieving such rapid and drastic behaviour change
meant blanket visibility of the HSE’s communications. 

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Once the public were aware of and
understood the behaviours, they needed to
consistently adopt them all, including
downloading the COVID Tracker app. 
We moved straight from Awareness to Action, with no time
for Consideration. In a time of uncertainty and changing
restrictions, alongside fluctuating case numbers, the
behaviours we were promoting were the only constant.
Adopting them was essential to flatten the curve during
peaks and protect our most vulnerable. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?



OBJECTIVE 3: 
Key to consistency of
behaviour was establishing
trust. Complete trust would
mean long-term adoption
of behaviours and a public
primed for vaccine uptake

Regardless of the changing mood of
the nation, we needed the key
behaviours to remain consistent, for a
period none of us could have
anticipated initially. Loyalty and
support to frontline workers was key, to
protect the health service and keep
case numbers low. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?



OBJECTIVE 4: 
This massive undertaking could not be
delivered by the Health Service and
their agencies alone. We needed the
support of unlimited sectors, partners
and advocates. 

HSE built a network of 2000 partners and
organisations who shared news, resources and
updates, weekly. Media owners and other advertisers
offered their marketing teams, and free media
activity. Public sector bodies, employers, and
communities stood up, shared, led, posted, postered,
supporting our teams, our healthcare workers, drivers
and leaders. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?
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We knew we needed to move quickly, providing trusted, safe,
factual information. Our insight was that high levels of trust in
public health advice, has a multiplier effect on compliance.
Effective communication would save lives, ineffective
communication would become wallpaper. 

To protect trust and get communication right throughout the
pandemic, we undertook an ambitious insight project. Weekly
tracking resulted in over 120,000 quantitative surveys, 120 focus
groups and 100 in-depth-interviews, understanding the
emotional context and the degree to which people understood
and adopted the behaviours that would protect them. 

The nation’s mood changed weekly and our campaign
responded. Recognising this variable as constant led us to
another strategic insight. Empathy would play a huge role in
communicating effectively; but it would need to be constantly
re- denIed. Understanding this, we tailored each message to
make it more effective, changing target audience, creative and
media channels daily. Research had to respond to issues as
they emerged, so flexibility was built into the process. Testing of
speciFIc campaigns, end-lines, messages and new concepts
was also incorporated. 

Examples of the multiple insights which led to new messaging
and/or media targeting are included in the charts below.

SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.



Media driven by mood and movement

The media channels we selected were chosen and adapted based not just on evolving media consumption but also the mood
of the nation and how and where people were moving depending on the level of restriction. To reach every adult in Ireland, we
needed all media channels. AV, radio, OOH, press and all digital channels had different roles to play, which evolved with the
pandemic. Door drops to every household in Ireland at critical points provided the public with essential information. 
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Media and creative at scale

Our campaign started as a reaction to global pandemic, using channels where we could impact quickly and reach the masses
(OOH and radio). We needed the protective behaviours to be ubiquitous. A distinctive yellow look and feel was created for OOH
to communicate crisis, urgency and attention. A message needs to be seen 10+ times to effect behaviour change. Heavy TV and
radio buys targeted 10+. The scale and breadth of our campaign with 20+ sub campaigns and counting, is unprecedented in
Ireland and includes 15 TV ads and 18 radio executions. 

Making and breaking rules, to overcome every obstacle

AV ads were booked at a day’s notice, not adhering to stations’ 8 week deadline. The media agency agreed block bookings
monthly with every TV station, with flexibility to change dates, timings, budgets and copy at short notice. This had never been
done before and we did it without incurring a single penalty. Other media was similarly treated When the pandemic hit, we
needed a TV ad, which would take time. We briefed RTE to get a TV ad created and on air within four days. Creative agencies
would make 11 TV ads, in a period when no filming was allowed. Stock footage, imagery sourced from favours from media
owners and animation got the ads made, in record time. 

Seamless collaboration 

There were no barriers to collaboration. HSE’s media agency worked with competitors to organise free space donated by their
clients, and had weekly updates to coordinate messages and campaigns with Dept. of Health and Taoiseach’s media agency.
Five creative agencies worked together, adapting, dispatching and updating each other’s copy. An agile, senior task force,
consisting of just four members of HSE’s Communications team and one person from the Media and Creative agencies, drove
the campaigns. This lean and efficient team delivered 20 campaigns and with at least one message airing, every single day
since March 9th 2020.

SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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Agility fuelled by insight

Weekly insights drove our media and creative strategy. Creatively, the initial strategy of instructional advertising changed to more
empathetic, sympathetic and emotive creative in HoldFirm when people were tiring of restrictions. Youth focused campaigns later
tapped into insights from youth groups. We Can Do This responded to a lift in public mood and an end in sight. 

SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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The impact of our communications on COVID-19 was immediate and visible.

The results of our work showed themselves in daily case reports, hospital fi�gures, downloads of the COVID app. We spoke, shared or
published daily, and we asked people to support, understand and act. Together, Ireland �attended the fi�rst and second curves and we
protected each other from untold illness and death. Our regular research allowed us to check understanding of the information and
situation, and the level of trust and wear out of messaging. Consistently high weekly satisfaction levels with our communications were
reported, as were reported and actual levels of compliance with public health measures.

Even though our lived experience shows not
everyone in Ireland follows all public health
advice all of the time, for almost all of 2020
Ireland was consistently one of the strongest
performing nations in our collective work to
suppress the virus. We have all seen the
devastating impact of some weeks of
relaxation at the end of 2020 – and yet, once
again in early 2021, Ireland had one of the
fastest reducing trends in EU infection rates.
We also have one of the highest reported levels
of intention to take up the COVID-19 vaccine,
and uptake for groups who have been offered
the vaccine is over 80%. 

SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.



OBJECTIVE 1: Make every adult in
Ireland familiar with the
behaviours they needed to adopt
to protect themselves, their
families and communities 

Result: Understanding 99% and Awareness
98% in March 2020. Both remained
consistently high across all age groups.
Clarity on guidelines was highest in the EU.

Without people’s understanding we could fail
to protect them against this unprecedented
viral threat. Saving lives depended on the
immediate cessation of natural and
instinctual behaviours and the adoption of
completely new ones. Achieving such rapid
and drastic behaviour change meant blanket
visibility of the HSE’s communications. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS



OBJECTIVE 2: Once the public were aware of
and understood the behaviours, they needed
to consistently adopt them all, including
downloading the COVID Tracker app. 

Result: Rapid and widespread adoption, across behaviours. 1
million app downloads within two days. ICU and case
numbers were 83% and 47% respectively below EU average.

We moved straight from Awareness to Action, with no time for
Consideration. In a time of uncertainty and changing
restrictions, alongside fluctuating case numbers, the
behaviours s we were promoting were the only constant.
Adopting them was essential to flatten the curve during peaks
and protect our most vulnerable.

 Facing changing restrictions and growing case numbers, the
consistent advice on life saving behaviours was embraced
wholeheartedly by the Irish public. Even when they felt
frustrated or fed-up, they kept them up and quickly adopted
new measures – like face coverings. Together we attended the
curve after both the initial spike and December increase We
protected the curve after both the initial spike and December
increase. We protected our health service by reducing case
numbers and ICU occupancy. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS



OBJECTIVE 3: Key to consistency of
behaviour was establishing trust.
Complete trust would mean long-
term adoption of behaviours and a
public primed for vaccine uptake.

Result: Low trust scores for those exposed to HSE
comms halved, Irish government amongst the
most trusted in EU. Highest vaccine intention in EU.

Regardless of the changing mood of the nation we
needed the key behaviours to remain consistent, for
a period none of us could have anticipated initially.
Loyalty and support to frontline workers was key, to
protect the health service and keep case numbers
low.

Regardless of public mood or the level of restrictions,
trust scores for the Health Service grew, and
remained high, throughout the pandemic. Irish
people index very highly for trust in Government,
compared to EU. Ireland showed the highest
intention to take up the COVID-19 vaccine of all EU
nations and vaccine uptake in the age groups
offered the vaccine to date is over 80%. 
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OBJECTIVE 4: This massive undertaking
could not be delivered by the Health Service
and their agencies alone. We needed the
support of unlimited sectors, partners and
advocates. 
Result: Over €3 million in advertising space donated, 2,000
community groups and organisations involved. Grants and
help from social media companies to combat
misinformation. 

HSE built a network of 2000 partners and organisations who
shared news, resources and updates, weekly. Media owners
and other advertisers offered their marketing teams, and free
media activity. Public sector bodies, employers, and
communities stood up, shared, led, posted, postered,
supporting our teams, our healthcare workers, drivers and
leaders. 

Partners helped us reach every community in Ireland. They
shared messages and brought them to communities. Free
advertising inventory, donated time and space was offered
and accepted, influencers worked for free and social media
companies worked with HSE to combat misinformation Such
was the power of the community network, that we populated
the endframe of our first COVID vaccine ad with the faces of
their members, to say thank you and share the joy. 

SECTION 4: RESULTS
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SECTION 4: RESULTS



Our OOH campaign in March/ April 2020 was the most recalled ever evaluated by PML, an Irish OOH specialist.
They have researched more than 20,000 campaigns over 24 years and this is the first to recall above 90%.
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SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS



Our campaign to change behaviours sat alongside the extraordinary work of our
healthcare teams inspiring gratitude and admiration nationwide. Government restrictions
had significant influence on the actions that people could take. 

Ireland had the third strongest restrictions in the EU , but Italy had the highest, and deaths
and cases per capita were 109% and 30% higher than Ireland, respectively. Marginally
lower than Ireland on restrictions, Portugal had deaths and case numbers 66% and 56%
higher.

Our performance is largely due to people’s actions, based on solidarity and trust in our
Health Service. Research shows "High public trust in government doubles the impact of
policy restrictions on public compliance".

Our Communications contributed directly to building this Trust. Low Trust scores halved
amongst those who saw our communications. The public consistently expressed high
levels of approval of how HSE handled the crisis.

Key factor: The restrictions imposed by the Irish Government during the COVID-19
Global Pandemic 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?



Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021€5m+ 

€1m-5m

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION

As the most trusted source of information on Covid-19 for the Irish public, all paid for messages pointed people to the HSE website.
Owned social channels pushed out longer form videos and deliver detailed information in 3–4-minute videos that mainstream media
could not and combatted misinformation that was circulating on social media. Earned media came in the form of donations of airtime
and advertising space from a number of advertisers and media owners, delivering value of one third of the total paid spend.
Influencers shared messages free of charge. 

HSE has no competitors, so N/A was selected. 
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COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:

N/A

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL,
THE BRAND'S OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS

More

INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR)
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€500k+ 

#1: Ireland’s COVID-19 brand 
#2: new behaviours campaigns – face coverings, handwashing, distance, cocooning, stay at home, COVID tracker app campaign 
#3: #HoldFirm - motivating people to stay safe when things were difficult 
#4: Bubbles - making the invisible, visible
 #5: We are all the answer - COVID stories
 #6 :We Can Do This - maintaining protective behaviours 
#7 (lead) and Dept: social creative throughout 

Our COVID-19 campaign had multiple (over 20) sub campaigns and with rapidly changing advice and audience needs, we worked
with many creative agencies, each with a unique brief, including 

INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION

ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES
PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

As the most trusted source of information on Covid-19 for the Irish public, all paid for messages pointed people to the HSE website.
Owned social channels pushed out longer form videos and deliver detailed information in 3–4-minute videos that mainstream media
could not and combatted misinformation that was circulating on social media. Earned media came in the form of donations of
airtime and advertising space from a number of advertisers and media owners, delivering value of one third of the total paid spend.
Influencers shared messages free of charge. 

HSE has no competitors, so N/A was selected.
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SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes.

Not applicable.

Hse.ie and gov.ie have been the trusted sources of information since the pandemic began. Expert led, easy to read
and developed using TopTasks methodology, content was updated hourly, around the clock. Our social channels -
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Snapchat, TikTok and YouTube – deliver targeted, insight led campaigns. Our
strategy was: engage directly, communicate without �filters, listen and observe, challenge misinformation, be open
and transparent and measure success. Our social media team responded to 40,000 social media direct messages or
comments in 2020 and the HSELive Helpline operated 7 days a week dealing with thousands of queries a day at peak
times.

INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

OWNED MEDIA
WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?



Digital Marketing  

Radio  

TV  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

CREATIVE REEL

https://vimeo.com/758721153/f8b82d0d7e


VODAFONE
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Vodafone
Category: Topical Marketing (Current Events) 
Industry Sector: Internet & Telecom  

Reframing value in a Pandemic: How Vodafone
stayed on top during a race to the bottom
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 15/04/2020
End date: 08/06/2020

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

“Come Together” - dramatise our collective (Vodafone’s and the
people of Ireland’s) commitment to connectivity 

Despite increasing commoditisation, the emotional value of
connectivity was heightened by the absence of physical connectivity
imposed by Covid-19. 

To protect Vodafone's premium whilst minimising churn at a time
of great emotional and financial uncertainty for many.

Remained ‘port positive’ for 8 weeks straight and reduced churn
by 65.5% 

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

Vodafone, Ireland’s premium mobile
network, stood to lose out to lower cost
competitors when the pandemic put
pressure on household incomes and
disrupted the inertia that had protected
its base. It was the first Irish brand to
harness the power of its network to
produce a TV campaign under
lockdown. This showcased Vodafone’s
commitment to keeping everyone
connected via its unrivalled and now
unlimited network performance at a time
when everyone needed to feel close but
were forced to stay apart. The campaign
out-performed all retention and
recruitment KPIs protecting Vodafone’s
premium positioning whilst improving its
‘value for money’ perceptions. 
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“Come Together” - dramatise our collective (Vodafone’s and the
people of Ireland’s) commitment to connectivity 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

Market Background: Defending valuable market share

To remain market leader Vodafone has maintain existing customers at premium prices and recruit
its fair share of new customers. Advertising has helped Vodafone to maintain ‘consideration’ by
keeping it top of mind and indicating to consumers why it’s ‘worth paying more for’. 
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Market Context: A never ending low cost story

Since 2018 a wave of new low price mobile competitors had been targeting
Vodafone’s profitable  customers and telling them what they could be
saving by switching to their network. As you can see in FIG 1, Vodafone (Red
Line) value perception dropped significantly in March 2020 as the
pandemic hit and 'low cost' competitors became more vocal. Everyone was
talking value when performance was the real driver.

Market Background: Defending valuable market share

Covid was a double whammy for Vodafone because it didn’t just shake up everyone’s daily routine (making them more likely to
change brands), it also shook up a lot of people’s actual and perceived financial stability. 

A Red C study in March 2020 showed that 67% of Irish people had been impacted financially by Covid-19 and amongst Vodafone’s
largest consumer base, 46% were planning to reduce their spending.

Vodafone therefore had to find a way to protect its premium pricing whilst minimising churn at a time of great uncertainty for
everyone, especially its core customers.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

Value seekers in a period of change
In a series of qualitative interviews, there was a consistent theme
emerging of consumers having the time and inclination or coming
under intense pressure to review their monthly spending habits to
identify where they could reduce their outgoings. 

Vodafone’s largest consumer base were coming under enormous
financial pressure and had already planned to reduce their
spending. This put Vodafone at serious risk in an already
competitive and increasingly low end category. 

As one consumer put it: “We’re going through our bank
statements with a fine toothed comb. I actually can’t believe how
much I’m spending on certain things - energy, mobile, weekly
shops - we can definitely be making savings."

At the start of the pandemic, Vodafone experienced a dramatic
churn increase as consumers panicked, showing just how volatile
a reaction consumers were having to this uncertainty. With price
beginning to dominate the conversation, there was a need to
remind our base what it was they were paying for – high quality
network performance on Ireland’s best mobile network.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
Reduce Vodafone's churn rate by over 50%.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Remain port positive for 8+ weeks 

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Increase value for money perception, 'charges a fair price' metric +1 point 
With consumers growing increasingly price conscious, we wanted to ensure this campaign would
improve value perception of our premium network. 

OBJECTIVE 4: 
Maintain Vodafone’s leadership in Top 2 Box brand consideration in Mobile 
N/A

N/A

N/A



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

We quickly established why network performance was worth paying more for during this time.
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Firstly, our basic need for human connection runs deep. As everyone was locked in their homes, mobile became our
lifeline to each other. We needed our digital connections to feel as strong as our real life ones. 

Secondly, with our physical connectivity severely curtailed, the emotional value of connectivity had never been higher -
network performance had become a national emergency!

Having just been awarded Ireland’s ‘Best Mobile Network’ by Umlaut for the fifth year in a row, we wanted to share our
commitment to keeping everyone connected and reassure people that with Vodafone, your network was at its best. We
also decided that with people’s mobile interactions and data requirements sky rocketing the time had come for
Vodafone to offer 'unlimited data'. 

This was a piece of new news we might had led out on had the pandemic not occurred. Instead it was presented as proof
of our commitment to reassuring the people of Ireland that Ireland’s best network was within everyone’s reach and here
to help.

INSIGHT: The emotional value of connectivity was heightened by the absence of physical connectivity imposed by
Covid-19.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

TV viewership increased by 8% between May 2019 and 2020 so our campaign was A/V heavy to connect with people at
home through TV, Radio, VOD, Digital and Social.
Customers were turning to trusted news sources as misinformation was rife on digital channels so we up-weighted
budget to trusted media provider.
Stress levels were high so we prioritised skippable formats and limited frequency of campaign exposure.

The idea that we’re at our best when we’re together inspired ‘Come Together’ - a campaign that demonstrated our collective
commitment to connectivity; Demonstrating what's possible with strongest unlimited network and the people of Ireland by
reaching out to one another.

A TVC using the song ‘Come Together’ by The Beatles, reminded viewers that from playing games, home schooling,
practicing our sports skills, to chatting to parents and grandparents through technology, together is better and only
Vodafone can guarantee this.

The idea of connection can even be seen in the production of the campaign when we needed everyone to come together to
make creating and producing an advert remotely, possible in a Level 5 lockdown. A recruitment drive for Irish creatives to
come on board received an overwhelming response, with 175 directors, DOPs and content creators from across Ireland
sharing footage shot in their homes that accumulated to over 12 hours’ worth of viewing.

Using Vodafone Ireland’s network, the agency brought this footage together to produce their most collaborative TV and
social advert ever. We also created a suite of print work to communicate our 'Best Network' and 'Unlimited' messaging.

As media habits shifted, so did our media strategy. 
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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We staggered our core messages, launching with a network led “share together” one in May followed by an “unlimited
togetherness” one in June. As our own base were required to 'opt in' to the Unlimited offer, our call to action was to 'Search
and Sign Up' across all 'Unlimited' assets. Upon search, Vodafone customers were brought to our site or the MyVodfoneApp to
do so.

To engage our audience further we partnered with RTE TV & Radio to invite consumers across Ireland to share with radio
hosts their 'Come Together' moments - the moments where digital connection was giving them strength during this
challenging time. These videos and voice notes where then stitched together to create a feature length TV spot that ran
across an entire ad break - reflecting consumer's own strength and resilience back at them and celebrating our ability to be
apart even while together.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.

We achieved a lower than expected churn rate, reducing it by over 60%.
We remained ‘port positive’ for 8 weeks straight. To achieve port positivity, we had a specific goal of gaining a % of
customers across the entire campaign period but this happened in the first 7 days.

This campaign delivered exceptional business results, far exceeding objectives:
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Vodafone achieved a 3 point gain in a brand that ‘charges a fair price’, improving our 'value for money' perceptions versus
low price competitors. 

Similarly, the campaign overdelivered in both Consideration metrics:



SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 1: Reduce Vodafone's churn rate by over 50%. 
Result: We reduced Vodafone's churn rate by over 60%

With the volatility of the category at such a height, this was a massive reassurance to our business. We had tapped into what
was of greatest concern to our audience and inspired them to remain with Vodafone. 
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OBJECTIVE 2: Remain port positive for 8+ weeks 
Result: We remained port positive for 8+ weeks 

To achieve port positivity, we had a goal of gaining a % of customers across the 8 week campaign period. However, this
happened in the first 7 days and we continued to grow far beyond these KPI's. This metric was key to stabilising our churn and
reassure the business.

OBJECTIVE 3: Increase value for money perception, 'charges a fair price' metric +1 point 

With consumers growing increasingly price conscious, we wanted to ensure this campaign would improve value perception of
our premium network.

Result: Vodafone achieved a 3 point gain in a brand that ‘charges a fair price’, improving our 'value for money' perceptions. 

OBJECTIVE 4: Maintain Vodafone’s leadership in Top 2 Box brand consideration in Mobile 
Result: Vodafone maintained #1 position for Top 2 Box Consideration. 

N/A



The Covid-19 lockdown shone a light on the importance of a having a strong network
which worked in Vodafone’s favour as we had the trump card in terms of “Best Performing
Mobile Network” Award. However, Vodafone didn’t lead out on technological superiority; it
recognised the importance of championing the emotional value of connectivity that its
award winning and now unlimited network supported.

Vodafone was one of the first brands to air a campaign during the pandemic, which
enabled it to benefit from more cut through and novelty value versus it's competitors.

The category was plagued by low cost competitors over the previous 12 months. Vodafone
experienced growth in spite of these significant churn drivers and fought against it's
biggest threat in the category - price - when consumers were seriously evaluating their
spend as explained in section 1.

SECTION 4: RESULTS

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Natural Events, Societal or Economic Events, and Other marketing for the
brand, running at the same time as this effort
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

199

Due to privacy reasons, the following agency has opted out of sharing the investment
overview information for this campaign with the public. 

This includes the paid media expenditure, owned media, sponsorships, and
production assets.



TV  

Print Newspaper  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS

Radio
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/759839916/465afa0086


AN POST
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: An Post
Category: Positive Change – Brands, NFP –
Environmental or Social Good 
Industry Sector: Government & Public Services

Address Point; postal service for the
homeless community
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 05/04/2019
End date: N/A

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Address Point - a free fixed postal addresses service for those
without a fixed address.

The cruel irony of homelessness is that to get the help you need to
escape homelessness, you need an address.

Amidst a growing epidemic of homelessness, An Post wanted to
help improve the quality of life of the homeless community.

Research with the homeless community to build the right service
and charity partnerships to maximise PR coverage at launch.

+5,000 Address Points created to date and uplift on brand values,
connection and corporate reputation scores.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

An Post is a brand with a clear purpose-
to improve the quality of life of Irish
people now and for future generations.
Delivering on this purpose is critical to
staying relevant with the Irish public.
Address Point is a manifestation of this
purpose in action and a world’s  first.

Providing the homeless community with
access to an address is giving them
improved access to health services,
housing, education and employment
and the opportunity to escape
homelessness.

With more than 5,153 Address Points
created since launch, Address Point has
clearly enabled a positive change for a
marginalised community.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

An Post, Ireland’s national postal service, is a long-established brand, woven into the fabric of Irish life. However,
national post services around the world were facing a relevancy crisis as people moved away from the traditions of
letter writing that had been the foundations of these businesses. In 2018, An Post undertook a programme of complete
transformation. This involved focusing on ways to evolve products and services for future-facing needs, but also
involved interrogating the brand itself and redefining the role it could play in modern Irish culture. It was clear that
Irish consumers were looking for corporations and brands to use their power to be agents for a better world. In this
context, An Post, defined  its brand purpose as improving the quality of life of Irish people and set out to be an agitator
in Irish business for making a better society. 
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While An Post were re-defining their brand purpose
the issue of Irish homelessness was more on
people’s minds than ever before in our cultural
history. In April 2015 there were 4,261 homeless
people in the country. By April 2019 there were 10,378
homeless. Within that total number, the number of
homeless children in that same period had
increased from 1118 to 3794, an increase of +239%. It
was clear we were failing terribly as a society to look
after our citizens. An Post wanted to step up and find
a way to use their extensive expertise in connecting
communities to enable a better quality of life for the
growing homeless community. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

In seeking to help the homeless community, we had a number of
audiences in mind. First, and most importantly of course, was the
homeless community itself. It was critical that we understood the
issues the growing homeless community faced to unlock ways
where we could provide a real solution that would improve their
quality of life. 

Secondly, by helping the homeless community it would have a
positive impact on the wider community. The homelessness crisis
was such a burning cultural issue that ‘Housing and
Homelessness’ was the second most important issue to voters in
the 2020 general election, more than 4x more motivating than the
economy . The nation were united in a desire to make a positive
impact in what was a growing situation of hopelessness.

Thirdly, while we knew this mattered to the nation in general, we
also knew it was of particular importance to two key segments we
had identified as critical for the future of the An Post brand,
“Strivers” and “Astutes”. These are ethically driven consumers
who over-index on being more likely to purchase brands that
“support a cause I care about”. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Utilise our connections
expertise and nationwide
network to create a service
solution to improve the
quality of life of the
homeless community. 

We had a desire to be a force for good
amidst the national housing crises.
Success would be reflected in
creating a service that the homeless
community engaged with.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Generate national
awareness of the launch of
an initiative from the brand
to help improve the life of
the homeless community. 

We knew the housing crisis was a
burning issue for the nation, so we
wanted to ensure that as many
people as possible were made aware
of any solution to help improve the
quality of life of the homeless
community. 

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Increase brand reputation
and affinity scores with the
overall Irish public and in
particular with our key
brand growth segments -
“Astutes” and "Strivers". 
Our brand’s north star is to improve
the quality of life for Irish people now
and for future generations To ensure
that our ambition is connecting with
consumers, we track consumer
agreement with key statements about
brand values and consumers
connection to the brand. 

Our purpose was to improve the quality of life of the homeless community. The ultimate measure of success was to create a service
that was used by many in their daily lives. We needed to generate mass awareness of the service as a means to achieving that goal,
so a critical objective at launch was earned attention. Finally, though altruism was at the heart of creating this new service, it was
part of a considered brand strategy to live our purpose in a way that would help us form deeper connections with the Irish public
and strengthen the brand image.
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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The insight for this work came from an observation that the Catch 22 of homelessness is that to get help, you need an address.
The average waiting time for permanent housing is four years During this time the homeless community experience extreme
poverty and social discrimination as their access to basic services like healthcare, housing, counselling, education and
employment is taken away from them, simply due to lack of an address. Even keeping in touch with friends and families is
impeded. 

This observation was the spark that led to a solution that only An Post could deliver. No other service in the nation was better
placed to solve this connection conundrum. The idea was simple but critical. While An Post cannot fix the issue of adequate
housing, they could provide the homeless community with a fixed postal address. The importance of an address can’t be
overstated as a tool to break the cycle of homelessness as an address is a gateway to access essential services and to get the
help so desperately needed. From this was born Address Point – a new solution that lived the brand purpose of improving quality
of life now and for future generations.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Flexible – To reflect the nomadic nature of life, it needed to service multiple locations. 
Free – To leave no one behind, this service needed to be free. 
Human – It needed to feel like a real address not a P.O Box or ‘the homeless address’ to reduce stigma. 
A clean and simple user journey – Require minimal data commitment ensure maximum engagement.
 Private – People needed to feel their privacy was maintained so no data on users would be held.

To understand how we make a fixed postal service that worked for the homeless community we hosted research groups with
them. We established that the service needed to be:
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A secondary consideration was also creating a service blueprint that could be easily adopted by other postal services
around the world to also provide this solution. 

The outcome was Address Point – a world-first, free nationwide service, providing a fixed address to those without a fixed
home. It enables homeless people to receive regular post and access essential services by creating a fixed proxy address at
post offices, allowing them to collect their post at a time and place convenient to them. If someone moves, they can generate
a new address for their new area of residence. Address point is accessible via the internet and is a two step journey, requiring
only a name and location entered into the An Post website. An address is then generated and can be saved as a photo or
written down.

The address borrows the post office's physical address and includes a unique identifier that notifies the post matter to hold
the post for collection. The result is a human address with no numbers or unusual letters. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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To make sure that the community knew to access this service, we worked closely with Ireland’s leading homeless charities
with face-to-face briefings to communicate the mechanics of Address Point. Their expertise and credibility, along with their
national profiles with the media, were an important tool for us leverage in generating the attention we needed for launching
the initiative. Representatives from all seven of the top Homeless Charities attended our launch event and vigorously
endorsed this new service and its potential impact. We filmed these endorsements, along with future service users
testimonials as to how this innovation would impact on quality of life, and this film was part of the materials used for a
national PR launch on April 5 , 2019. The video that explained the service was supplied to the media and posted on An Post’s
owned social channels and website.

Since launch, to keep awareness high with vulnerable people, An Post supply the charities regularly with leaflets s that
explain the services and have posters up in their post offices are where the community access social welfare weekly, it
ensures the service stays top-of-mind. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.

Address Point was conceived as a way of solving a real issue facing a marginalised community so the key metric of success is
usage of the service. To be used the service had to be built around the needs of the users. Of immeasurable impact is what
Anthony Flynn (CEO of charity Inner City Helping Homeless) identified as a the “dignity and discretion” that the service returns
to the victims of the homeless emergency. 

Beyond how this has improved the lives of the homeless community, this has also had a very positive impact on An Post’s
reputation. The launch garnered massive national and international coverage for the brand and the initiative went on to win
international awards for excellence. Critically for future brand success and relevance, there had been a positive shift in brand
reputation scores alongside consumer brand value and connection scores. There has been double digit percentage increases
in consumers who now see the brand as connecting people together, a brand that treat everyone equally and is a human
brand for people like me. Address Point shows how great ideas can benefit both the public and the brand and be a force for
good.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
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OBJECTIVE 1: Utilise our
connections expertise and
nationwide network to create a
service solution to improve the
quality of life of the homeless
community.
Result: Address Point: a free fixed address
service for the homeless. 21 months from
launch 5,153 Address Points have been
created.

We had a desire to be a force for good amidst
the national housing crises. Success would be
reflected in creating a service that the
homeless community engaged with.

Every month since launch, new Address Points
are created. We estimate that more than
12,500 individual piece of communication are
delivered to the community a year through this
service that otherwise would have been
inaccessible – crucial documents relating to
health, housing, education, voting and support
services. Address Points have been created in
all 26 counties that make up the ROI, and
collections are happening in 190 individual
post offices across the nation.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
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OBJECTIVE 2: Generate national
awareness of the launch of an initiative
from the brand to help improve the life of
the homeless community.
Result: 90 pieces of individual media coverage (national
and international) of Address Point launch, reach of 34
million people and €220 million earned impressions.

We knew the housing crisis was a burning issue for the
nation, so we wanted to ensure that as many people as
possible were made aware of any solution to help improve
the quality of life of the homeless community.

As a world’s first, Address Point became a talking point. The
launch was covered by the media across all national and
regional media channels including coverage on prime
time news on the national TV and radio broadcaster RTE
and international coverage from BBC News and MSN.
Almost a year on from the prominent media coverage it
garnered at launch, 46% of all Irish adults were aware of
Address Point.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
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OBJECTIVE 3: Increase brand reputation
and affinity scores with the overall Irish
public and in particular with our key brand
growth segments - “Astutes” and
"Strivers". 

Result: Double-digit growth in positive brand statements
and high favourability with key “Astutes” and “Strivers”
segments . Rise 3 places in RepTrak rankings

Our brand’s north star is to improve the quality of life for
Irish people now and for future generations To ensure that
our ambition is connecting with consumers, we track
consumer agreement with key statements about brand
values and consumers connection to the brand.

At launch social sentiment for Address Point ran at 99%
positivity. Address Point increased favourability of the
brand for 69% of all adults but as high as 78% for “Astutes”
and 84% for “Strivers”. We saw a rise in key brand tracking
statements relating to brand values and connection and
the same in both overall RepTrak score and RepTrak
citizenship metrics.



SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
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The success of Address Point has garnered the brand the recognition of the international marketing community.
Address Point has won five international  awards and one local award in the last 2 years - a Cannes Lion for
Sustainable Development Goals Category, a Clio Award, two Eurobest awards and a European Excellence Award in
CSR and an AIMS award. 

But more important than accolades is that the service is a blueprint that other markets can apply. Since launching
Address Point, An Post has been consulting with postal companies in Australia, New Zealand, Italy, Portugal, Greece
and the UK sharing this service solution and helping them to provide a similar service for vulnerable people in their
own countries.



Internal Company events - Address Point was a new free service to be made available
across the full An Post retail network of over 1,100 post offices. This network has 45 post
offices staffed by An Post employees, while the remainder are contracted Postmasters. To
make Address Point happen we needed the co-operation of that large network and
thankfully both staff and Postmasters were united in fully supporting and enabling this
initiative. 

Societal or Economic effects – This work was triggered by the growing homelessness crisis.

PR – PR played an important role in launching this new service.

SECTION 4: RESULTS

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Internal Company Events, Societal or Economic Events and Public
Relations
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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Due to privacy reasons, the following agency has opted out of sharing the investment
overview information for this campaign with the public. 

This includes the paid media expenditure, owned media, sponsorships, and
production assets.



Public Relations  

Retail Experience: In Store  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS

Digital Marketing - Social Organic
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/761103126/0008579d6e


AN POST
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: An Post
Category: Sustained Effectiveness 
Industry Sector: Sustained Effectiveness

Getting the nation sending love again at
Christmas
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 05/04/2019
End date: N/A

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Sending is about building deeper connections, it is itself an act of love.
When you post something, you Send Love. 

Nothing can hold a candle to the emotional impact of a receiving a
handwritten message at Christmas. 

Christmas Stamp booklet sales had been in decline for 3 consecutive
years. We needed to reawaken the Christmas sending tradition. 

We showed the impact that Sending Love at Christmas has on people
in a highly emotive way. 

Increase in stamp book sales revenue over 3 years, and the successful
extension into Christmas gift packaging. 

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

This case is about insight and
marketing strategy being used to
dramatically reverse an ongoing sales
decline and to create new consumer
behaviours. Ireland has had a postal
service since the 16th century and
sending gifts and cards at Christmas is
a long-held tradition. But it was a
tradition that was eroding each year.
Our successful turnaround has come
from using a creative idea to reconnect
with our audience at a deeper level,
and making an existing service feel
more relevant to modern Ireland. It has
delivered sales results and created new
Christmas sending love traditions. 
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An Post is Ireland’s national postal service, and while the parcel side of the business was in growth, traditional mailing was
becoming an increasingly peripheral and infrequent service need for consumers. Digital correspondence had greatly
reduced the need for everyday mailing. Between 2015 -2017 each year the rate of decline in traditional mail volumes was
accelerating at an alarming pace.

Every year, Christmas is the critical sales period for stamps. It offers up the opportunity to mitigate against the overall decline
in sending for the rest of the year and to make sending feel relevant again. However, Christmas stamp sales were in decline.
Between 2015 and 2017 the number of Christmas Stamp booklets sold in post office dropped by 22%. The tradition of sending
Christmas cards was eroding every year. If we continued on this trajectory, we were on track for long-term obsolescence. 

Approaching Christmas 2018, it was critical that we find a way to resurrect Christmas sending behaviour to both drive sales
and to make the brand more relevant to a younger audience and modern Irish culture. The added challenge was cutting
through in the busiest advertising period of the year when competition is fierce, production budgets big, and the bar for
emotional story telling is at its highest. 

As we moved into years 2 and 3 of the campaign, the challenge evolved to continue to build on our year 1 business success
and to leverage the new opportunity in revived sending behaviour to launch new Christmas gift bags and boxes into our
retail repertoire. Creatively, the challenge was to continue to execute our big creative idea in new ways that would connect
with the cultural zeitgeist each year. 

SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

As part of a brand repositioning project, we
identified the key segments that were most
important to the futures success of the business –
‘Astutes’ and ‘Strivers’. Beyond demographics and
life stage, there were drivers that were common to
both groups that led us to create a bullseye
persona, ‘Ciara’. Ciara is confident, driven, well
informed, tech savvy, open-minded and
pragmatic. While she cares greatly about her
career, she understands the importance of friends,
family, being part of a community and giving back
in life. We needed to shape our services to appeal
to her needs to future proof the brand. As a tech
native sending mail was not relevant in her life as
a functional need, even at Christmas. It was
important that we find a way to make Christmas
sending relevant to Ciara so that mail sending
could became a part of her Christmas rituals. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 1: 
YOY total stamp booklet
sales revenue increases
targets: 
2018 +2%
 2019 +5%
 2020 +5% 
We were looking to achieve an
increase in Christmas stamp sales
volume across different product price
points to feed into the ultimate goal of
increased revenue for the business. 

OBJECTIVE 2: 
2019 deliver an increase in
revenue through launching
new Christmas gift bag
and boxes products. 
2020 + 100% increase in
YOY revenue for this line. 

OBJECTIVE 3: 
2019 and 2020: +10% above
Irish advertising norms for
engagement (to cut through
Christmas clutter) and
persuasion (to get people
sending) metrics. 
Following the success of year 1, we
could invest in adding advertising
tracking for years 2 & 3 to set clear
goals for the communications
themselves and to measure their part
in delivering ultimate sales success. 

After 3 years of declining Christmas stamp sales, the business needed to see that investment in a new creative platform could
deliver a reversal of business fortunes and change customer behaviour. 

To achieve the goals, new products along with new communications were a requisite for success. 

In 2019, we launched a new line of gift bags and boxes products, making sending easy for consumers. 

To achieve these sales goals, we needed communications that would grab attention and drive consideration of Christmas sending.
We used advertising tracking to measure our comms efficacy in engagement, persuasion, and appeal. 

Given the success of our year 1
campaign in encouraging new
sending behaviours, the time was
right to capitalise on this with the
launch of a new line of Christmas gift
bags and boxes products to further
drive business growth. 
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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Through technology ‘Ciara’ was always connected to people,
but it is quality not quantity of connections that matter most.
When prompted, our audience recognised that sending or
getting a card was a much more personal and emotive way of
communicating. This led us to unlock our overarching
consumer insight - nothing can hold a candle to the emotional
impact of receiving a handwritten message at Christmas time.
In a world of instant, easy and always on communicating,
writing was considered, effortful and rare and because of that,
a mark of caring more. 

We took this insight and made it feel modern each year of the
campaign to maximise band relevancy. 

2018 – With so many commitments to juggle, we can miss out
on the Christmas connections we so long for with friends and
family close and far- show you care. 

2019 – Christmas is a time when you want to feel connected to
those you love, but also to your community and to the things
you value in life, like wanting a better society- show you care.

2020 – A year like no other made us appreciate how much the
small gestures of love matter in life- show you care. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Conor & Sean, newlyweds who wanted their first Christmas away together but sent cards before they left, so their families
knew how much they cared. 
Leading Seaman Katie O’ Leary passing a message to her father as she would be at sea for Christmas day. 
Alison Gin living in Vietnam thanking her family for the Christmas package they sent as it gave her the feeling of
Christmas at home. 

We knew the emotional power of receiving a written card and we needed to translate this into a compelling creative platform.
Our big idea was a simple yet powerful thought – sending a card or package is in fact a way to Send Love. This is the core
creative idea, but each year we looked at how we could make this most relevant to people’s lives. 

2018 - To launch Send Love we wanted to recognise that Christmas can be a difficult time when we are apart from loved
ones, but thankfully An Post is there to help you feel connected wherever you are. To bring this to life we wanted to show a
modern brand, so instead of a traditional TVC, we told stories of Christmas connection in a new way. We gave over our TV
platform to enable people to broadcast their own personal Send Love messages. Loved ones would unexpectedly first see this
intimate message to them on their TV screens to create a magic moment of surprise and delight. 

Our 3 Send Love senders were: 

In addition to TVC the campaign had PR, cinema, digital, social, search, DM, press, radio, an in-retail advertising and a
Christmas FM sponsorship. Channels were chosen to deliver on different roles – TV and cinema to deliver emotional impact
while high frequency radio, radio sponsorship, press, DM, digital and social were used to continuously prompt people on last
day of postings for different regions around the world. 
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

We created a new TVC telling the story of a real family without a home at Christmas, living like many other forgotten
families, in a hotel to drive awareness of the donation stamp booklet.
 We recrafted our Conor & Sean and Alison stories to bring together the power of Sending Love if you are spending a
Christmas away from home. 

We created a new TVC celebrating the importance of special memories being created generation- to- generation and
calling on people to make new memories that mattered by Sending Love. 

Based on the success of this first campaign, we replicated and honed this media mix for 2019 and 2020 campaigns. 

2019 - In 2019 the homelessness crisis was the burning cultural issue. Total homeless numbers surpassed the 10,000 mark for
the first time in the State’s history. As a purpose driven brand, An Post created a free fixed address service for the homeless
community in April and for Christmas they continued their support by creating a €19 Christmas stamp booklet that for each
one sold An Post would make a donation to homeless charities. We needed to tell this story and re-use existing assets, so we
evolved from a surprise message to a uniting theme of the emotional resonance of a Christmas away from home. 

2020 - In a year like no other we needed a new Send Love story to resonate. Covid-19 had given us time to reflect on the
cherished moments of connection that sustain you. The cultural observation that most Irish families keep old Christmas cards
stored safely demonstrated how each Christmas card evoked a memory. From that came a new Send Love campaign. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.

Our Send Love campaign connected with the public and our target segments. With communications that resonated and were relevant,
got their attention, were credible and made the majority of the public more likely to use An Post. And intention turned into action as we
saw an increase in both stamp booklet sales volume and revenue as people came back to the power of using a card as a gesture to
send love at Christmas. We capitalised on this reinvigoration of sending with the successful launch of gift packaging offerings. 

By 2020 the stamp booklet revenue was 30% higher than it had been in 2017 and with the addition of new gift packaging, revenue had
climbed by 43% a dramatic reversal in fortunes for the business. 
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
YOY total stamp booklet sales revenue increases targets: 
         2018        2019           2020 
         +2%         +5%           +5%

We were looking to achieve an increase in Christmas stamp sales volume across different product price points to feed into
the ultimate goal of increased revenue for the business. We saw huge growth in total volume of different price point stamp
booklets each year and that translated into three consecutive years of revenue growth, with 2019 revenue growth 3 times
higher than KPI set and 2020 almost doubling the KPI set 

Result: Stamp booklet revenue growth:
2018              2019              2020
+2.4%.       +15.9%           +9.8%. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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OBJECTIVE 2: 
2019 deliver an increase in revenue through launching new Christmas gift bag and boxes
products.  2020 + 100% increase in YOY revenue for this line. 

Given the success of our year 1 campaign in encouraging new sending behaviours, the time was right to capitalise on this with
the launch of a new line of Christmas gift bags and boxes products to further drive business growth. 

An Post is one of very few international postal companies growing mail revenue and relevance in what was considered a
declining category. An Post reached new audiences and created new sending moments with gift packaging and Christmas
stamps. 

Result: Stamp booklet revenue growth:
2019: Delivered revenue x2.4 above KPI set out.
2020: Delivered revenue growth of x5.2 the KPI set out. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
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Result: Across all 4 TVC’s tracked, we
exceeded this goal greatly with cumulative
average scores ranging from +11.25% to 26.25%
above advertising norms 

In the communications testing we looked at
performance on key statement In the
communications testing we looked at
performance on key statement that would
measure if Send Love executions were driving
engagement, landed a credible message and
made the brand more appealing to encourage
increased consideration and ultimately to drive
sales. Given there was no new product and
already high brand awareness and Christmas
time is awash with big budget advertisements
competing for attention, to have punched well
above the norm was an achievement in itself. 

OBJECTIVE 3: 
2019 and 2020: +10% above Irish
advertising norms for engagement
(to cut through Christmas clutter)
and persuasion (to get people
sending) metrics. 



SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
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Our comms were created to drive sales but there were additional results from this activity worth noting. 

(1) Homeless charity donations - a much needed €157,000 was raised in 2019 through the sales of the €19 Christmas
special stamp booklet and distributed to a number of homeless charities. 

(2) Cultural connection - In 2020 RTE produced a show of curated TV adverts love by the nation that aired before the
biggest viewing event of the year, The Late Late Toy Show. Our Alison in Vietnam advert was selected for the show,
indicating we had created something that resonated with modern Irish culture and that demonstrated the relevant role the
brand had to play for our bullseye audience 'Ciara'. 

(1) Homeless charity donations - a much needed €157,000 was raised in 2019 through the sales of the €19 Christmas
special stamp booklet and distributed to a number of homeless charities. 

(2) Cultural connection - In 2020 RTE produced a show of curated TV adverts love by the nation that aired before the
biggest viewing event of the year, The Late Late Toy Show. Our Alison in Vietnam advert was selected for the show,
indicating we had created something that resonated with modern Irish culture and that demonstrated the relevant role the
brand had to play for our bullseye audience 'Ciara'. 



PR was part of our marketing mix each year to draw attention to the key time to start
sending cards and packages to make it to loved ones at home and away in time for
Christmas. 

With Covid-19, 2020 was a year like no other and people couldn't travel to loved ones as
normal. Throughout the year An Post had been enabling people to stay connected with
free Send Love postcards and other initiatives. We believe that sending increased due to
this restricted movement. 

SECTION 4: RESULTS

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: No Other Factors
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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Due to privacy reasons, the following agency has opted out of sharing the investment
overview information for this campaign with the public. 

This includes the paid media expenditure, owned media, sponsorships, and
production assets.



TV  

Radio  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS

OOH - Billboards
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/763371501/707f079941


SOCIETY OF SAINT
VINCENT DE PAUL
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Society of Saint Vincent de Paul (SVP)
Category: Crisis Response / Critical Pivot
Industry Sector: Non-profit

Every Donation is an Intervention 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 01/05/2020
End date: 31/12/2020

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Every Donation is an Intervention.

Younger donors are motivated by instant gratification; connecting
donations to a tangible impact is key to attracting them.

Our donors were ageing out of the market. We needed to broaden
our demographic in order to secure our future.

We demonstrated how just one donation can be enough to
change the outcome of someone’s story.

Grew donations (+175%) to tackle the pandemic’s impact, and
broadened our audience with +1795% growth in donations from age
18-24’s.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

2020 obliterated our traditional donation
sources - Church gate, on street,
fundraisers and charity shops. Then
calls for help went up by 20%. SVP
needed to act fast. 

This required a significant shift in
strategy and creative platform so
compelling, we’d inspire a whole new
generation of donors. So that’s what we
did. 

The result? Our simple, but powerful idea
led to a +1795% increase in donations
from 18-24 year olds. And +175%
increase in donations overall to help SVP
in the fight against poverty.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

A donation relies on motivation

SVP provides help with everything from school
fees, kids clothes, rent, utility bills, emergency
accommodation, or simply the weekly shop.
Looking at that list, it’s easy for people to feel
overwhelmed - that their donation will never
make a difference. 

Our first challenge: When the problem feels too
big to solve, how do you motivate individuals to
donate?

Despite the efforts of many charities, the number
of people donating has declined over the last 11
years in Ireland, dropping from 75% of
respondents in 2009 to 63% in December 2020
(Chart 1A:1). For SVP, our core donor base was
down by 13% (Chart 1A:2). Another challenge. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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For donations, SVP rely on ‘unconditional giving’ - a solitary decision based on individual moral judgement that it’s the right thing to
do, and doesn’t rely on feedback. This is common for older generations and, traditionally in Ireland, much of this happens at the
church gates or on busy streets (Chart 1A:2). But church attendance was dropping as younger people abandoned that ritual (Chart
1A:3). Then the pandemic hit. With churches and charity shops closed, and on-street collections wiped out, we were left without our
reliable donation channels.

Our biggest challenge of all. 

This meant SVP now had to solely rely on post, phone or online donations. Where individuals had to motivate themselves to donate.
Alone. Without any feedback. This is the most difficult form of charity giving to rely on. So to survive, we had to create enough
motivation through our communication to carry people over the line. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

"Traditional Teresa" who is 54 
"Religious Róisín" who is 76

The majority of SVP donors are over 50 yrs old. Over the
years, we affectionately developed two main personas to
identify our key donors:

Older people are traditionally more loyal and generous
(Chart 1B:1). They are valuable donors and have made
church gate collections a reliable source of income for
SVP. But, unsurprisingly, this channel has been dwindling
over time. Then when the pandemic hit, it cut that source
off completely. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

The age profile of current, loyal donors and our reduced access to them, meant that broadening our target became a
strategic imperative (Chart 1B:2). We recognised that in order to ensure the future donor pipeline long-term, we needed to
recruit younger people into the donation cycle. All while keeping our traditional donors onside too. 

So we identified a new target audience, who we named "Instant Irene". She’s 24 and like all young people, she seeks clear
feedback from her donations. We had to deliver an idea that would connect with Irene and satisfy her need for instant
gratification.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Increase YoY donations.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Recruit new donors (+ 10%)
and a new profile of donors
to secure future donation
income.

OBJECTIVE 3: Drive greater
public support and position
SVP as deserving and
relevant, especially to a
younger audience that only
know us from the church
gates.

With a shrinking pool of donors and
channels, we had to accelerate our
long term goal to target a younger
audience. Ambitiously we wanted to
turn brand ignorers/rejectors into
brand supporters, and get this
notoriously hard audience to commit
to SVP.

Forced to push fundraising online, it was essential to avoid alienating our traditional donors. 
Target future income and drive relevancy with a younger audience. 

SVP is Ireland’s largest voluntary charitable organisation, helping over 400,000 people annually. SVP receives 1% of their funding
from the government. Donations and volunteers are its lifeline. 2020 saw a 20% increase in calls for help. Instead of reverting to crisis
mode, we focused communications on ensuring we balanced our short-term urgency for donations, with long-term objectives. 

In short, we needed to encourage loyal donors to give more, while recruiting a new profile of donors.

It’s a crowded sector with over 10,0001
charities asking for help for many
worthwhile causes, demand for
essential services was never higher.
With less access to our traditional
ways to fundraise, our goal was to
drive donations. This also involved
converting our older donors to online
giving. 

1 in 5 Irish people cannot name a
charity (Chart 1C:1), and younger
generations have very little loyalty to
charities. To stand out, we needed to
highlight SVP’s vital role in people's
lives, and provide an immediate
experience demonstrating how donors
could help someone. 
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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Seeing the impact is what makes an impact

Our insight was inspired by something an SVP volunteer said. When asked what kept her motivated after 30 years of
volunteering, she gave a very surprising answer.

“It’s not the people I help week after week, it’s the person that we help one time, and then never hear from again. It takes
one small thing to tip a person into poverty, but it takes one small thing to get them out of it.”

This was a revelation, and became the cornerstone of our core insight. Acknowledging that not all problems rely on
systemic change, freed us up to connect more immediately with a new audience. 

But to really resonate with new, younger donors, we leaned on behavioural science techniques - identifying the ‘distance
bias’ as a powerful lever.

This meant, rather than presenting the problem of poverty as an overwhelming unsolvable issue, we needed to provide
Irene with a solution. To drive her to action not apathy. She’s used to instant gratification; likes, shares and comments are
her currency. And so we landed on our core insight; 

Younger donors are motivated by instant gratification; connecting donations to a tangible impact is key



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Tangibility was key.

In a year when everyone had sacrificed so much, this year more than ever, our donors, and especially young donors, would
want to see a return for their contribution. Our strategy was to make the previously invisible bond between donor and
recipient more visible.
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We had to demonstrate that every SINGLE donation was an intervention in a way that felt immediate, tangible and motivating. 

Somewhat inspired by a quote commonly attributed to Stalin: “A single death is a tragedy. A million deaths is a statistic.”, we
were determined to focus our comms on an identifiable individual and their situation. We knew this would appeal to younger
donors. We had to make them feel they were giving to a person, not just a charity. 

We were also shocked to discover what families in poverty consistently sacrifice and in particular to celebrate Christmas. In
order to afford the festivities, they were often faced with impossible choices from forgoing bills, to going without heating, to
going hungry. 

In two campaign bursts throughout 2020, we wanted to highlight that every donation is a direct intervention that avoids these
impossible choices, and this key message needed to be communicated at every touchpoint.

Touchpoints & Media

The campaign came to life across numerous touchpoints and platforms: 30 second TVC, press, OOH, Posters, digital display
and social. We shifted our media buying to enhance our connection with a younger cohort, moving paid support from
traditional mediums to digital channels, where donating was quicker and easier, which would appeal to our new audience.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

The power of an empty box

After learning that communications framed to reduce the psychological
distance between a donor and the impact of their donation, increases public
engagement - we opened ‘The Empty Toy Shop.’ A pop-up shop filled with
thousands of empty toy boxes. Each representing a child who would be left
empty handed on Christmas morning
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Strategically located on Henry St, one of Dublin’s busiest shopping streets, our
goal was to engage Christmas shoppers at the moment they were buying
presents for their loved ones. For every box bought in the shop, a donation
would directly go towards a toy for a child in need. 

Our empty boxes, which another agency client volunteered to produce, were
also placed in the windows of SVP charity shops across the country, with
messaging reminding them that every direct donation was a direct
intervention.

Feed a hungry child
Christmas isn’t just about toys, it’s about food too. We introduced ‘Empty Plates’
as another emotive new donation route. Partnering with another agency client,
we hung ‘empty plate’ POS at tills in Eurospar shops nationwide. There we asked
shoppers to donate the price of a single Christmas dinner for a child, by adding
a donation to their shopping bill at the till. Again, highlighting how every
donation created a direct intervention.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
Increase YoY donations.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Recruit new donors (+ 10%) and a
new profile of donors to secure
future donation income.

With a shrinking pool of donors and channels,
we had to accelerate our long term goal to
target a younger audience. Ambitiously we
wanted to turn brand ignorers/rejectors into
brand supporters, and get this notoriously
hard audience to commit to SVP.

Result: Grew donations by 175%, online
donations were up by 255% and direct debits
grew by 30% 
ROI = 1229% Result: Our simple, but powerful idea led to

an overall 13% increase in donors, with an
increase of 1795% in 18-24 year olds. It’s a crowded sector with over 10,0001 charities

asking for help for many worthwhile causes,
demand for essential services was never higher.
With less access to our traditional ways to
fundraise, our goal was to drive donations. This
also involved converting our older donors to
online giving. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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OBJECTIVE 3: 
Drive greater public support and position SVP as deserving and relevant,
especially to a younger audience that only know us from the church gates.

Trust in SVP at 42% v’s charity average of 34%. 
Highest unprompted awareness at 46% v’s 12.4% average. 
Strongest understanding of SVP work in at 42% v’s 26.7% average. 
Highest level of correct attribution at 77% v’s average 23%. 
Highest amount of support given to a charity at 33% for those who have already given v’s 16% average 

Demonstrating SVP’s vital role in society and showing its impact, resulted in significant public support.

Result: Overall key brand affinity results grew, as did support from the younger target (+1795% in donations from
18- 24 and +1260% amongst 25-34 years olds) 



SECTION 4: RESULTS

In 2020, unemployment rates skyrocketed in Ireland. 

People wanted to help, but didn’t always have the means to do so. 

Due to the pandemic, the State’s unemployment rate rose sharply during 2020. The jobless
rate, which was 4.8% before the crisis, peaked at record 28.8% in April with up to 600,000
people claiming the special payments. 

European Commission stats revealed the Irish labour market as one of the worst affected
in the EU by Covid-19. 

Competition in the charity sector peaked

The pandemic shone a spotlight on the needs of charities, encouraging a more
philanthropist approach in many. However, with many causes vying for money from the
same pot, it was a struggle.

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Business Events and Natural Events
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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Due to privacy reasons, the following agency has opted out of sharing the investment
overview information for this campaign with the public. 

This includes the paid media expenditure, owned media, sponsorships, and
production assets.



TV  

Digital Marketing - Short Video  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS

Retail Experience: In Store
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/760229309/6e331113d0


SOCIETY OF SAINT
VINCENT DE PAUL
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Society of Saint Vincent de Paul (SVP)
Category: Positive Change – Brands, NFP –
Environmental or Social Good 
Industry Sector: Non-profit

Every Donation is an Intervention 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 01/05/2020
End date: 31/12/2020

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Every Donation is an Intervention.

Younger donors are motivated by instant gratification; connecting
donations to a tangible impact is key to attracting them.

Our donors were ageing out of the market. We needed to broaden
our demographic in order to secure our future.

We demonstrated how just one donation can be enough to
change the outcome of someone’s story.

Grew donations (+175%) to tackle the pandemic’s impact, and
broadened our audience with +1795% growth in donations from age
18-24’s.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

2020 obliterated our traditional donation
sources - Church gate, on street,
fundraisers and charity shops. Then
calls for help went up by 20%. SVP
needed to act fast. 

This required a significant shift in
strategy and creative platform so
compelling, we’d inspire a whole new
generation of donors. So that’s what we
did. 

The result? Our simple, but powerful idea
led to a +1795% increase in donations
from 18-24 year olds. And +175%
increase in donations overall to help SVP
in the fight against poverty.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

A donation relies on motivation

SVP provides help with everything from school
fees, kids clothes, rent, utility bills, emergency
accommodation, or simply the weekly shop.
Looking at that list, it’s easy for people to feel
overwhelmed - that their donation will never
make a difference. 

Our first challenge: When the problem feels too
big to solve, how do you motivate individuals to
donate?

Despite the efforts of many charities, the number
of people donating has declined over the last 11
years in Ireland, dropping from 75% of
respondents in 2009 to 63% in December 2020
(Chart 1A:1). For SVP, our core donor base was
down by 13% (Chart 1A:2). Another challenge. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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For donations, SVP rely on ‘unconditional giving’ - a solitary decision based on individual moral judgement that it’s the right thing to
do, and doesn’t rely on feedback. This is common for older generations and, traditionally in Ireland, much of this happens at the
church gates or on busy streets (Chart 1A:2). But church attendance was dropping as younger people abandoned that ritual (Chart
1A:3). Then the pandemic hit. With churches and charity shops closed, and on-street collections wiped out, we were left without our
reliable donation channels.

Our biggest challenge of all. 

This meant SVP now had to solely rely on post, phone or online donations. Where individuals had to motivate themselves to donate.
Alone. Without any feedback. This is the most difficult form of charity giving to rely on. So to survive, we had to create enough
motivation through our communication to carry people over the line. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

"Traditional Teresa" who is 54 
"Religious Róisín" who is 76

The majority of SVP donors are over 50 yrs old. Over the
years, we affectionately developed two main personas to
identify our key donors:

Older people are traditionally more loyal and generous
(Chart 1B:1). They are valuable donors and have made
church gate collections a reliable source of income for
SVP. But, unsurprisingly, this channel has been dwindling
over time. Then when the pandemic hit, it cut that source
off completely. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

The age profile of current, loyal donors and our reduced access to them, meant that broadening our target became a
strategic imperative (Chart 1B:2). We recognised that in order to ensure the future donor pipeline long-term, we needed to
recruit younger people into the donation cycle. All while keeping our traditional donors onside too. 

So we identified a new target audience, who we named "Instant Irene". She’s 24 and like all young people, she seeks clear
feedback from her donations. We had to deliver an idea that would connect with Irene and satisfy her need for instant
gratification.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Increase YoY donations.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Recruit new donors (+ 10%)
and a new profile of donors
to secure future donation
income.

OBJECTIVE 3: Drive greater
public support and position
SVP as deserving and
relevant, especially to a
younger audience that only
know us from the church
gates.

With a shrinking pool of donors and
channels, we had to accelerate our
long term goal to target a younger
audience. Ambitiously we wanted to
turn brand ignorers/rejectors into
brand supporters, and get this
notoriously hard audience to commit
to SVP.

Forced to push fundraising online, it was essential to avoid alienating our traditional donors. 
Target future income and drive relevancy with a younger audience. 

SVP is Ireland’s largest voluntary charitable organisation, helping over 400,000 people annually. SVP receives 1% of their funding
from the government. Donations and volunteers are its lifeline. 2020 saw a 20% increase in calls for help. Instead of reverting to crisis
mode, we focused communications on ensuring we balanced our short-term urgency for donations, with long-term objectives. 

In short, we needed to encourage loyal donors to give more, while recruiting a new profile of donors.

It’s a crowded sector with over 10,0001
charities asking for help for many
worthwhile causes, demand for
essential services was never higher.
With less access to our traditional
ways to fundraise, our goal was to
drive donations. This also involved
converting our older donors to online
giving. 

1 in 5 Irish people cannot name a
charity (Chart 1C:1), and younger
generations have very little loyalty to
charities. To stand out, we needed to
highlight SVP’s vital role in people's
lives, and provide an immediate
experience demonstrating how donors
could help someone. 
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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Seeing the impact is what makes an impact

Our insight was inspired by something an SVP volunteer said. When asked what kept her motivated after 30 years of
volunteering, she gave a very surprising answer.

“It’s not the people I help week after week, it’s the person that we help one time, and then never hear from again. It takes
one small thing to tip a person into poverty, but it takes one small thing to get them out of it.”

This was a revelation, and became the cornerstone of our core insight. Acknowledging that not all problems rely on
systemic change, freed us up to connect more immediately with a new audience. 

But to really resonate with new, younger donors, we leaned on behavioural science techniques - identifying the ‘distance
bias’ as a powerful lever.

This meant, rather than presenting the problem of poverty as an overwhelming unsolvable issue, we needed to provide
Irene with a solution. To drive her to action not apathy. She’s used to instant gratification; likes, shares and comments are
her currency. And so we landed on our core insight; 

Younger donors are motivated by instant gratification; connecting donations to a tangible impact is key



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Tangibility was key.

In a year when everyone had sacrificed so much, this year more than ever, our donors, and especially young donors, would
want to see a return for their contribution. Our strategy was to make the previously invisible bond between donor and
recipient more visible.
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We had to demonstrate that every SINGLE donation was an intervention in a way that felt immediate, tangible and motivating. 

Somewhat inspired by a quote commonly attributed to Stalin: “A single death is a tragedy. A million deaths is a statistic.”, we
were determined to focus our comms on an identifiable individual and their situation. We knew this would appeal to younger
donors. We had to make them feel they were giving to a person, not just a charity. 

We were also shocked to discover what families in poverty consistently sacrifice and in particular to celebrate Christmas. In
order to afford the festivities, they were often faced with impossible choices from forgoing bills, to going without heating, to
going hungry. 

In two campaign bursts throughout 2020, we wanted to highlight that every donation is a direct intervention that avoids these
impossible choices, and this key message needed to be communicated at every touchpoint.

Touchpoints & Media

The campaign came to life across numerous touchpoints and platforms: 30 second TVC, press, OOH, Posters, digital display
and social. We shifted our media buying to enhance our connection with a younger cohort, moving paid support from
traditional mediums to digital channels, where donating was quicker and easier, which would appeal to our new audience.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

The power of an empty box

After learning that communications framed to reduce the psychological
distance between a donor and the impact of their donation, increases public
engagement - we opened ‘The Empty Toy Shop.’ A pop-up shop filled with
thousands of empty toy boxes. Each representing a child who would be left
empty handed on Christmas morning
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Strategically located on Henry St, one of Dublin’s busiest shopping streets, our
goal was to engage Christmas shoppers at the moment they were buying
presents for their loved ones. For every box bought in the shop, a donation
would directly go towards a toy for a child in need. 

Our empty boxes, which another agency client volunteered to produce, were
also placed in the windows of SVP charity shops across the country, with
messaging reminding them that every direct donation was a direct
intervention.

Feed a hungry child
Christmas isn’t just about toys, it’s about food too. We introduced ‘Empty
Plates’ as another emotive new donation route. Partnering with another agency
client, we hung ‘empty plate’ POS at tills in Eurospar shops nationwide. There we
asked shoppers to donate the price of a single Christmas dinner for a child, by
adding a donation to their shopping bill at the till. Again, highlighting how every
donation created a direct intervention.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
Increase YoY donations.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Recruit new donors (+ 10%) and a
new profile of donors to secure
future donation income.

With a shrinking pool of donors and channels,
we had to accelerate our long term goal to
target a younger audience. Ambitiously we
wanted to turn brand ignorers/rejectors into
brand supporters, and get this notoriously
hard audience to commit to SVP.

Result: Grew donations by 175%, online
donations were up by 255% and direct debits
grew by 30% 
ROI = 1229% Result: Our simple, but powerful idea led to

an overall 13% increase in donors, with an
increase of 1795% in 18-24 year olds. It’s a crowded sector with over 10,0001 charities

asking for help for many worthwhile causes,
demand for essential services was never higher.
With less access to our traditional ways to
fundraise, our goal was to drive donations. This
also involved converting our older donors to
online giving. 
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OBJECTIVE 3: 
Drive greater public support and position SVP as deserving and relevant,
especially to a younger audience that only know us from the church gates.

Trust in SVP at 42% v’s charity average of 34%. 
Highest unprompted awareness at 46% v’s 12.4% average. 
Strongest understanding of SVP work in at 42% v’s 26.7% average. 
Highest level of correct attribution at 77% v’s average 23%. 
Highest amount of support given to a charity at 33% for those who have already given v’s 16% average. 

Demonstrating SVP’s vital role in society and showing its impact, resulted in significant public support.

Result: Overall key brand affinity results grew, as did support from the younger target (+1795% in donations from
18- 24 and +1260% amongst 25-34 years olds) 



SECTION 4: RESULTS

In 2020, unemployment rates skyrocketed in Ireland. 

People wanted to help, but didn’t always have the means to do so. 

Due to the pandemic, the State’s unemployment rate rose sharply during 2020. The jobless
rate, which was 4.8% before the crisis, peaked at record 28.8% in April with up to 600,000
people claiming the special payments. 

European Commission stats revealed the Irish labour market as one of the worst affected
in the EU by Covid-19. 

Competition in the charity sector peaked

The pandemic shone a spotlight on the needs of charities, encouraging a more
philanthropist approach in many. However, with many causes vying for money from the
same pot, it was a struggle.

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Business Events and Natural Events
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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Due to privacy reasons, the following agency has opted out of sharing the investment
overview information for this campaign with the public. 

This includes the paid media expenditure, owned media, sponsorships, and
production assets.
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Digital Marketing - Short Video  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS

Retail Experience: In Store
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/760229309/6e331113d0


SOCIETY OF SAINT
VINCENT DE PAUL
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Society of Saint Vincent de Paul (SVP)
Category: Public Service, Government & Utilities 
Industry Sector: Non-profit

Every Donation is an Intervention 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 01/05/2020
End date: 31/12/2020

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Every Donation is an Intervention.

Younger donors are motivated by instant gratification; connecting
donations to a tangible impact is key to attracting them.

Our donors were ageing out of the market. We needed to broaden
our demographic in order to secure our future.

We demonstrated how just one donation can be enough to
change the outcome of someone’s story.

Grew donations (+175%) to tackle the pandemic’s impact, and
broadened our audience with +1795% growth in donations from age
18-24’s.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

2020 obliterated our traditional donation
sources - Church gate, on street,
fundraisers and charity shops. Then
calls for help went up by 20%. SVP
needed to act fast. 

This required a significant shift in
strategy and creative platform so
compelling, we’d inspire a whole new
generation of donors. So that’s what we
did. 

The result? Our simple, but powerful idea
led to a +1795% increase in donations
from 18-24 year olds. And +175%
increase in donations overall to help SVP
in the fight against poverty.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

A donation relies on motivation

SVP provides help with everything from school
fees, kids clothes, rent, utility bills, emergency
accommodation, or simply the weekly shop.
Looking at that list, it’s easy for people to feel
overwhelmed - that their donation will never
make a difference. 

Our first challenge: When the problem feels too
big to solve, how do you motivate individuals to
donate?

Despite the efforts of many charities, the number
of people donating has declined over the last 11
years in Ireland, dropping from 75% of
respondents in 2009 to 63% in December 2020
(Chart 1A:1). For SVP, our core donor base was
down by 13% (Chart 1A:2). Another challenge. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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For donations, SVP rely on ‘unconditional giving’ - a solitary decision based on individual moral judgement that it’s the right thing to
do, and doesn’t rely on feedback. This is common for older generations and, traditionally in Ireland, much of this happens at the
church gates or on busy streets (Chart 1A:2). But church attendance was dropping as younger people abandoned that ritual (Chart
1A:3). Then the pandemic hit. With churches and charity shops closed, and on-street collections wiped out, we were left without our
reliable donation channels.

Our biggest challenge of all. 

This meant SVP now had to solely rely on post, phone or online donations. Where individuals had to motivate themselves to donate.
Alone. Without any feedback. This is the most difficult form of charity giving to rely on. So to survive, we had to create enough
motivation through our communication to carry people over the line. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

"Traditional Teresa" who is 54 
"Religious Róisín" who is 76

The majority of SVP donors are over 50 yrs old. Over the
years, we affectionately developed two main personas to
identify our key donors:

Older people are traditionally more loyal and generous
(Chart 1B:1). They are valuable donors and have made
church gate collections a reliable source of income for
SVP. But, unsurprisingly, this channel has been dwindling
over time. Then when the pandemic hit, it cut that source
off completely. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

The age profile of current, loyal donors and our reduced access to them, meant that broadening our target became a
strategic imperative (Chart 1B:2). We recognised that in order to ensure the future donor pipeline long-term, we needed to
recruit younger people into the donation cycle. All while keeping our traditional donors onside too. 

So we identified a new target audience, who we named "Instant Irene". She’s 24 and like all young people, she seeks clear
feedback from her donations. We had to deliver an idea that would connect with Irene and satisfy her need for instant
gratification.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Increase YoY donations.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Recruit new donors (+ 10%)
and a new profile of donors
to secure future donation
income.

OBJECTIVE 3: Drive greater
public support and position
SVP as deserving and
relevant, especially to a
younger audience that only
know us from the church
gates.

With a shrinking pool of donors and
channels, we had to accelerate our
long term goal to target a younger
audience. Ambitiously we wanted to
turn brand ignorers/rejectors into
brand supporters, and get this
notoriously hard audience to commit
to SVP.

Forced to push fundraising online, it was essential to avoid alienating our traditional donors. 
Target future income and drive relevancy with a younger audience. 

SVP is Ireland’s largest voluntary charitable organisation, helping over 400,000 people annually. SVP receives 1% of their funding
from the government. Donations and volunteers are its lifeline. 2020 saw a 20% increase in calls for help. Instead of reverting to crisis
mode, we focused communications on ensuring we balanced our short-term urgency for donations, with long-term objectives. 

In short, we needed to encourage loyal donors to give more, while recruiting a new profile of donors.

It’s a crowded sector with over 10,0001
charities asking for help for many
worthwhile causes, demand for
essential services was never higher.
With less access to our traditional
ways to fundraise, our goal was to
drive donations. This also involved
converting our older donors to online
giving. 

1 in 5 Irish people cannot name a
charity (Chart 1C:1), and younger
generations have very little loyalty to
charities. To stand out, we needed to
highlight SVP’s vital role in people's
lives, and provide an immediate
experience demonstrating how donors
could help someone. 
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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Seeing the impact is what makes an impact

Our insight was inspired by something an SVP volunteer said. When asked what kept her motivated after 30 years of
volunteering, she gave a very surprising answer.

“It’s not the people I help week after week, it’s the person that we help one time, and then never hear from again. It takes
one small thing to tip a person into poverty, but it takes one small thing to get them out of it.”

This was a revelation, and became the cornerstone of our core insight. Acknowledging that not all problems rely on
systemic change, freed us up to connect more immediately with a new audience. 

But to really resonate with new, younger donors, we leaned on behavioural science techniques - identifying the ‘distance
bias’ as a powerful lever.

This meant, rather than presenting the problem of poverty as an overwhelming unsolvable issue, we needed to provide
Irene with a solution. To drive her to action not apathy. She’s used to instant gratification; likes, shares and comments are
her currency. And so we landed on our core insight; 

Younger donors are motivated by instant gratification; connecting donations to a tangible impact is key



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Tangibility was key.

In a year when everyone had sacrificed so much, this year more than ever, our donors, and especially young donors, would
want to see a return for their contribution. Our strategy was to make the previously invisible bond between donor and
recipient more visible.
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We had to demonstrate that every SINGLE donation was an intervention in a way that felt immediate, tangible and motivating. 

Somewhat inspired by a quote commonly attributed to Stalin: “A single death is a tragedy. A million deaths is a statistic.”, we
were determined to focus our comms on an identifiable individual and their situation. We knew this would appeal to younger
donors. We had to make them feel they were giving to a person, not just a charity. 

We were also shocked to discover what families in poverty consistently sacrifice and in particular to celebrate Christmas. In
order to afford the festivities, they were often faced with impossible choices from forgoing bills, to going without heating, to
going hungry. 

In two campaign bursts throughout 2020, we wanted to highlight that every donation is a direct intervention that avoids these
impossible choices, and this key message needed to be communicated at every touchpoint.

Touchpoints & Media

The campaign came to life across numerous touchpoints and platforms: 30 second TVC, press, OOH, Posters, digital display
and social. We shifted our media buying to enhance our connection with a younger cohort, moving paid support from
traditional mediums to digital channels, where donating was quicker and easier, which would appeal to our new audience.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

The power of an empty box

After learning that communications framed to reduce the psychological
distance between a donor and the impact of their donation, increases public
engagement - we opened ‘The Empty Toy Shop.’ A pop-up shop filled with
thousands of empty toy boxes. Each representing a child who would be left
empty handed on Christmas morning
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Strategically located on Henry St, one of Dublin’s busiest shopping streets, our
goal was to engage Christmas shoppers at the moment they were buying
presents for their loved ones. For every box bought in the shop, a donation
would directly go towards a toy for a child in need. 

Our empty boxes, which another agency client volunteered to produce, were
also placed in the windows of SVP charity shops across the country, with
messaging reminding them that every direct donation was a direct
intervention.

Feed a hungry child
Christmas isn’t just about toys, it’s about food too. We introduced ‘Empty
Plates’ as another emotive new donation route. Partnering with another agency
client, we hung ‘empty plate’ POS at tills in Eurospar shops nationwide. There we
asked shoppers to donate the price of a single Christmas dinner for a child, by
adding a donation to their shopping bill at the till. Again, highlighting how every
donation created a direct intervention.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
Increase YoY donations.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Recruit new donors (+ 10%) and a
new profile of donors to secure
future donation income.

With a shrinking pool of donors and channels,
we had to accelerate our long term goal to
target a younger audience. Ambitiously we
wanted to turn brand ignorers/rejectors into
brand supporters, and get this notoriously
hard audience to commit to SVP.

Result: Grew donations by 175%, online
donations were up by 255% and direct debits
grew by 30% 
ROI = 1229% Result: Our simple, but powerful idea led to

an overall 13% increase in donors, with an
increase of 1795% in 18-24 year olds. It’s a crowded sector with over 10,0001 charities

asking for help for many worthwhile causes,
demand for essential services was never higher.
With less access to our traditional ways to
fundraise, our goal was to drive donations. This
also involved converting our older donors to
online giving. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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OBJECTIVE 3: 
Drive greater public support and position SVP as deserving and relevant,
especially to a younger audience that only know us from the church gates.

Trust in SVP at 42% v’s charity average of 34%. 
Highest unprompted awareness at 46% v’s 12.4% average. 
Strongest understanding of SVP work in at 42% v’s 26.7% average. 
Highest level of correct attribution at 77% v’s average 23%. 
Highest amount of support given to a charity at 33% for those who have already given v’s 16% average. 

Demonstrating SVP’s vital role in society and showing its impact, resulted in significant public support.

Result: Overall key brand affinity results grew, as did support from the younger target (+1795% in donations from
18- 24 and +1260% amongst 25-34 years olds).



SECTION 4: RESULTS

In 2020, unemployment rates skyrocketed in Ireland. 

People wanted to help, but didn’t always have the means to do so. 

Due to the pandemic, the State’s unemployment rate rose sharply during 2020. The jobless
rate, which was 4.8% before the crisis, peaked at record 28.8% in April with up to 600,000
people claiming the special payments. 

European Commission stats revealed the Irish labour market as one of the worst affected
in the EU by Covid-19. 

Competition in the charity sector peaked

The pandemic shone a spotlight on the needs of charities, encouraging a more
philanthropist approach in many. However, with many causes vying for money from the
same pot, it was a struggle.

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Business Events and Natural Events
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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Due to privacy reasons, the following agency has opted out of sharing the investment
overview information for this campaign with the public. 

This includes the paid media expenditure, owned media, sponsorships, and
production assets.



TV  

Digital Marketing - Short Video  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS

Retail Experience: In Store
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/760229309/6e331113d0


ALDI IRELAND
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Aldi Ireland
Category: Retail & Fashion (Bricks or Clicks or both)
Industry Sector: Retail Stores & Online Marketplaces 

Swap & Save 2.0
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 31/05/2018
End date: 06/11/2019

Regional Classification: Local
Industry Situation: Growing

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Target VCFs didn’t just want to survive - they wanted to: thrive.

Make discounter Aldi more relevant to Irish families who were
feeling increasingly prosperous and more aspirational. 

'Nudge' VCFs to get more of what they want out of life by switching
to Aldi. 

Aldi became Ireland's fastest growing supermarket doubling sales and
value share targets, and achieving record levels of household
penetration. 

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

In the €13bn Irish grocery market every
1% of value share is worth €130m and is
fiercely fought over. No wonder the retail
grocery category is 'always on' with
protagonists engaged in a relentless
battle to win a greater share of
shopper's hearts, minds and wallets. 
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Convince VCFs that switching to Aldi doesn’t just save you money, it lets
you get more out life. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

Dunnes permanent vouchers rewarded loyal customers with 20%.off their next shop.
SuperValu ran ‘We Believe in Value’ promising savings of up to 33%. 
‘Tesco 800’ promised consumers the best prices on “the 800 products you buy most often”. 

After 15 years of continuous growth Aldi’s value share 1 had hit a ‘glass ceiling’. 

Why? Penetration was declining. Aldi wasn’t only failing to attract new customers; it was actually losing some, and so was Lidl. 

Aldi’s basket size was also falling slightly but this impacted sales more because penetration had also fallen at the same time; less
people were buying less items - the multiplier effect, only in reverse. 
Whilst Aldi had continued to invest in heavyweight ‘value’ campaigns. they’d failed to deliver the same growth over 2016-17. 

Aldi’s larger rivals; Tesco, Dunnes and SuperValu whom, collectively, accounted for over 66% of market value , were also running
heavyweight ‘value’ campaigns. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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However, competitors had used very similar tactics before, so why were they working now? 

The booming Irish economy offered a plausible explanation: 

Consumers were also feeling much better off. Indeed, Ireland's consumer confidence index reached record levels. 

Most retailers view a booming economy as a great opportunity but for discounters rising prosperity poses a threat: more affluent
consumers may decide to spend their money in more aspirational stores. 

So, Aldi’s challenge was clear, but posed a fundamental contradiction: how to make a discounter, whose positioning is built on low
prices, more relevant to consumers who were feeling increasingly prosperous and more aspirational? 

Aldi needed to identify a target audience with significant further growth potential and find a way to tempt them into Aldi. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

67% of shoppers defined themselves as ‘Value Seekers'
 Yet only 34% used discounters for 'main shops' (18% Aldi, 16% Lidl) 
>2/3 still used Big 3 stores!
58% had children living at home
Their ‘main shops’ were 4x larger than average at €83 

Research showed there were still plenty value conscious shoppers to target: 

Aldi already appealed most to ‘family’ life-stages:



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

More affluent, so less price-sensitive 
More quality conscious
Seeking more fresh/healthy/Irish ranges 

Projecting these cohorts to 2030; ‘Young’ (Children <12) would decline, whereas ‘Middle’ (Children <18) and '45+' were forecast to
grow - and many of them would become the ‘Older Dependents’ Aldi had, hitherto, struggled to attract. 

‘Value Conscious Families;’ 'VCFs' were Aldi's target audience but they seemed happy to shop at Big 3 stores. However, research
revealed they were, perhaps, open to persuasion. 

It was clear that, despite the Big 3’s efforts to re-establish their value credentials, ‘VCFs’ remained as savvy as ever and cracks
were appearing, 

Research also showed they were 

Yet the key difference was more emotional: whilst still value-conscious, 
it was less important than living their lives to the full; enjoying their 
food, enjoying their children and their lives were their real priorities.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

Grow sales +€10.5m to €1.192bn, June-October 
Grow 52w value share +0.1% to 11.2% 

Grow sales +€52.9m to €1.245bn January-October 
Grow 52w value share +0.5% to 11.7% 

Recover 52w penetration from 82.6% in May (1,42m households to 83%
(+6,874 households) by November 2019.
Matching previous best 52w penetration of 83.8% last achieved in Q4
2016 - equivalent to +13,745 households 

Over the remaining 5 months of 2018 and 10 months of 2019 persuade
over 20,000 more VCFs to consider Aldi as a viable option for their
main weekly shop. 

Business

2018

2019

Marketing

2018

Communications
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Tempt VCFs to consider moving their main shops from the 'Big 3' supermarkets to
Aldi. 

OBJECTIVE 2: 
To achieve the desired sales increase we needed an additional 20,000 VCFs to
switch their big shop from 'Big 3' stores to Aldi. 

Growing penetration was the key to sales growth. 

Recruiting 20,000 new shoppers across 2018-19 would raise penetration to 83.6% (matching Aldi's previous
record) would generate sufficient additional purchases to achieve the campaign's growth objectives. 

'Consideration' scores are a leading indicator of purchase intent. 

Pre-campaign Aldi were ranking 3rd behind Tesco and Lidl, so improving this metric was a key objective in
judging the campaign's success. 
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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Research showed that our aspirational VCFs’ saw value as more multifaceted than just 'price’; For them real 'value' was as
much about the quality of their food and quality of life as it was about low prices. 

What’s more, if the price saving over the larger, traditional supermarkets is not that big anymore, why bother changing?
 
Accompanied shops with VCFs revealed their perception of Aldi’s ranges was not well-informed; much of Aldi’s fresh deli,
convenience foods, special dietary needs and wholefoods ranges, and the proportion of Irish-produced products was
severely underestimated. 

They hadn’t realised how well Aldi could full their needs on a big weekly shop. 



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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Whist they were value conscious, it wasn’t as important as living their lives to the full; enjoying their food and their
families was more important than saving €10 or €20. 

Whereas shopping in more expensive Big 3 stores reinforced their sense of prosperity, shopping at Aldi felt like a
compromise. 

This was the breakthrough – VCFs were feeling the benefits of a rising economy, feeling confident about their prospects
and, crucially, they wanted to enjoy the fruits of their success. 

Key Insight: They didn't just want to survive - they wanted to thrive.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

We had to break VCFs out of their comfort zone, change how they were framing the value equation, by providing a tangible
glimpse of how ‘Aldi lets you get more of what you want out of life’ to appeal to consumers’ emotional ‘System 1’ brain. 

Critically, we needed to create real discomfort in VCFs minds where, as we had discovered, seeds of doubt about Big 3 ‘value’
were already sown.

Creative Strategy
'Nudge' Big 3 shoppers to get more out life by switching to Aldi, using social proof, framing and fear of losing out.
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We came up with a very efficient creative idea: to re-
energise an existing campaign that had been very
successful, in both the UK and Ireland: ‘Swap & Save’. 

In research the campaign was still frequently recalled,
offering the potential to reinforce and enhance pre-
existing memory structures which prime to consumers
to want to choose the brand. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

The original Swap & Save campaign focused exclusively on Aldi’s superior main shop value, but this wouldn’t now be enough
to persuade more prosperous VCFs. 

To nudge our VCFs, we evolved Swap & Save, acknowledging principles from Behavioural Economics:

1. Re-appraisal
Demonstrate Aldi’s product quality in the non-traditional, healthy and Irish-ranges Big3 shoppers didn’t expect i.e. framing
Aldi as a purveyor high quality, healthy and Irish ranges. 
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2. Aspirational
Show how well families who swapped to Aldi really lived; eating well, living without compromise, with money left over to enjoy
themselves. Implication: their whole lives benefitted from swapping to Aldi and those same lifestyle benefits were attainable
to VCFs. i.e. fear of losing out - a very powerful tool against inertia.

Showing that continuing to shop with their usual supermarket won’t just cost them more money, it will make them miss out
e.g. on a hobby indulged, a day out for the family or even a holiday, is far more powerful behavioural trigger than savings
alone. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

3. Social Sharing
Our switchers used their preferred social media platforms to provide unique demonstrations, telling others what it feels like to
‘Swap & Save’, 

i.e., Social proof of how ‘Saving Feels Amazing’ at Aldi. 

Getting the casting right helped everything else fall into place: Showcasing ‘mums’ switching to Aldi remained the core idea
but this time we filmed the entire family in a more documentary style. 

We found real ‘middle’ and ‘45+’ families, nationwide, who resembled our target VCFs and were enjoying their prosperity, and
we tracked their progress swapping from Big 3 supermarkets to Aldi, revealing compelling new ‘Swap & Save’ stories. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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Business

Just 3 months after launch Aldi became Ireland's fastest growing supermarket in both sales and market share and remained
so throughout the campaign.

52w sales rose from €1.182bn prior to launch to €1.205bn as 2018's campaign closed , +€23m.
 
Over 2019's campaign 52w sales reached €1.340bn, a further +€135m. 

Overall, across15 months, Swap & Save grew sales +€158m4 (+13.37%); 249% of 2018-19's target. 

52w value share rose +0.9% to 12%; 150% of target, overtaking rival Lidl and re- establishing Aldi as Ireland's leading discount
grocer.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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Marketing

Over 15 months Aldi’s penetration reached a record 85.4%6 +2.8% and more than double the target increase. 

This represented an extra 67,924 shoppers, spending an average €901 per year, equating to €61.2m in sales purely from new
shoppers. 

All Aldi’s secondary shopper metrics also improved pre vs. post campaign: Frequency +0.8 trips, Basket Size +0.6 Items and
Basket Spend +€1.50.

Careful casting paid dividends; share of spend rose fastest with the primary targets; ‘Middle‘ and ‘45+’ families, whilst ‘Older
Dependents’ also began to rise. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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Communications

Agreement with key campaign message more than doubled over the campaign – showing the Swap & Save campaign
changed many consumers minds. 

Aldi’s competitive position in historically weaker metrics like range, quality, provenance and consideration all improved
significantly, whilst Aldi's historic strength ‘value’ remained market leading. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
Tempt VCFs to consider moving their main shops from the 'Big 3' supermarkets to Aldi. 

Tesco 75% 
Lidl 74% 
Aldi 71% 

Tesco 73% (-1) 
Lidl 72% (-2)
Aldi 74% (+3)

'Results: Ranking on Consideration ('First Choice' or 'Seriously Consider') moved from 3rd (behind Tesco and SuperValu)
pre-campaign to 1st position post- campaign. 

Consideration' scores are a leading indicator of purchase intent. 

Pre-campaign Aldi were ranking 3rd behind Tesco and Lidl, so improving this metric was a key objective in judging the
campaign's success. 

Aldi Consideration (Top 2 Box scores as measured by Millward Brown; % selecting Aldi as 'First Choice' or 'Seriously
Consider': 

Pre- Campaign: 12w to 27th May 2018 

Post-Campaign 12w 10th Nov 2019 

Effectively Aldi switched 3% points of Consideration from Tesco and Lidl over the campaign period.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your work drove
the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year, and brand context.
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OBJECTIVE 2: 
To achieve the desired sales increase we needed an additional 20,000 VCFs to switch their big
shop from 'Big 3' stores to Aldi. 
Results: Aldi recruited an additional 67000 shoppers over campaign period, raising household penetration +2.8% to a new record
high of 85.4%. 

Growing penetration was the key to sales growth. 

Recruiting 20,000 new shoppers across 2018-19 would raise penetration to 83.6% (matching Aldi's previous record) would
generate sufficient additional purchases to achieve the campaign's growth objectives. 

Comparing penetration levels pre and post-campaign shows the effect of the increase on shopper numbers. 

+2.8% penetration equates to almost 68,000 additional shoppers visiting Aldi stores. 

As a result overall purchase levels rose dramatically with Aldi recording an additional €158m in annual sales. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS

Ireland’s economy remained prosperous; GDP growth 2018 +8.2%, 2019 +5.5%, so didn't
favour discounters. 

Unlike competitors Dunnes, Tesco and Lidl, Aldi didn’t incentivise sales with money-off
vouchers. 

Aldi’s value share growth (+0.9%) was 4.5x faster than Lidl’s (+0.2%) showing success was
not attributable to a broader ‘discounter effect’. 

Aldi opened fewer stores than Lidl whose estate was already larger. 

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Societal or Economic Events, Couponing, and Other marketing for the
brand, running at the same time as this effort
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
What else in the marketplace could have affected the results of this case - positive or negative?
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Aldi’s range of ~2000 SKUs remained consistent across 2017/18/19. 

Aldi’s price discount remained consistently around -22% vs. Big 3.

 Aldi reduced total media investment vs. 2017, while SOV remained consistent. 

Other Aldi marketing campaigns ran concurrently over the same period, contributing variously to Aldi's success. Econometric
modelling isolated the contribution made by Swap & Save over 2018-19, concluding that ROMI was 5.8 times total investment,
significantly higher than the original iteration of the Swap & Save campaign had achieved.



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021€1m-5m 

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

€1m-5m 

COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL,
THE BRAND'S OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS

About the same

About the same



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION

The majority of the media budget was allocated to paid media 

TV - 65%
Press - 12.6%
Radio - 8.2% 
Broadcast VOD - 6.1% 
Digital Display - 5.4% 
Paid Social - 1.8% 
Inserts - 0.8% 
Source: The Nielsen Company 

Production expenditure was in similar proportions to media expenditure with lesser budget allocated to production for
owned media resources such as website, owned social, email and Aldi leaflets. These used common campaign assets,
including photography and these channels also contained significant elements from other campaigns as well as the
'conveyor belt' of Aldi's non-food offer (Special Buys), so the production costs were rarely exclusively attributable to
Swap and Save. 

ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

€100k-500k 

PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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OWNED MEDIA
WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes : www.aldi.ie Facebook/Instagram/Twitter 

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

SPONSORSHIPS

Not Applicable

ELABORATION ON SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS 

There are no sponsorships or partnerships relevant to this campaign. 



TV  

Print - Newspaper  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS

Radio
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/761057955/0a9729981c


HEINEKEN 0.0
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Heineken 0.0
Category: FMCG, Petcare & Homewares 
Industry Sector: Food & Beverages (Non-Alcoholic) 

Convincing the Irish to Drink No-alcohol Beer
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 01/05/2018
End date: N/A

Regional Classification: National/
Multinational

Industry Situation: Growing

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Instead of positioning no-alcohol beer as a 'beer minus', position
no-alcohol beer as a 'beer plus'. 

Irish people actually wanted to drink less. 

In Ireland, zero alcohol was shorthand for zero craic*. 

Anytime, anywhere you fancy a beer. Now you can. 

Using new creative language for no-alcohol beer, Heineken®0.0
infiltrated Irish culture, tripling the size of the no-alcohol beer
category.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

We believe Heineken® 0.0 to be the biggest
innovation the Irish beer market has seen
in decades, because it facilitated a
seismic cultural shift in Irish drinking
habits. 

In Ireland, ‘no-alcohol' was viewed with
suspicion - not an easy reputation to
reverse. You would feel out of place
drinking one. 

We reframed the perception of no-alcohol
beer by giving people one that they are
happy to drink and be seen drinking. We
didn’t just grow a brand, we exploded a
category - which has now tripled in size,
by creating a new way to speak about 0.0
beer. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

Ireland is a beer-loving nation and, being the biggest lager brand
in the market, Irish people love Heineken®.

We know how to have the craic more than most, and nothing quite
gets us through the week like looking forward to a ‘couple of
scoops’. We are renowned for our famous pub culture and our
grá** for a good pint. 
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Despite this, Irish consumer habits were changing, particularly
among younger consumers and a new movement was emerging;
the moderation movement. 84% of consumers were actively trying
to reduce or moderate their alcohol intake. The trend is especially
widespread among young people with over 25% of 16- to 24-year-
olds choosing not to drink. Health and wellness were no longer
taboo subjects and people were taking a proactive approach to
reducing their alcohol consumption. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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The perception of no-alcohol beer was predominately negative.
Culturally, we were averse to the thought of going out and ‘not
drinking’. However, consumers were choosing a different path and
no-one was providing a product solution to help them on that
journey.

Heineken® had a clear problem. As a beer company, we needed to
stay in the hearts and minds of Irish people and protect the Heineken®
equity we had built up over generations. But people were drinking less
alcohol.

This is the origin of Heineken® 0.0 in Ireland. 

**Gaelic: Love/longing for

Non-alcoholic beer had been around since the 1980s. But the
category was small and undeveloped. It only represented 0.4% of the
total beer market and the biggest player, Erdinger Non-Alcoholic* had
managed to capture 56% market share with little investment. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

With Heineken® being the top selling alcohol brand in 2017, it was important to get this right with our audience. Heineken®
Light, a low-alcohol alternative, had launched in 2016 with disappointing results. It hadn’t connected with consumers and
had left the trade wary of Heineken® innovation and focused on big brand volume. 

Our ambition was to disrupt the category, and this would only be achieved by reaching a big volume target of ‘all-adults’
over legal drinking age. (18+). 

It was clear that moderation was a key trend, with 1/3 of Irish consumers wanting to drink less often. 

Accepted wisdom was that you could drink beer or
have a healthy day. It was one or the other. We set
out to challenge this orthodoxy and offer a third way
– beer you could drink as part of a balanced
lifestyle. 

Through consumer research, we segmented people
at various stages of their lives, with different
interests so we could create personalised content to
best reflect their lifestyles. From this, the four
Heineken® 0.0 key personas were born. 

Our strategy was to target these cohorts around
their interests and passions, with relevant creative,
to demonstrate how Heineken® 0.0 could benefit
their lives. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

Our goal with Heineken® 0.0 was to establish a leadership position. To do so, we needed to reframe the category. People wanted
a no-alcohol alternative but were uncomfortable ordering the current offerings. Irish drinking culture revolves around social
pressure and acceptability, with 73% of consumers claiming that drinking to excess is ‘just part’ of Irish culture. 
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We had to make no-alcohol mainstream. Just like ordering any other beer. This meant mass awareness, visibility and trial, so
we went big on sampling and advocacy. 

We set out to challenge conventions with Heineken® 0.0. and would only succeed if we disrupted. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Make no-alcohol beer
socially acceptable. 

Frame it as a credible option to meet the
emerging moderation trend, shifting the
way people think about no-alcohol beer.
This meant visibility and normalising
consumption. 

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Overcome the barriers to
taste and consumption
occasions. 
We are herd animals. In the drinks
category, nothing gives permission to
drink as much as the sight of others
drinking it. We needed to eliminate
the barriers, both physical and
psychological, to getting the bottle in
people’s hands. Sampling at
appropriate occasions was key. 

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Get people recommending
Heineken® 0.0. 

We knew that the product was great.
We knew people needed an
alternative. We wanted people to try it,
experience the benefits and tell their
friends. This would have a re-
enforcing effect on the main objective,
making no-alcohol socially
acceptable. 
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Metric: KPI targets

Mass Awareness:   2018.  2019.  2020
                                   >60% >70% >80%

Category: Double no-alcohol share of
total beer

AdTracker: Comms 'likeability' +50%

Metric: KPI targets

Consideration to buy: 2% YoY Growth
Funnel Growth
Trial:     2018.    2019.    2020.
              >22%.    30%     >40%
Conversion: 25% conversion from trial
to purchase

Metric: KPI targets

Positive Product Performance: New
Heineken® drinkers

Positive impact on Heineken® brand:
New Heineken® drinkers

Positive Social Sentiment: 60%
Positive 



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

The #1 reason Irish consumers choose not to go alcohol-
free is for fear of being seen as unsociable.
Research simplified and qualified the stigma around no-
alcohol: 
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We faced challenges convincing trade customers -
traditionally motivated by big- volume opportunities - of
the merits of launching a no-alcohol product, in a
category that had little investment. They were right to be
wary. In 2017, just over €4,000 ATL investment was
recorded for Alcohol-Free Brands.

For Heineken® 0.0 to be a success in Ireland, we had to
turn these cultural norms on their head. The key to this
included a heavyweight campaign to drive mass
awareness, consideration and trial, and educating our
trade customers on our category story and gaining their
trust. If we could not normalise the category there was no
way to repay this level of investment. 

We knew the moderation movement was here, people
wanted to live a more balanced lifestyle. We fixed upon
our strategy. 

By turning it from a ‘beer minus’ or ‘lesser beer’ into a ‘beer
with added benefits’. 

Heineken® 0.0 is not just a beer; it is a lifestyle enabler.
Anytime and anywhere you fancy a beer... Now You Can. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

To re-write the clichés of no-alcohol beer, we had to rocket the category. We did this across a series of ‘Now you
can’ touchpoints. 
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‘Now you can’ set out to celebrate new occasions for no-alcohol beer and the humorous misunderstandings that followed, be that
when driving, at the gym or in the office. 

The media channels selected fulfilled two roles – Awareness & Emotional Connection. 

We put non-alcoholic beer in places it had never been: traditional media channels - TV, Radio, Outdoor - worked to drive awareness
at scale capturing the essence of turning non- beer moments into beer moments. However, there was a job to be done in overcoming
the taste barrier. 

We had a superior tasting product and we needed to acknowledge that – Now you can have a non-alcoholic beer, without
compromising on taste. So, we underpinned taste cues in our messaging, showing confidence in the liquid. 

MEDIA



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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Heavy ATL would work to drive scale, but it would not deliver on overcoming social barriers. 

We had to understand stigma around NA beer so we could place Heineken®0.0 in the right context where it would be a credible
lifestyle choice. We conducted extensive research to identify four persona target groups. 

From this we selected four influencers to tell real stories. We partnered with Packed House to develop a provocative docu-series to
connect Heineken® 0.0 with consumers through the lens of familiar faces. This was the first time in Ireland a branded content
campaign was distributed across digital, social media, radio, cinema and DOOH using 146 sub-pieces of content which was fit for
purpose by platform and consumer behaviour. 

We needed people to try it to believe it. We
sampled at traditional non-beer occasions,
marathons, offices, wellness festivals, gyms &
during ‘Dry January’. Places you traditionally
wouldn’t have a beer, but perhaps wanted one.
Now you can. 

MEDIA

Sampling

At festivals, we set up the Heineken 0.0 drive
thr0.0, where we provided Heineken® 0.0 to
show you can be part of the fun even if you are
the designated driver. We even built two stand-
alone Heineken® 00 bars at the main stage of
the biggest music festival of the year. All with a
view to normalise moderation. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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To showcase belief in the category, we brought the Heineken® family together to integrate Heineken® 0.0 across our global
sponsorship platform, Rugby World Cup 2019. 

But to truly move into ‘big-brand’ territory, we dedicated a long-standing sponsorship solely to Heineken 0.0 . And who better to
do so than James Bond? 

MEDIA

Integration

Finally, working with our customers in our two main channels, pubs and retailers, we created ‘Zero Zones’, a permanent fixture
that gave not only Heineken® 0.0 but all zero- alcohol products a presence in store. In pubs, we knew Irish drinkers love a draught
pint, so we adapted and launched Heineken® 0.0 in a cold refreshing draught option. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.

The ‘Now You Can’ platform exceeded all expectations. 

The results, be it from a media, sales, market share or equity point of view, all indicate that we have indeed moved Heineken®
0.0 into the big brand space, propelling it from the once limited world of moderation. 

We believe the biggest impact has been on the category itself and the perception of no-alcohol beer in Ireland. Up until
recently, no-alcohol beer was not on the Irish consumer’s radar. Heineken® 0.0 caused a visible cultural shift in people’s
perception of moderation. Whether it be a Heineken® 0.0, or another no-alcohol beer, the category has woken up. 

These results would have been unachievable without a new way to speak about no-alcohol beer. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 1: Make no-alcohol
beer socially acceptable. 

Result: Total Awareness at 94%, highest
awareness Heineken® launch markets.

No Alcohol beer % of total beer has
almost tripled from .04% to 1.1% since
Heineken® 0.0 launch.
2.7 million bottles of no-alcohol beer
sold in 2017. + 12 million in last year.
Product SKU number has grown from
26 to 119 products on-shelf.
Stores with 'Zero Zones' have
experienced up to 40% uplift.

Category growth:
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 2: Overcome the
barriers to taste and
consumption occasions. 

Result: High rates of consideration, trial
and repeat purchase. 

Grew 2% points YOY 
12% of Heineken® 0.0 consumers are new
to Heineken®

'Now you can' TVC was TOP performing
creative amongst LAD brands overall,
scoring highest for 'purchase intent'

528,000 samples distributed equivalent
to 14% of total 18+ population in Ireland
Trial figure of 49% now higher than
mainstream LAD brands like Rockshore,
Hop House and Peroni 

Repeat purchase rate now 45%

Consideration to buy:

Purchase Intent

Trial

Conversion
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 3: Get people
recommending Heineken® 0.0.
Result: Drove advocacy through excellent
product experience and positive
conversation around the brand. This also
had a beneficial effect on Heineken® 
main brand. 

Positive conversation 79% total positivity
scores
Positive imagery statements, 'high
quality', ‘innovative’, ‘easy to drink’ and
‘young and modern’
47% of people who are aware of
Heineken® 0.0 have an improved
perception of Heineken® 
Heineken® 'innovative brand' scores
grow by 18% points amongst
aspirational 18-24 y.o. audience 
Heineken® Original = declining
penetration without Heineken® 0.0 
15% of Heineken® total drinkers claim to
be Heineken® 0.0 drinkers
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SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
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Investment and sustained heavy spending for 3 years
We took this risk and did so unapologetically. We sacrificed 25% of our total Heineken®
marketing budget as a commitment to make this work. 

Pricing or Discount? 
No, Heineken® was sold above the recommended Heineken® 0.0 price index and at 110%
Price Index vs. total beer. 

Superior tasting product?
We think so and so do our consumers. The similarity to the ‘real deal’ Heineken® is the most
common feedback we get. 

Masterbrand? Did Heineken® 0.0 fly on the coat tails of Heineken®? 
To a degree, yes. Familiarity with the Heineken® brand helped create mass awareness
quickly - and Irish consumers love the Heineken® brand. But either way, existing players in
the NA market also had a mother-brand and didn’t achieve a fraction of the results. 

The Category? Wasn't it growing anyway?
Yes, but we far outgrew the growth trajectory.

SECTION 4: RESULTS

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Sustained investment and heavy spending, superior taste, masterbrand
and growth. 
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021Under €100k-500k

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

Under €1m-5m
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COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:

More

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL,
THE BRAND'S OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS

About the same



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION
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We spent 25% of our Heineken total media budget, unapologetically to make Heineken 0.0 work. 

Heineken 0.0 Media Channel
Spend % Spilt         

                                                                Digital                    Outdoor                   Press                    Radio                  TV

2018                                                          27%                         42%                        0%                        5%                   26%

2019                                                        22.64%                    43.67%                  0.98%                  3.11%                 29.61%

2020                                                          5%                           25%                      0.16%                                             70%

*Packed house content partnership captured in 2018 Digital spend*

*2020 had ATL spend implications following trade closures impacted by COVID19*

*2019 includes DOOH and Long-term outdoor holding sites*

*Heineken 0.0 equated to 25% of total Heineken Brand ATL budget each year*

Our Media Investment delivered 57% above our market deal (Nielsen, 2018-2021) 



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

€100k-500K
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PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

ELABORATION ON THE PRODUCTION AND OTHER NON-MEDIA EXPENDITURES

Heineken® Ireland was able to leverage Heineken® Global copy for much of the main, mass reach activity e.g. TV copy. However, a
great deal of localising, versioning and original copy was required. The segments that we targeted were bespoke to Ireland as
were the specific occasions and past-times referenced in the work. Radio, digital and sampling/activation were the channels that
required the most local origination.

OWNED MEDIA
WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes: ZERO ZONES To establish the category, we developed Zero Zones in the off trade (supermarkets, off-licences etc.). These were
stand-alone areas, right beside the alcohol sections (alcohol is housed in a separate, enclosed area in retail in Ireland). This
created a new shopping experience and allowed us to sell outside alcohol’s permissible selling time window. There are 1200+ Zero
Zones located around Ireland, proving a shiny new home for 0.0 beer.



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

SPONSORSHIPS

Unique Opportunity 

ELABORATION ON SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS 

Media partnerships content-series with 'Packed House':

Using all four Packed.House publishing platforms, and their unique content distribution model, we created a four-part
content series demonstrating how Heineken® 0.0 can fi�t into different lifestyles, with #Nowyoucan. The series starred
well-known faces, who represented each of the Heineken® 0.0 personas.

This unique content partnership delivered 53% of incremental ‘paid’ media value versus our investment across print,
social and display media associated with the media owner.



TV  

OOH - Other Outdoor  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS

Sampling/Trial
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/757898194/1404193da3


BREAKTHROUGH
CANCER RESEARCH
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Breakthrough Cancer Research
Category: Topical Marketing (Current Events) 
Industry Sector: Non-Profit

The Shop That Nearly Wasn't
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 04/02/2021
End date: N/A

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

The Shop That Nearly Wasn’t - The World’s first shop 100% stocked and
staffed by cancer survivors. 

We needed to prove cancer research's effectiveness isn't seen in a lab
but felt in the real world every day. 

Breakthrough Cancer Research had no national profile. To raise
more funding we had to raise maximum awareness of their work. 

An innovative retail concept and experiential-led omni-channel campaign
showcasing the lives we would have lost, if not for cancer research. 

Gave Breakthrough national presence and the biggest news story on
World Cancer Day. Helped organisation invest €1.3m in research (2020).

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

Breakthrough Cancer Research needed
national awareness to increase donations
longterm. With the creation of The Shop
That Nearly Wasn't, the organisation
became the biggest story in the country
on World Cancer Day 2020. 

By disrupting the news agenda at a
moment of maximum attention with
innovation, creativity and challenging the
narrative norm of World Cancer Day from
a story of tragedy and loss to one of
positivity, hope and resilience. 

The engagement generated was so
effective Breakthrough was able to
withstand the COVID-created disruption
to traditional charity donations and invest
€1.3m in cancer research in 2020, more
than ever before. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

Breakthrough Cancer Research specialises in funding new treatments for difficult to treat cancers that have a low survival
rate. They are a pioneering organisation doing globally recognised work but as a brand were in 2020 little known outside
academic circles. 

The charity sector is fiercely competitive. There are almost 10,000 registered charities and a further 20,000+ organisations in
Ireland’s wider non-profit sector. The sector has a combined annual turnover of over €14.5bn (ref: The Wheel, Ireland’s
national association of charities and social enterprises, 2018) 

There is constant need the engage the public's attention and empathy against multiple worthy causes. Though cancer is an
issue that touches almost everyone's lives, there are several much larger players, with significant historical presence and
sizeable marketing budgets. 

Many of Ireland’s charities are part-funded by the state, however Breakthrough Cancer Research is not. It is 100% funded by
private donations. It is unique in its competitive set in that 100% of its funding efforts go to cancer research, as the
organisation believes this is not only the most effective way to change what a cancer diagnosis means in the future, but
improve the lives of cancer patients today through better and less invasive treatments. 

Cancer research efforts have improved significantly the survival rates for many cancers. But for too many cancers, survival
rates remain cruelly unequal: as low as 9% for pancreatic, 19% for lung, 26% for oesophageal. It is for these poor- prognosis
cancers, where survival rarely offered that Breakthrough contributes the most. 

In order to increase funding, we had to raise awareness of the organisation, the importance of cancer research and the need
for the work Breakthrough do. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

336

DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

We had to reach a new generation of charitable givers as well as energise and motivate the 'cancer community' - those
directly or indirectly affected by and experience of cancer. 

In the 30 years to 2015 donations as a proportion of household expenditure has been steadily declining. Older people and
those with higher levels of education and disposable income are more likely to donate.(Ref: Benefacts 2020 CSO Household
Budget Surveys) The younger generation display new donation patterns via gofundme or a social media fundraiser - even
for a stranger - rather than commit to a subscription 

Research (Breakthrough 2019) identified 3 common perceptions barriers: 

We had to rebrand cancer from a death sentence to a survival story: Most potential and casual supporters didn’t easily
believe a cure for cancer is any more than a pipe dream.

We had to reposition research from remote to tangible: Respondents felt the problem was just too big or too demanding
“How much money will it take?” 

We needed to disrupt with shocking positivity: Those canvassed wanted results to back it up, and are impatient about how
soon they can arrive - always wanting more tangible proof of efficacy. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

Objectives: 
1. Awareness, to raise the profile of Breakthrough Cancer Research to
national reach (KPI: Combined earned and paid reach) 
2. Highlight the urgent need for greater investment in cancer research. (KPI:
Editorial coverage) 
3. Resonate with the cancer community (KPI: Engagement from new and
current supporters and industry) 
4. Heighten the online profile of the organisation through social media (KPI;
Shop and Website visits, Shares of content and hashtag).
5. Raise funds (secondary aim).
NB:In certain cases e.g. previous year's editorial coverage base was in single
figures. National awareness though not tracked is taken to be close to zero.
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
Breakthrough Cancer Research had a strong standing in Cork and Munster, but was
relatively unknown nationally. To raise funding nationwide, they needed to raise awareness. 

Breakthrough Cancer Research was starting from a low base. They had never previously used or purchased mass media, or
achieved national coverage at scale. Sporadic PR efforts resulted in 3-6 articles per year, mostly in Cork-based media.
Breakthrough participated in the 96FM Radiothon fundraiser for cancer each year. 



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY & STRATEGIC
IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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Building the insight: Cultural Context Observation 

Once upon a time, giving to charity was often anonymous. Now, along with the rest of our lives people are much more
willing - even eager - to publicise their support. They want to partner with the cause that gives them the biggest impact,
and the most interesting story to tell. 

Building the insight: Research findings. 

Most potential and casual supporters don’t easily believe a cure for cancer is any more than a pipe dream.

They can feel the problem is just too big or too demanding “How much money will it take?” 

They want results to back it up - always wanting more tangible proof of efficacy. Analysis of the research findings led to a
key strategic interpretation: 

The problem facing the brand was more than just lack of awareness about the Breakthrough Cancer Research story 
From research, it was clear we were also fighting:

apathy “I can’t make a difference”

“healthy” scepticism “How do I trust you can make a difference?” 
fatalism “Death from cancer happens: it’s part of life”
fatigue “I have no more to give”
 
WE NEEDED TO PROVE WHAT CANCER RESEARCH CAN DO



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

On World Cancer Day 2020, we opened The Shop That Nearly Wasn't -
The World’s first shop 100% stocked and staffed by cancer survivors -
and so created something that only existed, because of cancer
research. Seeking 100% survival for 100% of cancers, it was designed
to be as a positive counterbalance to the grief and sadness around
cancer - with survivors themselves to lead the call for more research
funding. 

The Shop opened in Dublin World Cancer Day 4th February 2020 and
remains open online. Stocking products from creative and innovative
cancer survivors of all ages and from all walks of life, from dance
superstar Michael Flatley, award- winning children’s authors Peter
Donnelly and Nicola Pierce, artists Monika Crowley and Kevin Grin
and more. 

It showcases a range of books, photography, sports equipment,
jewellery, art and gifts that have all been designed or made by a
cancer survivor, now here because of cancer research. The stories
behind the products are captured in-store and through a series of
filmed interviews with the makers. Their passionate call for more
funding for cancer research are played in the shop and across social
and online channels. However, it was also important to drive home
the key message that there is an urgent need for greater investment
in cancer research. Therefore, contrasting with the colourful, creative
shop gallery, one part of the ‘The Shop That Nearly Wasn’t’ remains
empty, highlighting the fact that more funding and research is
needed in order to help more people with low survival cancers to
survive, sooner. 
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Events throughout launch week in the Temple Bar location
encouraged repeat visits and engagement on social channels: talks,
yoga classes, flower-arranging, artist engagements - all by cancer
survivors. The advertising and promotional campaign was also only
possible because of cancer research, with photographer and
melanoma survivor Kevin Grin shooting the campaign elements,
making it The Advertising Campaign That Nearly Wasn't. 

By creating a live experiential and online shop we could reach
audiences at many touch points to generate maximum reach,
coverage and awareness using a topical launch day to fuel interest
in a year-round story of hope and human ingenuity: 

Pre-promotion: Using lm, radio, print and display we told the story of
the survivors, products and the science that made them both. 

Multiple survivors stories: Multiple human stories would secure
maximum PR editorial 

A Hero Destination: Partnering with gallery The Library Project in
Dublin's Temple Bar ensured a central presence in the Nation’s
Capital maximising media interest and attendance. 

Current Content: Once live, stories focus on a new survivor and the
science behind their survival each day. 

Social engagement during launch week was driven by bookable
events viewable on social media. 

Re-targeting and follow-up direct marketing pushed to the
Breakthrough website and donation page from the online shop. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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Though we had carefully planned our actions to ensure
success, the results outperformed our best expectations. 

Objective: Heighten the online profile of the organisation

Result: THOUSANDS VISITED THE SHOP IN-STORE AND ONLINE IN
THE FIRST WEEK ALONE 

297% increase in website visits

 67,000 engagements with campaign in launch week

3000 social shares in week of live activation

1200% increase in social media visits and engagements 

Objective: Raise awareness and highlight the urgent need for
greater investment in cancer research.

Result: WE WERE THE TOP NEWS STORY ON WORLD CANCER
DAY 130 pieces of coverage with an AVE of €172,000

Total campaign reach 3.18 million (TV, radio, print, online)

1.5 million online coverage views 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how your
work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive, prior year,
and brand context.
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Objective: Engage the cancer community and new supporters

Result: THE SHOP BECAME A PLACE OF PILGRIMAGE AND HAS A
POWERFUL FUTURE AHEAD

Breakthrough Cancer Research established a presence on the
national stage. 
We are in talks with cancer research organisations worldwide
to open The Shop That Nearly Wasn't in global locations from
2021, or as soon as the pandemic restrictions allow. 

Objective: Raise funds (secondary aim) 

Result: IN THE MIDDLE OF A COVID-PROMPTED DONATIONS CRISIS
FOR THE CHARITY SECTOR, BREAKTHROUGH WAS ABLE TO
INCREASE THE AMOUNT IT GAVE TO FUND CANCER RESEARCH IN
2020 

The organisation was in a position to commit €1.3m to cancer
research funding in 2020, an increase on 2019 and its biggest
ever amount in a single year. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
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OBJECTIVE: Breakthrough Cancer
Research had a strong standing in Cork
and Munster, but was relatively unknown
nationally. To raise funding nationwide,
they needed to raise awareness. 

Result: WE WERE THE TOP NEWS STORY ON WORLD CANCER
DAY AND THE FIRST STORY ON RTE NEWS 

Breakthrough Cancer Research was starting from a low
base. They had never previously used or purchased mass
media, or achieved national coverage at scale. Sporadic
PR efforts resulted in 3-6 articles per year, mostly in Cork-
based media. Breakthrough participated in the 96FM
Radiothon fundraiser for cancer each year. 

We achieved a huge lift in coverage from a small media
investment. This resulted in the organisation being able to
invest more in cancer research than any previous single
year in 2020. Competitors regularly spend millions without
being assured of an increase in fundraising efficiency. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
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The campaign had to take into account 3 factors; 

World Cancer Day - Though there is heightened global media interest that day, there
is also a huge amount of activity and competitive noise to cut through. A "World first"
on World Cancer Day created a story and destination too good to miss. That the idea
lasted well beyond the day itself created a more motivating piece for the public to
engage with.

The 2020 General Election was called for Saturday 8th February. Media space and
attention was in higher demand than ever yet despite this we were able to get interest,
attendance and a huge amount of coverage - when space was at a premium.

PR too had a tiny budget - just €3,500 to cover fees with no paid in influencers.
Recruiting celebrities like Senator David Norris as The Shop ambassador was key to an
audience beyond our own channels. 

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Societal or Economic Events, and Public Relations



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION
With a media budget of just €25,000 delivering total campaign reach 3.18million hugely outperformed the media buy. 

Including paid support for owned channel promotion, the media strategy was designed to make the news of The Shop credible,
create reach and scale especially to regional media and to support any PR efforts to secure editorial. 

Radio was where the bulk of the budget was committed, followed by online video and display and a small commitment of print
media. A large suite of social assets would then amplify this on own channels. 

A shop experience format for online created a 'window-shopping' opportunity.

COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:
Less.

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL, THE BRAND'S
OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS: 
More.

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021Under €50k

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

N/A



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES
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PRODUCTION AND OTHER NON-MEDIA EXPENDITURES

€25k-50k

A full omnichannel creative campaign and experiential build was created for less than €40k with the generous
donation of additional time and some products (e.g. from publishers) from suppliers and the survivors themselves. 

Creative Production including launch film, 6 survivor films, shop film and supporting product films €20k.

Photography and graphic design assets €6k.

Experiential Shop Build including signage and staffing €14k.

Recruitment was conducted free of charge by the inter-agency teams supported by the Breakthrough Cancer
Research in-house team. 

Fulfilment was undertaken by the Breakthrough Cancer Research in house team to further keep expenditure down.

OWNED MEDIA
WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?
Yes:  Owned media particularly sponsoring Facebook and Instagram content, with A/B testing and then supporting
the primary messaging generating most engagement. Organic Instagram and twitter proved particularly useful for
sharing content and prompting engagement 

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS
N/A
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS

Digital Marketing - Short
Video  

Print Newspaper  

Retail Experience: In Store  
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/759479575/b8370ce5cf


BRONZE



ROCKSHORE
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: ROCKSHORE
Category: New Product or Service Introduction 
Industry Sector: Alcoholic Beverages

Making Waves In The Drinks Category
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 01/05/2018
End date: 30/04/2021

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: In Decline

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Don't be just another aspirational lager: build differentiation
through a familiar but own-able branded lifestyle. 

Our audience doesn’t live-to-work, they work-to-live, prioritising time
away from routine in places where they feel themselves. 

Launch a new Irish lager in a shrinking segment dominated by
global brands.

Recreate the bracing refreshment and free-spirited fun of a
weekend with real mates on the Irish Atlantic coast.

Rockshore was not only a successful brand launch but Ireland's
greatest marketing success story in the last 5 years.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

The Rockshore case shows what
happens when you challenge
yourselves, your agencies and
ultimately, your category. 

It shows what happens when you launch
a product portfolio and a brand world in
which consumers not only see
themselves, but actively participate: a
brand world strong enough to sustain
four product launches in three years,
and a range of outdoor clothing and
"apres-sea" gear with other branded
coastal activity experiences on the
horizon. 

All proof that when you rip up the rule
book and use brand to diversify quickly,
you can take on market leaders in just 3
short years, and win.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
New lager needed: 

Changing consumer behaviour (trends towards moderation and abstinence, as well as shifting to newer categories) meant the
Long Alcoholic Drinks category (beer, lager, cider) has been in decline for some while. 
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But within L.A.D, the light lager segment was growing and while this was identified as Diageo’s opportunity, it required a new
product. Harp, once Diageo's leading lager, was in decline and flagship imports (Budweiser, Carlsberg) no longer filled the gap.
Diageo's last big launch, Hop House 13, was over 5 years old. 

A new lager was needed and couldn’t afford to fail. Rockshore was borne of that brief.

Brand-building needed

While a company like Diageo can create initial success via its distribution strength, it’s not sustainable in the long run without
brand-building to create demand and maintain presence on shelves and bars.

Furthermore, with a roadmap of multiple new Rockshore product innovations already in the pipeline (cider, light, etc.), it was
essential that we created an expansive brand platform from the start, in order to accommodate other impending launches. 

Building such a brand is no easy task as it flies in the face of a long-standing industry paradigm: drinkers have very specific
preferences and expectations that vary drastically across different types of drinks – rarely within one brand.

Against this backdrop, Rockshore was launched and a successful brand portfolio was built that more than made waves in the
category. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

Our bullseye creative target was males and females 25-34 years old, but we would quickly need to expand this across
a wider age range as we diversified across products in order to deliver on our volume and value ambitions. 

We knew our audience were working hard, drinking less and were looking for brands that reflect their view of the world
– open, accessible and relatable. We also knew from our research that there were moving away from brands that held
up unrealistic ideals. (Source: New Codes of Status research.) 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?
We categorised our goals into two levels—Brand level and Business Impact level. 

Brand Impact 
We needed to achieve rapid awareness among our strategic target audience with 50% trial. 
We also needed to outperform other LAD brands in terms of likeability and favourability if our brand was to be adopted longer term.

Business Impact 
We needed to win share from our biggest rivals: Coors Light, Heineken, Bulmers and Orchard Thieves and deliver sustained penetration
and volume growth, AND we needed to out-perform Diageo’s last big launch (Hop House 13). 

OBJECTIVE 1: 50% trial 
25% would be a normal goal for a new brand but Diageo wanted to double that goal. In line with that they needed to out-
perform their last big launch. There were huge ambitions for the brand given the scale of the competition.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Steal market share
from Heineken and
Coors Light in lager.

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Steal share from
Bulmers and Orchard
Thieves in cider
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OBJECTIVE 4: Surpass
the success of Diageo
Ireland's last big
brand launch, Hop
House 13



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

When developing a new range of products for launch in this category, we were aware of changing consumer behaviours
and attitudes. We knew our audience were working hard, drinking less and were look for brands that reflect their view of the
world – open, accessible and relatable. We also knew from our research that they were moving away from brands that held
up the unrealistic aspiration ideals so common in the alcohol category. 

Of course, from a branding perspective, Rockshore was developed with the spirit of weekend road trips to Ireland's wild
Atlantic west - something very relatable to this audience.

Thus our insight was derived from an understanding that our audience doesn’t live-to-work, they work-to-live, prioritising
time away from routine in places where they feel themselves.
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

A light-tasting refreshing lager inspired by the refreshment of the Atlantic coast 
A low calorie and lower alcohol lager that allows people to enjoy balanced refreshment and sociability
A perfectly refreshing cider, with none of the cloying sweetness of competitors

Over the last 3 years, Rockshore has done something no other alcohol brand has delivered, by successfully bringing to
market a portfolio of refreshing and relatable products: 

...with more planned.
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HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

In each case, the products were launched entirely in line with the Rockshore state of mind, best encapsulated in an
experience known and enjoyed by many in Ireland: a week-end break with friends, packed with care-free fun and banter
on the Wild Atlantic Way. Everything delivered on the brand promise. 

In each case, our creative felt like a camera roll of someone who has been to a trip to the west. So much so that we
always ensured that we had a cast who are a real group of friends.

This Is the West - our big platform idea that became the jumping off point for all creative and media thinking.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

We cast a group of real mates for a series of film / TV pieces that quickly established our brand world and core story
Bespoke digital video, audio and social content showing our mates embracing the Rockshore way of life and our
product was targeted to show up in the ‘mundane moments’ of our audience’s day and inject some Rockshore
refreshment into them.
Impactful out of home that placed our products against the unmistakable, bracing backdrop of the Atlantic coast 
A series of must-win, money can’t buy competitions and immersive activations called The Mates Escape - epic week-
end’s away on a lighthouse island off the coast. 
Deep engagement with a tribe of influencers that helped us to build the Rockshore community 
Bespoke brand partnerships with coastal outdoor pursuits companies such a Big Style

All of these immersive comms, activations, brand partnerships and brand experiences allowed people to truly see, feel,
hear, touch, and of course taste, the Rockshore brand world. 
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HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Through Rockshore Lager, Rockshore Cider and Rockshore Light Lager, Rockshore’s lifestyle brand was now real, and it
carried the bracing, invigorating elements of the Irish Atlantic coast to people all across Ireland. The brand—relatable and
refreshing—was the super power behind each of these logical product extensions, transcending LAD product types while
always staying true to our brand world and lifestyle point of view, helping it to build it further.

And we will really have pushed it even further. Today Rockshore brand is now a range of outdoor clothing, apres-sea
coastal gear and we’re working on Rockshore branded coastal activity experiences, further building our brand world in a
real, tangible way



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category,
competitive, prior year, and brand context.

Rockshore is the most successful new brand launch for Diageo in the last 5 years. 

In fact it has outperformed the previous most successful brand launch, Hop House 13, by over double in the same time period.
(HH 13 share of market was 1.6% in Oct 2018 - 3 yrs from launch, compared to 3.6% for Rockshore in April 2021 3yrs from launch.)

Brand awareness targets were beaten in the first 6 months and all commercial targets were also beaten in the first 12 months.
Since then the brand has been sustained over the last 3 years for all three products.

Rockshore lager is the fastest growing brand in the LAD category in Ireland and the number 1 brand among the 25-34 bullseye
audience. In terms of penetration we are on par with Coors Light and within touching distance with Bulmers, the two leaders in
their category with decades of existing brand equity
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category,
competitive, prior year, and brand context.

Trial scores were at 68% in year 1 maintained to 69% by year 3. Awareness alone isn’t a good metric—you can always buy it with
media fire power—but our appeal and relatability score are far more important as they drive “intent to trial.” The commercial
metrics then prove that the intent became trial and consumption. ie. Brand appeal drove the success, not just distribution /
availability. 

Creative research had us +31% ahead for "a brand and ad I can relate to" and a massive +125% ahead for "an ad that is better
than other beer brands." 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 1: 50% trial 
Result: 68% in year 1, 69% in year 3. 

25% would be a normal goal for a new brand but Diageo wanted to double that goal. In line with that they needed to
out-perform their last big launch. There were huge ambitions for the brand given the scale of the competition.

OBJECTIVE 2: Steal market share from Heineken and Coors Light in lager
Result: A third of our volume comes from the two main competitors we targeted: Heineken and Coors Light who are
losing share while Rockshore is gaining.
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OBJECTIVE 3: Steal share from Bulmers and Orchard Thieves in cider
Result: In Cider, again, the two market leaders (Bulmers and Orchard Thieves) are losing share while we are
winning.

OBJECTIVE 4: Surpass the success of Diageo Ireland's last big brand launch, Hop
House 13 
Result: HH13 share of market = 1.6% in Oct 2018 - 3 yrs from launch, vs 3.6% for Rockshore in April 2021 - 3yrs from
launch.



SECTION 4: RESULTS

It would be easy to reference Diageo distribution as being a recipe for success, but
even benchmarked against Hop House 13, Rockshore shows the difference that
marketing can make in propelling the brand forward. The Rockshore brand: familiar—
believable and relatable—was the key multiplier and accelerator to growth and
subsequent success. 

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: No Other Factors 
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021€1m-5m 

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:
About the same

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL, THE BRAND'S
OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS:
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€1m-5m 

About the same



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION
Our ambitions were big but our budget had to stretch across two markets and three products. Our consistent brand was the most
important accelerator of our paid media efforts. 

We also knew that our audience want brands to add value, not just target them with ads. 

We created content that people wanted to engage with recruiting a highly engaged community across our owned social
platforms. 

Ultimately, our paid media / earned media split was 65% paid, 35% earned/owned. Unusual for a new brand that needs to make
inroads fast, but essential to win the hearts and minds of our audience. 

ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES
€500k+

Investment consistent with a Diageo launch.
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

OWNED MEDIA
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WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes : Social channels and website .

Not applicable.

Our ambitions were big but our budget had to stretch across two markets and three products. Our consistent
brand was the most important accelerator of our paid media efforts.

We also knew that our audience want brands to add value, not just target them with ads. 

We created content that people wanted to engage with recruiting a highly engaged community across our
owned social platforms.

Ultimately, our paid media / earned media split was 65% paid, 35% earned/owned. Unusual for a new brand
that needs to make inroads fast, but essential to win the hearts and minds of our audience.



Digital Marketing  

OOH - Billboard  

TV  
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/761907981/756bd0c0e2


BORD BIA
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Bord Bia
Category: Public Service, Government & Utilities  
Industry Sector: Food & Beverages (Non-Alcoholic) 

Making The Potato Sexy Again
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 01/03/2020
End date: 31/12/2020

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: In Decline

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Surprisingly simple potatoes: Change perception by creating surprising
behavioural connections with the millennial lifestyle while selling nutrition.

Millennials' attitudinal rejection of potatoes could be overcome with
behavioural lifestyle cues. 

A new generation of consumers—Irish millennials—had given up on "dull,
fattening and boring" potatoes. As such, sales were plummeting.

Re-imagining the potato in millennial pink, we used social media
to behaviourally connect it to their lifestyle and tastes.

We made potatoes hot again: sales are up over 30% with the
target audience (18- 34s) year-on-year.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

Bord Bia's mission statement is to “drive
through market insight ... the
commercial success of a world-class
Irish food...industry." 

This case delivers on that in an
innovative and unexpected way for the
forgotten hero of Irish agriculture. It
shows how we made the potato sexy
again with an audience of rejectors. 

The brief seems ridiculous: how can we
sell an un-hip carb to the same
millennials who are buying avocados
and Rockshore Light? Even the Sunday
Independent ran an article mocking the
idea at launch, but through smart
targeting and even smarter creative, we
did it. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

In 2018, declining demand meant that the lowest ever area of potatoes was planted in Ireland , causing huge concern to the
livelihoods of potato farmers. 

Bord Bia, the state agency responsible for the promotion of Irish produce and horticulture, identified the primary driver of decline
was that millennials had given up on spuds. 

Bord Bia’s horticulture department, as advocates of healthy balanced diets in line with Government regulations, investigated what
was behind the decline. 

They found that 18-34s’ potato purchase habits—roughly 78kg/year—were declining vs older groups who were buying an average
of 123kg/year. 

Bord Bia commissioned further research to understand more about how the millennial mindset was impacting sales and this
confirmed that this brunch-eating, avocado-loving, Rockshore-drinking generation had very little time for the potato, and no
understanding of its virtues. 

It was clear that something had to be done to save the potato. Bord Bia worked with its Irish stakeholders and secured an EU grant
for a three-year campaign to resuscitate the potato’s image and sales. The EU provided 80% of the campaign funding and our
Irish partners provided 20%. 

Selling the ultimate starchy carbohydrate to a cohort of steadfast rejectors, was quite the challenge.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

They considered potatoes “dull”, “fattening” and “boring”, whereas quinoa was “hipster, new and young”. Wraps were
“cheeky” and “fresh”, but potatoes were “older”, “Paddy” and “Frugal”. 
Over half believed that potatoes were too calorific, whereas older purchasers identified it’s healthy components: fibre,
Vit-C, magnesium. 
Besides being the ultimate starchy carbohydrate, potatoes were linked to declining usage occasions like Sunday roasts.
Millennials go-to choices were rice, quinoa, couscous and pasta, which they consumed regularly. 
Equally the research showed that the audience didn’t know how to prepare potatoes, didn’t understand their versatility,
and when asked, 61% of Gen Z and 47% of millennials couldn’t spontaneously name ANY potato varieties.

Born between the early-80s and mid-90s, our target audience of “Irish Millennials” broadly maps to Kantar’s 18-34
purchasing segment. (We know it’s not a perfect or a precise definition, but it captured the audience: younger Irish people). 

Data from the CSO identifies over 1million 18-34s in Ireland, of which there are 620,000 aged 25-34, who we expected to be
main shoppers of the fresh produce category. 

It is important to note the depth of rejection and antipathy towards potatoes that research unearthed.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?
A new generation of consumers—Irish millennials—had given up on "dull, fattening and boring" potatoes. 

As such, sales were plummeting and our ultimate objective would be a business one: to increase potato consumption within this group
from 78kg to 100kg/year in three years. 

In doing so, we would have short term attitudinal goals and communications objectives as we addressed and reversed the negative
associations they had with potatoes, linked to campaign recall and awareness and an increase in claimed consumption of Irish potatoes.

OBJECTIVE 1: Increase potato consumption with this cohort from 78kg to 100kg per year,
per person over a three-year period. (Based on Kantar Category Sales data) 
This number was benchmarked as an approximate midway point between current 18-34 purchase (78kgs/year) and older
age groups who were buying an average of 123kgs/year and would continue to be measured via Kantar Category Sales
data. 
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OBJECTIVE 2: Change attitudes to potatoes amongst Irish 18-34s with key improved metrics
on “dull, fattening and boring” and increased positive statements (“versatile” etc.)

With such negative sentiment against potatoes within this cohort, changing hearts and minds was seen as a key initial step
towards sales growth.  



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 3: Campaign recall / awareness: at least a third of the core target should be
able to recall the campaign when prompted.
With such negative sentiment against potatoes within this cohort, driving appropriate awareness was seen as a key initial
step towards sales growth.
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OBJECTIVE 4: Increase in claimed consumption of Irish potatoes.
Claimed consumption was seen as an active indicator of advocacy and affinity within an audience who otherwise rejected
potatoes. 



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

Potatoes = “meat-and-two-veg” at a time when our audience was exploring the exotic 
Superfoods, performative and functional foods were winning new battles while we were still losing the “war on carbs”
Food had become visual, and potatoes had the wrong look for the Instagram generation… 

Our research confirmed the "dull, fattening and boring" perceptual barriers that we needed to overcome to move us onto
millennial dinner plates, showing that attitudinally, potatoes were behind several curves: 

But research also hinted at the physical barriers which were more important than we expected. 

You may be familiar with a popular millennial meme, “the struggle is real” which we unearthed at the heart of these
physical barriers. Besides trends towards batch-cooking which created a heavy reliance on known recipes we found that
45% of Irish millennials found "preparing raw vegetables a hassle". 

But these physical barriers to purchase and preparation became even clearer to us in an anecdotal comment from a
millennial that they didn’t own a potato peeler… 

That was the "aha moment". Our insight was the realisation that this couldn't be solved just attitudinally: We also had to
show behavioural and functional attributes if we were to drive adoption in millennial lifestyles. 
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

Surprisingly simple potatoes: Change perception by creating surprising behavioural connections with the millennial
lifestyle while selling nutrition.
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HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Knowing that we had to show both behavioural and functional attributes, we set about changing the perception of
potatoes by creating a surprising social campaign with three main requirements: 

1. Acknowledging that millennials are an Instagram-first generation 
2. Creating a relevant and engaging visual palette and a tone-of-voice 
3. Delivering the functional attributes of both preparation and consumption 

…all of which resulted in us launching Prepare To Be Surprised: re-imagining the potato in millennial pink, using social
media to behaviourally connect it to their lifestyle and tastes.

1. Instagram-first: 
Millennials are an Instagram-first generation, and the impact of influencers—seen as valued sources of information and
inspiration—is beyond dispute . We hand-picked relevant, entertaining influencers to create bespoke content for our
campaign that would feel authentic, engaging and on trend.

2. A visual world to reposition the potato: 
Everything about Prepare to be Surprised was carefully curated to appeal to our millennial audience and their lifestyle.
The visual language of the campaign was designed to signal lifestyle relevance via their signature aesthetic: millennial
pink. 

Essentially, we wrapped what they considered “dull, fattening and boring” in a millennial pink Trojan Horse. We bathed
everything in this distinctive hue and chose a deep forest green (also very on trend) and a chic, modern font to give us a
contemporary look and feel across our potato content. Everything produced in Ireland was wrapped in this unique look
and feel.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
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HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

2. A visual world to reposition the potato: 

“Rose Quartz” had become iconic for the audience, appealing to men and women equally. It reflected the millennial
aesthetic, but also represented a playful willingness to experiment. Presenting potatoes in this playful and slightly
whimsical world—exactly the opposite of what you’d expect—captured the attention of the audience and spoke to them,
surprised them and then showcased the virtue and versatility of the potato. 

As you can see from the reel, our tone-of-voice was always fun, casual, uplifting, optimistic and conversational, with a
slight sense of humour and irony that you see online. 

3. Functional messaging:

The core campaign messaging was delivered by the influencers and positioned potatoes as simple, versatile, healthy
and easy. We chose influencers based not only on their reach and kitchen creds, but on their personality, and ability to
deliver the message in an entertaining and memorable way. 

The campaign shared recipes and demonstrated them being made, we needed the audience to become more familiar
with potatoes and more confident handling and preparing them. We chose simple and accessible recipes with a global
or exotic flavour to increase appeal. 

We went live with the first burst of the campaign in March 2020, the campaign was broadly split into two phases. Phase 1
was a heavy push on relevance and awareness, whereas in Phase 2 we really honed in more on the education and skills
side of the messaging. (See chart below).



SECTION 3:
BRINGING THE
IDEA TO LIFE
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category
competitive, prior year, and brand context.

Making potatoes sexy for Irish millennials seems like a crazy marketing case, but even crazier is the fact that we did it. 

In fact, we hit our three-year target in year one , over-delivering on each of our four core metrics of sales, attitudes, campaign
recall and claimed consumption. 

1. Sales recorded in our first year saw potato consumption increase from 78kg /year to over 100kg/year (78kg+33% = 103.74kg)
meaning that we hit our three-year (100kg/year) target in year one. For context, total potato sales grew by 8.5% in 2020 and the 35-
44 age group increased their purchasing by 12.2% meaning we were significantly ahead of both the market trend and other age
groups. 
2. Attitudinally, we saw a 9% decrease in “dull” vs. previous wave, as well as +7% increase in positive statement agreements that
potatoes are versatile, healthy, convenient amongst core target audience. 
3. Prompted awareness / recall: Whereas we had aimed for at least a third of the core target being able to recall the campaign
when prompted, actual prompted awareness of campaign amongst the core target group was 47%. 1-in-2 18-34s had seen the
campaign logo.
4. Claimed consumption: Over half of 18-34 year-olds claimed that the campaign would encourage them to consume potatoes
more frequently, while just under half of the core target claim that they plan on purchasing more fresh potatoes as a result of this
campaign +7% vs. previous. 

In terms of both business and attitudinal metrics, that's quite a story. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 1: Increase potato consumption with this cohort from 78kg to 100kg per
year, per person over a three-year period. (Based on Kantar Category Sales data) 

Result: Sales recorded in our first year saw potato consumption go up 33% from 78kg /year to over 100kg/year
(78kg+33% = 103.74kg) 

This number was benchmarked as an approximate midway point between current 18-34 purchase (78kgs/year) and
older age groups who were buying an average of 123kgs/year and would continue to be measured via Kantar Category
Sales data. We had allowed ourselves a three year window to deliver results that would narrow the gap between
millennial and older purchasers. 

OBJECTIVE 2: Change attitudes to potatoes amongst Irish 18-34s with key improved
metrics on “dull, fattening and boring” and increased positive statements (“versatile”
etc.)

Result: 9% decrease in “dull” vs. previous wave, plus 7% increase in positive statement agreements that potatoes
are "versatile, healthy, convenient" amongst core target.
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With such negative sentiment against potatoes within this cohort, changing hearts and minds was seen as a key initial
step towards sales growth.



SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 3: Campaign recall / awareness: at least a third of the core target should
be able to recall the campaign when prompted.

Result: Actual prompted awareness of campaign amongst the core target group was 47%

With such negative sentiment against potatoes within this cohort, driving appropriate awareness was seen as a key
initial step towards sales growth.

1-in-2 18-34s had seen the campaign logo.

OBJECTIVE 4: Increase in claimed consumption of Irish potatoes.

Result: Over half of 18-34 year-olds claimed that the campaign would encourage them to consume potatoes more
frequently 
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Claimed consumption was seen as an active indicator of advocacy and affinity within an audience who otherwise
rejected potatoes. 



Paid media delivered over 63.4 million campaign impressions
Reaching 1.6million people
Delivering over 2 million views to completion
2.6 million post engagements
We used a total of 13 influencers who had a combined reach of over
1.3million and nearly 39,000 engagements

Always on social across our platforms delivered over 52million impressions in 2020
Over 48,000 link clicks
Nearly 1.4 million campaign engagements
Nearly 650,000 views of the 2 15 second video views

Over 45,000 people visited potato.ie delivering over 115,000 page views
Largest age demographic were 25-34 year olds (33.15%)
89.24% were on a mobile device

Overall campaign performance:

Always on social performance:

Website hits: (Source Bord Bia)

SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

It would be easy to ask, "There was a pandemic on, didn’t you just sell more potatoes
because of that?", and the answer would be: "No". 

Fresh fruit and vegetables increased by about 12% overall in the pandemic in terms of
YOY growth (Nielsen 2021) and that’s across all shoppers. We increased potato sales
with our specific audience segment 18-24s by more than double that, which is an
unprecedented level of growth. Shoppers age 35-44 purchasing of potatoes increased
by 12.2% in the same period, vs 18-34s which is significantly higher. (Kantar Jan 2021)

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Natural Events and Societal or Economic Events 
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021€100k-500k 

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:

Not Applicable

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL, THE BRAND'S
OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS:
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Not Applicable

More



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION

Owned media is potato.ie website and potatoes EU Instagram account 
Media buy was all digital with limited press and audio. It was about reaching the consumer
on their phone to push to the recipe site/ get them to engage with visual content so that
was the focus

ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES
€50k-100k 

30K was spent on production and 38K on influencer contracts.
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OWNED MEDIA
WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes: Only as a repository for recipes.



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Product Placement - Occasional

Sponsorship - On Site

Sponsorship - Talent or Influencer

Elaboration: Influencer (as per campaign) and placed articles.



Digital Marketing - Influencers  

Digital Marketing - Display Ads  

Branded Content  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/762273409/bcd27796fe


ALONE
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: ALONE
Category: Crisis Response / Critical Pivot 
Industry Sector: Non-Profit

You are not alone. The lifeline support line.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 09/03/2020
End date: 30/04/2021

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: In Decline

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

You may live alone but you are not alone.

“I am not a charity case”. This frame-of-mind was recognised as a
potential barrier to engagement from the outset.

Provide help, advice and support to very isolated and vulnerable
older people living alone during the Pandemic.

Real people, real music, genuine emotion and positive
engagement used consistently.

All metrics surpassed our most ambitious targets by multiples. 3
times the number of calls expected were received.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

When Coronavirus struck and over 70’s
were told to stay indoors, ALONE’s
response to the crisis was to create a
National Support Line. 

ALONE is an Irish charity that supports
older people living alone and its existing
network of volunteers and high regard in
the community meant that the
organisation was in a unique position to
implement this with incredible speed
and scale. 

The communications challenge was
that help could not be offered unless it
was asked for. Older people, (who did
not typically see themselves in need of
charity) HAD to get in touch and make
the call. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

ALONE is not one of the big charities in Ireland. In fact outside of its traditional Dublin heartland it was not that well known
nationally. The main causes that people donate to in Ireland are Hospitals, Homelessness, International NGOs, Children, Health-
Specific and Animals. 

But the advance of the pandemic saw a seismic shift in the areas of concern for people with the issue of vulnerable, isolated older
people coming very much to the fore.
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And by good fortune, two other key factors were to become crucial in what was coming.

The first was that in 2018/2019 ALONE had begun a strategy to roll out nationally by supporting and taking under its wing similar
community-based elderly support organisations. This meant that there was a scalable model already in place and grassroots
support and knowledge of the organisation was being well established at local level.

The second was that a rebrand, including a new brand identity and a more emotionally focused positioning had already been
completed (by the agency) and was ready and waiting to be rolled out in 2020. 

DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

The main target audience was very clear and defined: older people living alone. In particular those over 70 as this group was now
instructed to remain indoors at home.

The latest available census figures indicated that 156,799 people aged 65 years and over lived alone. A second target group was
people who were relatives or friends of the first group as it was hoped they would be in a position to encourage them to get in
touch. The experience of ALONE was that this second group was likely to be people aged 40 and over.

A third target group was in relation to our additional objectives as outlined below of volunteering and social engagement. Again,
we drew on ALONE's advice here which was to target people between 20 and 50 with a strong social conscience.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

For older people living alone the practical solution to their problems was actually already in place. ALONE and countless other voluntary
groups were mobilised and ready to help. But for many, many reasons (not least fear itself) help could not be given unless it was looked
for. So first and foremost ALONE needed to hear from older people directly or their family or friends. So receiving calls was the absolute
number one goal. Other goals manifested themselves as the campaign continued as outlined below.

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Receive as many phone
calls as possible.

Unless a phone call was received ALONE
was actually powerless to help. Our KPI
was to support 10% of the target
audience (approximately 16,000). This
was based on the fact that in 2019 ALONE
supported just over 5,000 people.
Therefore preparing for a three-fold
increase on this number.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Increase volunteer 
numbers

ALONE was going to need even more
volunteers to provide the extra help
and support required. All volunteers
are Garda vetted and receive training.
Due to the pandemic restrictions this
was now an even more cumbersome
process with concern about it
becoming an additional barrier.

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Increase social
engagement

The low-cost engagement offered
through social media channels was
recognised as being very valuable.
Our goal was to increase the number
of followers which in-turn would
increase the distribution of our
advocacy messaging. ALONE took it
upon itself to encourage the wider
population to safely reach out to older
people.
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

“I am not a charity case"

Our target audience are inherently independent-minded. They live alone in the face of difficult age-related circumstances
and in the main they are not poverty-stricken.

We were concerned that the more we sounded like a charity, the less likely they were to engage. So, a key emphasis was on
the support line being a service. We were also meticulous in the communication channels about being respectful to older
people and addressing them directly. In fact, where the opportunity presented itself, we went further and illustrated the
value of their time and company to our volunteers. This was to be a two-way friendship.

"You may live alone but
you are not alone"
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PILLAR 2
(a) By the time mid-summer arrived it almost seemed like a different world.
Covid numbers were dropping and the lockdown was easing. But ALONE now
faced new challenges. Their staff and volunteers were exhausted and they
needed to attract new volunteers.
We created a very positive campaign designed to galvanise and inspire everyone
that was involved with ALONE. This meant staff, volunteers, potential new
volunteers, supporters and also older people themselves. We recognised that the
biggest single motivator is sometimes just saying ‘Thank You”. The campaign
consisted of a full suite of OOH posters and press ads. And because people were
now out and about again it meant that the high visibility of the campaign
contributed positively to the awareness and perception of ALONE.

SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

The campaign consisted of three pillars aligned with each of the three objectives. The timing was determined by factors related primarily
to those same objectives but also hugely influenced by the shifting sands of the pandemic throughout the year.

PILLAR 1
The initial phase was created at speed and focused on the main objective of
getting older people to call the support line. We created a 10 second TV
commercial, a radio commercial and social media posts. The message was
simple, emotional but non-alarmist. “You don’t have to do this alone. Call ALONE.
You are not alone.” 
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

PILLAR 3
This part of the campaign was designed to increase social media engagement throughout the whole period. Following the initial
launch, the response was phenomenal and almost overwhelming for ALONE and its staff. So, in addition to their trojan work in
handling the response, the organisation took it upon itself to encourage all generations of people to safely reach out to older people.

We created a highly engaging campaign of emotional videos asking people to reach out directly by phone or video calls to isolated
older relatives. Music played a key role in lending an appropriate level of emotion to the campaign. Two of Ireland leading
performers; Gavin James and Declan O’Rourke both responded with enthusiasm and more importantly with incredible goodwill by
donating the use of their music for free.

We were keen to use photographs of real people connected to ALONE for the campaign. Photographer, Mike O’Toole, stepped up and
painstakingly went to each person’s home and safely and lovingly photographed the older people and volunteers featured.

PILLAR 2
(b) Later in the year a third wave of Covid struck and this changed the mood of the nation once again and had an effect on
dwindling new volunteer numbers and some lethargy with regard to overall support for ALONE. In response we created a TV
commercial that was designed to motivate all stakeholders. It featured volunteers and demonstrated the sheer volume and success
of what ALONE was achieving in real terms.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category
competitive, prior year, and brand context.

All metrics surpassed our most ambitious targets by multiples, including receiving 3 times the number of calls expected.

OBJECTIVE 1:  Receive as
many phone calls as
possible.

Result: 47,529 phone calls were
received

A three-fold increase on the target of
15,000 and a nine-fold increase on
the number of people that ALONE
had been supporting in 2019. In
addition, ALONE staff and volunteers
made 138,600 calls to older people
through Support and Befriending,
check-ins and return calls.
Cumulatively, that’s an astonishing
186,129 calls which can be broken
down to nearly 500 calls each day. 

OBJECTIVE 2: Increase
volunteer numbers

Result: A 40% increase in active
volunteers

The number of active volunteers at
the end of period was 3,236. The
figure for the corresponding 12
months was 2,254. This figure relates
to volunteers who have gone through
the entire process of being Garda-
Vetted and trained. 

OBJECTIVE 3: Increase
social engagement

Result: A 59% increase in social
engagement based on followers on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 

Pillar three was conducted exclusively
through ALONE’s social media
channels. They were highly engaging
videos and used popular music songs
to attract engagement. It would be
impossible to offer up macro data on
exactly how many people followed up
after engaging and got in touch with
older people, but it certainly had the
desired effect of increasing channel
numbers dramatically. 
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As much as we, the agency and the client would like to take full credit for the results
here the reality is that the response of the general public in Ireland to helping each
other during the pandemic was phenomenal and these results would not have been
achieved otherwise. What we genuinely think we can take credit for is marshalling the
response and the communications in an honest and respectful way that seemed to
resonate and motivate with older people and the wider public.

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Societal or Economic Events

SECTION 4: RESULTS
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021Under €50k

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

Under €50k

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION
All of the media for pillars 1, 2 and 3a was donated. This included donated TV airtime from RTE and Virgin Media. TV airtime
donated by a third-party (Insure My Van). Radio airtime donated by RTE. And the entire OOH campaign was donated by JC
Decaux. OOH Printing was paid for by the client at cost. And the Sunday Times donated free press space. Pillar 3b media was
airtime purchased from RTE at a discounted rate.

ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

Under €10k

100% of this entire campaign production was donated free-of-charge to ALONE. This includes the following people and companies:

Agency Work pro-bono: All concept, strategy, art direction, copywriting, artwork and administration.
Mike O’Toole: Free photography services.
Declan O’Rourke: Free usage of his track: “Love is the way”.
Brian Masterson: Free editing and mastering of the above track. Gavin James: Free usage of his track: “Always.”
Tim O’Donovan: Free voiceover usage and sound recording. Stylo Motion: Free editing, motion graphics and titles.
Stylo Motion: Free editing, motion graphics and titles. 396



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

OWNED MEDIA

397

WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

No.

Not applicable.



Digital Marketing  

OOH - Other Outdoor  

TV  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/751617427/6859be778d


ALONE
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: ALONE
Category: Public Service, Government & Utilities  
Industry Sector: Non-Profit

You are not alone. The lifeline support line.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 09/03/2020
End date: 30/04/2021

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: In Decline

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

You may live alone but you are not alone.

“I am not a charity case”. This frame-of-mind was recognised as a
potential barrier to engagement from the outset.

Provide help, advice and support to very isolated and vulnerable
older people living alone during the Pandemic.

Real people, real music, genuine emotion and positive
engagement used consistently.

All metrics surpassed our most ambitious targets by multiples. 3
times the number of calls expected were received.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

ALONE is an Irish charity that supports
older people that live alone.
 When Coronavirus struck over 70’s were
told to stay indoors and ‘Cocoon’. This
caused a huge amount of fear and
isolation. ALONE’s response was to
create a National Support Line. 

How would older people get food,
supplies or medicines? The answer was
through a network of community and
voluntary groups that were ready to
help. 

The real challenge? Coordination and
communication. 

Help could not be offered unless those
that needed it reached out. Older people
HAD to get in touch and make the call. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

ALONE is not one of the big charities in Ireland. In fact outside of its traditional Dublin heartland it was not that well known
nationally. The main causes that people donate to in Ireland are Hospitals, Homelessness, International NGOs, Children, Health-
Specific and Animals. 

But the advance of the pandemic saw a seismic shift in the areas of concern for people with the issue of vulnerable, isolated older
people coming very much to the fore.
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And by good fortune, two other key factors were to become crucial in what was coming.

The first was that in 2018/2019 ALONE had begun a strategy to roll out nationally by supporting and taking under its wing similar
community-based elderly support organisations. This meant that there was a scalable model already in place and grassroots
support and knowledge of the organisation was being well established at local level.

The second was that a rebrand, including a new brand identity and a more emotionally focused positioning had already been
completed (by the agency) and was ready and waiting to be rolled out in 2020. 

DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

The main target audience was very clear and defined: older people living alone. In particular those over 70 as this group was now
instructed to remain indoors at home.

The latest available census figures indicated that 156,799 people aged 65 years and over lived alone. A second target group was
people who were relatives or friends of the first group as it was hoped they would be in a position to encourage them to get in
touch. The experience of ALONE was that this second group was likely to be people aged 40 and over.

A third target group was in relation to our additional objectives as outlined below of volunteering and social engagement. Again,
we drew on ALONE's advice here which was to target people between 20 and 50 with a strong social conscience.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

For older people living alone the practical solution to their problems was actually already in place. ALONE and countless other voluntary
groups were mobilised and ready to help. But for many, many reasons (not least fear itself) help could not be given unless it was looked
for. So first and foremost ALONE needed to hear from older people directly or their family or friends. So receiving calls was the absolute
number one goal. Other goals manifested themselves as the campaign continued as outlined below.

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Receive as many phone
calls as possible.

Unless a phone call was received ALONE
was actually powerless to help. Our KPI
was to support 10% of the target
audience (approximately 16,000). This
was based on the fact that in 2019 ALONE
supported just over 5,000 people.
Therefore preparing for a three-fold
increase on this number.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Increase volunteer 
numbers

ALONE was going to need even more
volunteers to provide the extra help
and support required. All volunteers
are Garda vetted and receive training.
Due to the pandemic restrictions this
was now an even more cumbersome
process with concern about it
becoming an additional barrier.

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Increase social
engagement

The low-cost engagement offered
through social media channels was 
recognised as being very valuable.
Our goal was to increase the number
of followers which in-turn would
increase the distribution of our
advocacy messaging. ALONE took it
upon itself to encourage the wider
population to safely reach out to older
people.
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

“I am not a charity case"

Our target audience are inherently independent-minded. They live alone in the face of difficult age-related circumstances
and in the main they are not poverty-stricken.

We were concerned that the more we sounded like a charity, the less likely they were to engage. So, a key emphasis was on
the support line being a service. We were also meticulous in the communication channels about being respectful to older
people and addressing them directly. In fact, where the opportunity presented itself, we went further and illustrated the
value of their time and company to our volunteers. This was to be a two-way friendship.

"You may live alone but
you are not alone"
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PILLAR 2
(a) By the time mid-summer arrived it almost seemed like a different
world. Covid numbers were dropping and the lockdown was easing. But
ALONE now faced new challenges. Their staff and volunteers were
exhausted and they needed to attract new volunteers.
We created a very positive campaign designed to galvanise and inspire
everyone that was involved with ALONE. This meant staff, volunteers,
potential new volunteers, supporters and also older people themselves. We
recognised that the biggest single motivator is sometimes just saying
‘Thank You”. The campaign consisted of a full suite of OOH posters and
press ads. And because people were now out and about again it meant
that the high visibility of the campaign contributed positively to the
awareness and perception of ALONE.

SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

The campaign consisted of three pillars aligned with each of the three objectives. The timing was determined by factors
related primarily to those same objectives but also hugely influenced by the shifting sands of the pandemic throughout the
year.

PILLAR 1
The initial phase was created at speed and focused on the main objective of
getting older people to call the support line. We created a 10 second TV
commercial, a radio commercial and social media posts. The message was
simple, emotional but non-alarmist. “You don’t have to do this alone. Call
ALONE. You are not alone.” 
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SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

PILLAR 3
This part of the campaign was designed to increase social media engagement throughout the whole period. Following the initial
launch, the response was phenomenal and almost overwhelming for ALONE and its staff. So, in addition to their trojan work in
handling the response, the organisation took it upon itself to encourage all generations of people to safely reach out to older people.

We created a highly engaging campaign of emotional videos asking people to reach out directly by phone or video calls to isolated
older relatives. 

Music played a key role in lending an appropriate level of emotion to the campaign. Two of Ireland leading performers; Gavin James
and Declan O’Rourke both responded with enthusiasm and more importantly with incredible goodwill by donating the use of their
music for free.

We were keen to use photographs of real people connected to ALONE for the campaign. Photographer, Mike O’Toole, stepped up and
painstakingly went to each person’s home and safely and lovingly photographed the older people and volunteers featured.

PILLAR 2
(b) Later in the year a third wave of Covid struck and this changed the mood of the nation once again and had an effect on
dwindling new volunteer numbers and some lethargy with regard to overall support for ALONE. In response we created a TV
commercial that was designed to motivate all stakeholders. It featured volunteers and demonstrated the sheer volume and success
of what ALONE was achieving in real terms.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category
competitive, prior year, and brand context.
All metrics surpassed our most ambitious targets by multiples, including receiving 3 times the number of calls expected.

OBJECTIVE 1:  Receive as many phone calls as possible.
Result: 47,529 phone calls were received. A three-fold increase on our target. 

Unless a phone call was received ALONE was actually powerless to help. Our KPI was to support 10% of the target
audience (approximately 16,000). This was based on the fact that in 2019 ALONE supported just over 5,000 people.4
Therefore preparing for a three-fold increase on this number. 

47,529 phone calls were received which was more than a three-fold 
increase on the target of 15,000 and a nine-fold increase on the number of people that ALONE had been supporting
in 2019.

In addition, ALONE staff and volunteers made 138,600 calls to older people through Support and Befriending, check-
ins and return calls. Cumulatively, that’s an astonishing 186,129 calls which can be broken down to nearly 500 calls
each day. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category
competitive, prior year, and brand context.

OBJECTIVE 2: Increase volunteer numbers
Result: A 40% increase in active volunteers.

ALONE was going to need even more volunteers to provide the extra help and support required. All volunteers are Garda
vetted and receive training. Due to the pandemic restrictions this was now an even more cumbersome process with
concern about it becoming an additional barrier. 

The number of active volunteers at the end of period was 3,236. The figure for the corresponding 12 months was 2,254.
This figure relates to volunteers who have gone through the entire process of being Garda- Vetted and trained. 

OBJECTIVE 3: Increase social engagement
Result: A 59% increase in social engagement based on followers on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 

The low-cost engagement offered through social media channels was recognised as being very valuable. Our goal
was to increase the number of followers which in-turn would increase the distribution of our advocacy messaging.
ALONE took it upon itself to encourage the wider population to safely reach out to older people 

Pillar three was conducted exclusively through ALONE’s social media channels. They were highly engaging videos and
used popular music songs to attract engagement. It would be impossible to offer up macro data on exactly how
many people followed up after engaging and got in touch with older people, but it certainly had the desired effect of
increasing channel numbers dramatically. 
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As much as we, the agency and the client would like to take full credit for the results
here the reality is that the response of the general public in Ireland to helping each
other during the pandemic was phenomenal and these results would not have been
achieved otherwise. What we genuinely think we can take credit for is marshalling the
response and the communications in an honest and respectful way that seemed to
resonate and motivate with older people and the wider public.

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Societal or Economic Events

SECTION 4: RESULTS
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021Under €50k

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

Under €50k

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION
All of the media for pillars 1,2 and 3a was donated. This included donated TV airtime from RTE and Virgin Media. TV airtime
donated by a third-party (Insure My Van). Radio airtime donated by RTE. And the entire OOH campaign was donated by JC
Decaux. OOH Printing was paid for by the client at cost. And the Sunday Times donated free press space. Pillar 3b media was
airtime purchased from RTE at a discounted rate.

ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

Under €10k

100% of this entire campaign production was donated free-of-charge to ALONE. This includes the following people and companies:

Agency Work pro-bono: All concept, strategy, art direction, copywriting, artwork and administration.
Mike O’Toole: Free photography services.
Declan O’Rourke: Free usage of his track: “Love is the way”.
Brian Masterson: Free editing and mastering of the above track. Gavin James: Free usage of his track: “Always.”
Tim O’Donovan: Free voiceover usage and sound recording. Stylo Motion: Free editing, motion graphics and titles.
Stylo Motion: Free editing, motion graphics and titles. 411



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

OWNED MEDIA

412

WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

No.

Not applicable.



Digital Marketing  

OOH - Other Outdoor  

TV  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH
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https://vimeo.com/751617427/6859be778d


By 

ENERGIA
C A M P A I G N

Brand Name: Energia
Category: Public Service, Government & Utilities  
Industry Sector: Government & Public Services 

PUTTING POWER BEHIND THE BRAND
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

417

Start date: 31/12/2017
End date: 17/05/2020

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Attracting and retaining a more valuable customer in a low
engagement category by appealing to their hearts not their wallets. 

Don't just tell me to trust in Energia, show me why I should put all my
faith Energia. 

Energia is not just a source of power, it is the power behind some
YOUR of most important moments. 

We shifted focus from Energia as an energy utility (functional/us)
to how it powers life's most important moments (emotional/you). 

By switching its focus from tactical to brand communications, Energia
has attracted less price sensitive, more valuable & loyal customers. 

BREAKING CAR COMMS
CONVENTIONS

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

The utilities category is one of very
low engagement. It's hard to get
people to care. 

Energia had gained its market
position by strong price led tactics
and communications, with a high
dependency on customers from
Price Comparison Website who stay
for the introductory deal and then
switch again. 

To improve their Customer Value,
Energia decided to go cold turkey. It
would stop paying for Price
Comparison Website Promotions,
and switch focus from Tactical to
Brand communications. 

In-depth understanding of category
trust drivers informed
communications & led to a
significant increase in higher quality
customers and a reduction in churn.  



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

Energia is an Irish energy utility company, new to the consumer energy market since 2014. Competition in the market is fierce and
growing from both established semi-state behemoths (like Electric Ireland) and new players. Since launch Energia relied on tactical
advertising and offers to grow. 
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Not All Customers are Equal 

Remain as customers for longer 
Are on a Standard Rate 

Across the industry, growth relies on customers switching
suppliers, and companies encourage it offering first 12month
discounts, before moving customers to a standard (more
profitable) rate. 

The most valuable customers are those who

Analysis showed that Energia had two customer types –
DIRECT (less price sensitive) and those recruited through
PRICE COMPARISON WEBSITES (PCWs). The latter tend to be
Serial Switchers, always seeking the ‘cheapest’ deal and
seldom staying long past their introductory offer. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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Energia was running to stand still

The Commission on Energy Regulation 2018 Report indicated that
brand awareness and trust were key for recruitment, but Energia’s
tactical messaging focus was not driving those brand scores.

Instead it was successfully building a customer base, more
biased towards PCW Serial Switchers and consequently high
levels of churn.

Time to dial up the Energia Brand

Energia needed to reinvent itself, to be seen as a serious
contender in the Irish utilities market, to leverage its recent
partnership as ‘Official Energy Partner of the IRFU (Irish Rugby
Football Union)’ and attract more of those valuable DIRECT
Customers.

No pressure... the PCW new business tap is about to be turned off

To build a better, quality over quantity, customer base, Energia
decided that they would stop paying to promote/recruit through
Price Comparison Websites. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE IMPORTANT TO
YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?
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Comfortable to well-off incomes
 Interested in more than just price
 Desire to feel confident in their suppliers
 Don’t automatically switch every 12 months
 Preference to choose established, reliable providers,
whether that is in insurance, banking or utilities. 

A greater focus on quality of customer

Home owners were our priority BUT not all of them. 
The lifetime value of a customer (measured in months)
was a key priority. Using Mosaic Segmentation4 and
focusing on customer tenure – 3 priority groups were
identified (Suburban Success, Established Wealth and
Rurban Lifestyle), and what they shared in common were 

Who currently have little sense of Energia

While the majority of the population were aware of the name Energia (81%), only 22% could spontaneous recall it and a tiny 6% felt they
knew a lot about the brand. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?
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Everything about our objectives were designed to support Energia's strategic objective of improving the overall quality of the
customers, by reducing the constant customer cycle of recruit and churn. 

1. Creating a brand that would carve out mental availability and be easily spontaneously recalled 
2. Leverage the key drivers of belief and confidence in a utility brand - Scale, Affinity and Proximity; so that customers would feel
confident about putting their faith and energy needs into the care of Energia. 
3. Create a brand that customers have more meaningful knowledge of, one they are happy to stay with so we reduce churn. 

OBJECTIVE 1: 
MENTAL AVAILABLITY 
Grow spontaneous awareness by 5%6 a year from just under a quarter of households (22%) to a 32% by the end
of 2020 

With low spontaneous awareness, Energia was less likely to be considered than the well established market players. At the
start of the campaign Energia was a name, but there was little understanding of the brand beyond that. Customers had little
reason to remember (or choose) the brand. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?
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Scale 19% to 23%
 Anity 11% to 15% 
Sponsorship 18% to 25%. 

OBJECTIVE 2:
Increase Key Metrics of Components
of Trust: 

Scale, Proximity and Affinity were all
identified as key predictors of
confidence/belief. 

Each predicator had its own measurable
KPI, tracked since the campaign start 

SCALE KPI: Here to Stay
AFFINITY KPI: Trust
PROXIMITY KPI: Sponsorship for Energia

Based on previous changes, the goal was
2% positive change per year. 

OBJECTIVE 3:
Reduce dependency on PCW in first year Reduce Churn by 6%
per year 

It was critical to test early that coming off Price Comparison Websites
wasn’t jeopardising the business, and that it was continuing to grow. 

The desired knock-on impact of this shift away from this PCW customer
type was less churn which would need to be measured over a longer time
frame. 

OBJECTIVE 4:
Be one of the top 5 brands associated with Irish Rugby 

Rugby sponsorship was a very crowded space in Ireland. With some well
established sponsors like Diageo and Vodafone. 

To meet its 'Proximity' KPI, the sponsorship needed to have immediate
impact. 



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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Scale
Affinity
Proximity

A question of trust
If having confidence in the brand is a key driver of recruitment1, and trust in Energia was a paltry 11%, a deep drive into
Energia and Trust was required.

Three key drivers of confidence 



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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Supplier AND generator of electricity.
 Powering Ireland's street-lights, hospitals and schools 

Trusted by crucial institutions, institutions trusted by the public to take care of the most important personal aspects of
their lives e.g. births, education...... 

Energia were about to become the Ocial Energy Partner of the IRFU (@national/club/local level)

Applying Truth to Theory
It was all very well to know these drivers, but more important was having facts to back them up. Facts that could in turn
build a unique Energia story and increase meaningful familiarity with the brand. 

Fortunately, Energia had many truths4 the public were unaware of: 

SCALE

AFFINITY

PROXIMITY

INSIGHT:
We needed to warm up an indifferent target and stop talking in facts and start talking in feelings; talking, not about the
institutions, but the moments that happen in them those moments that have huge personal resonance. 

Don't just tell me to trust in Energia, show me why I should put my faith Energia.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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If they have confidence in Energia, then so can we
 How Energia has been powering some of the most important moments in OUR lives 

Brand: Power Behind your power
Tactical Offers (Dual Fuel): Power behind your savings 
Sponsorship: Power behind Irish Rugby 

A SHIFT FROM TACTICAL TO BRAND
CREATIVE STRATEGY

We needed work that would get Energia noticed as a serious contender in the market. 

We needed to shift from being a new, possibly y by night, brand of cheap offers and quirky humour to one of scale and reliability.
We couldn’t just tell customers to trust us, we needed them to feel we were worthy of their belief/confidence. 

From this challenge the ‘Power Behind’ campaign was born, using an impressive array of institutional customers to demonstrate 

Rather than being serious and purposeful in the execution of this idea, we continued to use humour and magic realism as creative
techniques to make it uniquely Energia..... with babies being born in Energia powered maternity hospitals and Dad’s literally on
Cloud 9; with school (and romantic) chemistry being powered by Energia and with Energia powered streetlights powering your
night- time run. 

To drive scale, Energia announced their partnership with the IRFU in 2019, to give the brand a role beyond its utility and financial
support, we flexed the idea a little further, using our power as sponsors to remind the public of their power as a source of positive
energy in supporting Irish rugby teams at all levels. 

Thus creating a brand positioning that increased confidence and belief with a modular nature that could be adapted to tell a
multitude of Energia stories 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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In a low interest category how do we make people take notice? 
We were being outshouted by competitors.
Time was against us, changing brand perception doesn’t happen overnight. 

MEDIA STRATEGY

From a media perspective we had a number of big obstacles to overcome 

To deliver on the objectives we designed a media plan
built around the 3 key pillars of scale, affinity, and trust.

As well as this, we implemented a new media
investment structure from 70% tactical / 30% brand
support to 70% brand / 30% tactical support. This was a
real step outside of Energia’s comfort zone. Since
launching into the consumer marketplace, tactical
cheap offers and quirky humour had been their go to
and it had worked to date. Shifting 70% of their media
budget into brand only messaging was not a
comfortable feeling for the business. 

To show them what media success would look like, we
used our consumer planning tool1 to set individual
brand metrics against each of the pillars. A brand
recall metric would insure we were utilising the correct
media to deliver around scale while brand appraisal
and brand action would insure we had the correct
media to cover off proximity & affinity. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. 
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Brand awareness is up by 15pp 
Scale KPI: +10pp
Affinity KPI: +7pp
Proximity KPI: +13% 
Churn is down 
Switching from Price Comparison Websites is down 

This campaign was all about attracting a different type of customers. One who comes directly to Energia, who enjoys a good deal
as much as the next person, but is not only driven by price. 

We had clear metrics of Scale, Affinity & Proximity that had been identified as drivers of trust for these customers. Components of
trust that would make Energia more relevant and attractive to these customers. 

These could not be delivered in tactical price messaging, so a decision was taken to change the communications ratio to 70:30
Brand: Tactical. 

The Power Behind campaign was designed to leverage each of these components of trust and the results show that it has
succeeded.

Since launch

All demonstrating the POWER OF COMMUNICATIONS BEHIND THE ENERGIA BRAND 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. 

OBJECTIVE 1:  MENTAL AVAILABLITY 
Grow spontaneous awareness by 5%6 a
year from just under a quarter of
households (22%) to a 32% by the end of
2020 
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Result Exceeded: Reached 37% in 2020. 5pp ahead of
expectations 

With low spontaneous awareness, Energia was less
likely to be considered than the well established
market players. At the start of the campaign Energia
was a name, but there was little understanding of the
brand beyond that. Customers had little reason to
remember (or choose) the brand. 

Based on 5pp annual growth, this was a result we
would not expect to see until the end of 2021.
 
Setting a stronger foundation of spontaneous
awareness for the brand, is critical when requiring
customers to come directly to the brand rather than
being prompted a Price Comparison Website. 



Scale 19% to 23%
 Affinity 11% to 15% 
Sponsorship 18% to 25%. 

OBJECTIVE 2: Increase Key Metrics of
Components of Trust 

Result: Exceeded: All Components of Trust 
Ahead of expectations 
Scale +2pp 
Affinity +2p
Proximity +3pp 

SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. 
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Scale, Proximity and Affinity were all identified as
key predictors of confidence/belief.

Each predicator had its own measurable KPI,
tracked since the campaign start 

SCALE KPI: Here to Stay
AFFINITY KPI: Trust
PROXIMITY KPI: Sponsorship for Energia

Based on previous changes, the goal was 2%
positive change per year. 

The projected goals for each component of trust were ambitious and
were directly addressed in the communications through the illustration
of the national institutions who entrust their critical power supply to
Energia. 

The team hoped all of them would meet expectations, but not that they
would in fact exceed them. 

As the Commission for Energy Regulation identified in their 2017 report,
trust (and its components) is a critical drivers of recruitment and
acquisition. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. 

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Reduce dependency on PCW in first year
Reduce Churn by 6% per year 
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Result: Exceeded, PCW customers almost halved. 

It was critical to test early that coming off Price
Comparison Websites wasn’t jeopardising the business,
and that it was continuing to grow. 

The desired knock-on impact of this shift away from this
PCW customer type was less churn which would need to
be measured over a longer time frame. 

Reduction in reliance on PCW customers and a
reduction in churn3 are the two biggest indicators of an
improvement in Customer Lifetime Value. The fact these
numbers exceed expectation, confirm that Energia took
the right move when deciding to strategically shift their
focus from tactical price driven customer recruitment to
brand led customer quality focused communications. 



SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. 
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In a further impact of the campaign and evidence that customers now have a stronger affinity
to the brand, we also saw the number of customers who contacted Energia directly before
churning more than treble during the course of the campaign.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. 

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Be one of the top 5 brands associated with
Irish Rugby 
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Result: Sponsors since just 2019, Energia are in the top 3
brands associated with Irish Rugby

Rugby sponsorship was a very crowded space in
Ireland. With some well established sponsors like
Diageo and Vodafone. 

To meet its 'Proximity' KPI, the sponsorship needed to
have immediate impact. 

Got in the Top 3 (with Diageo & Vodafone), ahead of
long standing sponsors like Aldi, VW and Dove the
stadium sponsor Aviva. 

In the middle of the Rugby World Cup were just 2pp
behind Vodafone (who have been the main (& jersey)
sponsors of Irish Rugby with their well established Team
of Us messaging. 



Since its launch, door to door selling as been part of Energia's selling strategy. With
same level of emphasis and spend from year to year. During Covid lockdown, it had to
cease. Energia returned to Price Comparison Websites to fill the gap left by door to
door. It is too soon to see the impact it will have on churn as 12 months needs to go by
before you can see Churn. 

Energia continue to sponsor Seachtain na Gaelige (Irish week) at same levels as
previous years. 

Energia sponsored the Get Ireland Growing Initiative with Today FM to build its
sustainability credentials. 

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Internal Company Events, Other marketing for the brand, running at the
same time as this effort and Societal or Economic Events

SECTION 4: RESULTS
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021€1m-5m

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION
We implemented a budgeting step-change, investing 70% of the total media budget into delivering brand only messages. We
prioritised awareness driving media that would generate a big brand feel, while also delivering cut-through in a very cluttered
marketplace. Additional budget for the campaign roll out allowed us to plan an always-on strategy across AV and Radio insuring
heavy coverage of no less than 50% 4+ per month, providing platforms where we could roll-out multiple messages without fear of
hitting ware out. Our lower funnel conversion tactics across all digital specialties were there to convert any in market customers. 

ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

€500k+

The budgets assigned covered AV/radio/digital as the main channels for our message, delivering on our objectives around the 3
pillars (scale, affinity and trust). Traditionally, this is more than Energia would have invested and reflected the switch to a 70%
brand / 30% tactical media laydown.
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€1m-5m



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

OWNED MEDIA
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WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes: Energia’s owned social media channels help to provide additional campaign reach and allowed Energia to push out
more engaging content. They were essential in bringing the sponsorships to life and also created a more personalised
space for people to engage with the Power Behind Your Power messaging. 

Sponsorship – Live Activation 

In order to grow scale, Energia wanted to invest in a sponsor who would have status and impact with the public and help
to build belief in the brand.

In advance of the 2019 Rugby World Cup (RWC) Energia became the official energy provider of the Irish Rugby Football
Union (IRFU), which gave the brand huge credentials in the Irish rugby space. A trusted platform. We brought this to life
initially through a dedicated TVC as well as aligning ourselves with Rugby World Cup partnerships and competitions. 



Sponsorships - Sports  

Radio  

TV  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS



CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH
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https://vimeo.com/761432904/11af197f86


HSE
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Health Service (HSE / Dept. of Health)
Category: Crisis Response / Critical Pivot 
Industry Sector: Government & Public Services 

Saving Lives At The Speed of COVID
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 01/03/2020
End date: 30/04/2021

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Growing

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

In a pandemic, effective public health communication, cooperation and
solidarity are vital, to save lives. This is Ireland versus COVID-19. 

Public health advice protects lives if it is trusted, consistent, credible
and most importantly - actioned. 

COVID-19 changed our lives and health service; no vaccine nor
cure was available. Our duty was to protect lives. 

Create the most agile, trusted and ubiquitous behavioural guide
for every single person in Ireland. 

Government and Health Service spoke as one voice, Ireland listened,
with clarity of Covid-19 public health guidelines highest in Europe. 

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

In a pandemic, effective public
communication is essential to a
nation’s emergency response. 

20+ campaigns, were developed at
record speed, communicating to every
adult in Ireland. We immediately
influenced the adoption of life-saving
behaviours; proving that at a time of
grave threat, a unified, consistent voice
will generate extraordinary trust, action
and co-operation. 

Our ambitious research-led campaign;
with 120,000 surveys informing
hundreds of insights, was an
unprecedented approach to
effectiveness. 

Our communications helped Ireland
deliver ICU bed occupancy and case
numbers 83% and 47% respectively
lower than EU average. Clarity of health
guidelines was highest in the EU.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

The World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic on March 11th, 2020. With no treatment and no vaccine for the virus,
and a fearful nation facing unfamiliar and uncomfortable public health restrictions, protective behaviours were our most valuable
weapon to protect lives from COVID-19.
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On February 29th the first case of coronavirus was confirmed in Ireland. The HSE had been running dedicated web updates and a
social media and press campaign, but this event prompted the commencement of the campaign as we now know it. This would
go on to become HSE’s longest running and most agile campaign, where, partnered with the Department of Health and their
agencies, they would create over twenty different campaigns, centered on one message - behaviours, on air every single day
from March 9th 2020 to date. 

We needed to educate the public on a new virus, how it
spread, its symptoms and what to do if they appeared. The
public needed to know this immediately, to save lives.
We needed to reach everyone in Ireland, including socially
and medically vulnerable groups with clear, consistent public
health advice.
We needed to adapt our messages as the situation evolved,
without sacrificing on media or creative quality.
We had to combat fake-news and be in a position of full trust
and authority. Multiple sources were promoting fear in the
public1 and a large number of brands had COVID messaging.

Our challenges were significant:

It is important to watch for hindsight in considering these challenges. At the time of writing, we know the COVID-19 vaccine rollout is
well underway. However, there was little hope of imminent vaccines for most of 2020.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

Success hung on convincing to adopt our life saving behaviours, immediately. Including socially vulnerable groups,
older people, young adults, parents, HSE staff, migrants, people with intellectual or physical disabilities and more. 

Cocooning information for over 70s
Adults 45 and under, socialising safely during the summer and Christmas
Supports for 18-25s staying at home during restrictions 
Parents when children returned to school
 Resources in 24+ languages and accessible formats 

Sub audience messages and campaigns included:

Cultural Context:

With one announcement, Irish people, the most social in the world were grounded. No hugging or shaking hands,
later no seeing family or leaving the house for some. Fear, uncertainty, worry, unemployment, home schooling,
increasing case numbers and deaths. Emotions �fluctuated, restrictions changed, and the sense of humanity,
belonging and identity was deeply impacted. Monthly research told us how our audience were feeling. Our
communications were a reliable constant and needed to be relevant and empathetic. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

Media Behaviours:
Weekly media analysis on how COVID was affecting media behaviour was applied immediately. This intel, combined with
restriction levels and sentiment tracking, drove media planning insights, with plans changing daily.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

Mass awareness of life saving public health behaviours was our first line of defence against the virus. Only by reaching everyone in Ireland
and getting their understanding, would we succeed. At an unprecedented time of fear, worry and stress, we asked people to immediately
stop hugging or in some cases, seeing their families or leaving the house, as well as adopting some new and alien behaviours. Regardless
of how fed up they were for the next 16 months, they needed to stick with the behaviours. We needed the support and solidarity of every
citizen. This was Ireland versus COVID. 

OBJECTIVE 1: 
Make every adult in Ireland familiar with the
behaviours they needed to adopt to protect
themselves, their families and communities 
Without people’s understanding we could fail to protect
them against this unprecedented viral threat. Saving lives
depended on the immediate cessation of natural and
instinctual behaviours and the adoption of completely new
ones. Achieving such rapid and drastic behaviour change
meant blanket visibility of the HSE’s communications. 

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Once the public were aware of and
understood the behaviours, they needed to
consistently adopt them all, including
downloading the COVID Tracker app. 
We moved straight from Awareness to Action, with no time
for Consideration. In a time of uncertainty and changing
restrictions, alongside fluctuating case numbers, the
behaviours we were promoting were the only constant.
Adopting them was essential to flatten the curve during
peaks and protect our most vulnerable. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 3: 
Key to consistency of
behaviour was establishing
trust. Complete trust would
mean long-term adoption
of behaviours and a public
primed for vaccine uptake

Regardless of the changing mood of
the nation, we needed the key
behaviours to remain consistent, for a
period none of us could have
anticipated initially. Loyalty and
support to frontline workers was key, to
protect the health service and keep
case numbers low. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 4: 
This massive undertaking could not be
delivered by the Health Service and
their agencies alone. We needed the
support of unlimited sectors, partners
and advocates. 

HSE built a network of 2000 partners and
organisations who shared news, resources and
updates, weekly. Media owners and other advertisers
offered their marketing teams, and free media
activity. Public sector bodies, employers, and
communities stood up, shared, led, posted, postered,
supporting our teams, our healthcare workers, drivers
and leaders. 
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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We knew we needed to move quickly, providing trusted, safe,
factual information. Our insight was that high levels of trust in
public health advice, has a multiplier effect on compliance.
Effective communication would save lives, ineffective
communication would become wallpaper. 

To protect trust and get communication right throughout the
pandemic, we undertook an ambitious insight project. Weekly
tracking resulted in over 120,000 quantitative surveys, 120 focus
groups and 100 in-depth-interviews, understanding the
emotional context and the degree to which people understood
and adopted the behaviours that would protect them. 

The nation’s mood changed weekly and our campaign
responded. Recognising this variable as constant led us to
another strategic insight. Empathy would play a huge role in
communicating effectively; but it would need to be constantly
re- denied. Understanding this, we tailored each message to
make it more effective, changing target audience, creative and
media channels daily. Research had to respond to issues as
they emerged, so flexibility was built into the process. Testing of
specific campaigns, end-lines, messages and new concepts
was also incorporated. 

Examples of the multiple insights which led to new messaging
and/or media targeting are included in the charts below.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

Media driven by mood and movement

The media channels we selected were chosen and adapted based not just on evolving media consumption but also
the mood of the nation and how and where people were moving depending on the level of restriction. To reach every
adult in Ireland, we needed all media channels. AV, radio, OOH, press and all digital channels had different roles to play,
which evolved with the pandemic. Door drops to every household in Ireland at critical points provided the public with
essential information. 
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Media and creative at scale

Our campaign started as a reaction to global pandemic, using channels where we could impact quickly and reach the
masses (OOH and radio). We needed the protective behaviours to be ubiquitous. A distinctive yellow look and feel was
created for OOH to communicate crisis, urgency and attention. A message needs to be seen 10+ times to effect
behaviour change. Heavy TV and radio buys targeted 10+. The scale and breadth of our campaign with 20+ sub
campaigns and counting, is unprecedented in Ireland and includes 15 TV ads and 18 radio executions. 

Making and breaking rules, to overcome every obstacle

AV ads were booked at a day’s notice, not adhering to stations’ 8 week deadline. The media agency agreed block
bookings monthly with every TV station, with flexibility to change dates, timings, budgets and copy at short notice. This
had never been done before and we did it without incurring a single penalty. Other media was similarly treated When
the pandemic hit, we needed a TV ad, which would take time. We briefed RTE to get a TV ad created and on air within
four days. Creative agencies would make 11 TV ads, in a period when no filming was allowed. Stock footage, imagery
sourced from favours from media owners and animation got the ads made, in record time. 

Seamless collaboration 

There were no barriers to collaboration. HSE’s media agency worked with competitors to organise free space donated by their
clients, and had weekly updates to coordinate messages and campaigns with Dept. of Health and Taoiseach’s media agency. Five
creative agencies worked together, adapting, dispatching and updating each other’s copy. An agile, senior task force, consisting of
just four members of HSE’s Communications team and one person from the Media and Creative agencies, drove the campaigns.
This lean and efficient team delivered 20 campaigns and with at least one message airing, every single day since March 9th 2020.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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Agility fuelled by insight

Weekly insights drove our media and creative strategy. Creatively, the initial strategy of instructional advertising
changed to more empathetic, sympathetic and emotive creative in HoldFirm when people were tiring of restrictions.
Youth focused campaigns later tapped into insights from youth groups. We Can Do This responded to a lift in public
mood and an end in sight. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category
competitive, prior year, and brand context.
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The impact of our communications on COVID-19 was immediate and visible.

The results of our work showed themselves in daily case reports, hospital fi�gures, downloads of the COVID app. We spoke, shared or
published daily, and we asked people to support, understand and act. Together, Ireland �attended the fi�rst and second curves and
we protected each other from untold illness and death. Our regular research allowed us to check understanding of the information
and situation, and the level of trust and wear out of messaging. Consistently high weekly satisfaction levels with our
communications were reported, as were reported and actual levels of compliance with public health measures.

Even though our lived experience shows not everyone
in Ireland follows all public health advice all of the
time, for almost all of 2020 Ireland was consistently
one of the strongest performing nations in our
collective work to suppress the virus. We have all seen
the devastating impact of some weeks of relaxation at
the end of 2020 – and yet, once again in early 2021,
Ireland had one of the fastest reducing trends in EU
infection rates. We also have one of the highest
reported levels of intention to take up the COVID-19
vaccine, and uptake for groups who have been offered
the vaccine is over 80%. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 1: Make every adult in Ireland
familiar with the behaviours they needed to
adopt to protect themselves, their families
and communities 

Result: Understanding 99% and Awareness 98% in March
2020. Both remained consistently high across all age groups.
Clarity on guidelines was highest in the EU.

Mass awareness can be easy with a single creative
campaign and heavy Mass awareness can be easy with a
single creative campaign and heavy weight media. We had
20+ campaigns, with messages, creative and media
changing daily. The risk was confusing or bombarding the
public, causing them to switch off. Instead, through
consistency of tone and comms rooted in real-time insights,
we did the opposite. The health service spoke as one trusted
voice spoke and Ireland listened and understood.

Without people’s understanding we could fail to protect them
against this unprecedented viral threat. Saving lives
depended on the immediate cessation of natural and
instinctual behaviours and the adoption of completely new
ones. Achieving such rapid and drastic behaviour change
meant blanket visibility of the HSE’s communications. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 2: Once the public were aware of
and understood the behaviours, they needed
to consistently adopt them all, including
downloading the COVID Tracker app. 

Result: Rapid and widespread adoption, across behaviours.
1 million app downloads within two days. ICU and case
numbers were 83% and 47% respectively below EU average.

We moved straight from Awareness to Action, with no time
for Consideration. In a time of uncertainty and changing
restrictions, alongside fluctuating case numbers, the
behaviours we were promoting were the only constant.
Adopting them was essential to flatten the curve during
peaks and protect our most vulnerable.

Facing changing restrictions and growing case numbers,
the consistent advice on life saving behaviours was
embraced wholeheartedly by the Irish public. Even when
they felt frustrated or fed-up, they kept them up and
quickly adopted new measures – like face coverings.
Together we attended the curve after both the initial spike
and December increase We protected the curve after both
the initial spike and December increase. We protected our
health service by reducing case numbers and ICU
occupancy. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 3: Key to consistency of
behaviour was establishing trust.
Complete trust would mean long-
term adoption of behaviours and a
public primed for vaccine uptake.

Result: Low trust scores for those exposed to
HSE comms halved, Irish government amongst
the most trusted in EU. Highest vaccine
intention in EU.

Regardless of public mood or the level of
restrictions, trust scores for the Health Service
grew, and remained high, throughout the
pandemic. Irish people index very highly for trust
in Government, compared to EU. Ireland showed
the highest intention to take up the COVID-19
vaccine of all EU nations and vaccine uptake in
the age groups offered the vaccine to date is
over 80%. 
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

OBJECTIVE 4: This massive undertaking could not be delivered by the Health
Service and their agencies alone. We needed the support of unlimited
sectors, partners and advocates. 
Result: Over €3 million in advertising space donated, 2,000 community groups and organisations
involved. Grants and help from social media companies to combat misinformation. 

HSE built a network of 2000 partners and organisations who shared news, resources and updates, weekly.
Media owners and other advertisers offered their marketing teams, and free media activity. Public sector
bodies, employers, and communities stood up, shared, led, posted, postered, supporting our teams, our
healthcare workers, drivers and leaders. 

Partners helped us reach every community in Ireland. They shared messages and brought them to
communities. Free advertising inventory, donated time and space was offered and accepted, influencers
worked for free and social media companies worked with HSE to combat misinformation Such was the
power of the community network, that we populated the endframe of our first COVID vaccine ad with the
faces of their members, to say thank you and share the joy. 
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SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
Our OOH campaign in March/ April 2020 was the most recalled ever evaluated by PML, an Irish OOH specialist.
They have researched more than 20,000 campaigns over 24 years and this is the first to recall above 90%.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

Our campaign to change behaviours sat alongside the extraordinary work of our
healthcare teams inspiring gratitude and admiration nationwide. Government restrictions
had significant influence on the actions that people could take. 

Ireland had the third strongest restrictions in the EU , but Italy had the highest, and deaths
and cases per capita were 109% and 30% higher than Ireland, respectively. Marginally
lower than Ireland on restrictions, Portugal had deaths and case numbers 66% and 56%
higher.

Our performance is largely due to people’s actions, based on solidarity and trust in our
Health Service. Research shows "High public trust in government doubles the impact of
policy restrictions on public compliance".

Our Communications contributed directly to building this Trust. Low Trust scores halved
amongst those who saw our communications. The public consistently expressed high
levels of approval of how HSE handled the crisis.

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: The restrictions imposed by the Irish Government during the COVID-19
Global Pandemic 
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021€5m+ 

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

€1m-5m

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION

As the most trusted source of information on Covid-19 for the Irish public, all paid for messages pointed people to the HSE website.
Owned social channels pushed out longer form videos and deliver detailed information in 3–4-minute videos that mainstream media
could not and combatted misinformation that was circulating on social media. Earned media came in the form of donations of airtime
and advertising space from a number of advertisers and media owners, delivering value of one third of the total paid spend.
Influencers shared messages free of charge. 

HSE has no competitors, so N/A was selected. 
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COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:

N/A

COMPARED TO PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL,
THE BRAND'S OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS

More



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

€500k+ 

#1: Ireland’s COVID-19 brand 
#2: new behaviours campaigns – face coverings, handwashing, distance, cocooning, stay at home, COVID tracker app campaign 
#3: #HoldFirm - motivating people to stay safe when things were difficult 
#4: Bubbles - making the invisible, visible
 #5: We are all the answer - COVID stories
 #6 :We Can Do This - maintaining protective behaviours 
#7 (lead) and Dept: social creative throughout 

Our COVID-19 campaign had multiple (over 20) sub campaigns and with rapidly changing advice and audience needs, we worked
with many creative agencies, each with a unique brief, including 



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW

OWNED MEDIA
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WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes.

Not applicable.

Hse.ie and gov.ie have been the trusted sources of information since the pandemic began. Expert led, easy to read
and developed using TopTasks methodology, content was updated hourly, around the clock. Our social channels -
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Snapchat, TikTok and YouTube – deliver targeted, insight led campaigns. Our
strategy was: engage directly, communicate without �filters, listen and observe, challenge misinformation, be open
and transparent and measure success. Our social media team responded to 40,000 social media direct messages or
comments in 2020 and the HSELive Helpline operated 7 days a week dealing with thousands of queries a day at peak
times.
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/758721153/f8b82d0d7e


Proving compassion has no borders -
The Trócaire Story

TRÓCAIRE 
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Trócaire 
Category: Positive Change – Brands, NFP –
Environmental or Social Good 
Industry Sector: Non-Profit
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 11/11/2020
End date: 27/12/2020

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: In Decline

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Bring the world Trócaire care about, and the world donors care about,
closer. 

Donors feel disconnected from the world’s poorest people and Trócaire’s
support work because the problem and the solution are distant. 

Ten years of declining affinity meant Overseas Development
Agencies such as Trócaire were bottom of people’s charity list. 

‘It’s Not Just’ tells moving stories of human struggle while demonstrating
Trócaire’s distinctive approach to tackling root causes of injustice. 

Trócaire had its best Christmas in 10 years, raising €3.2million (+40%)
to help some of the worlds most vulnerable people. 

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

As domestic social issues rose in
prominence, overseas human injustices
became less salient in Irish minds.
Potential donors felt emotionally
disconnected from vulnerable people in
developing countries because the
problem and solution felt so distant.
They also distrusted overseas agencies
like Trócaire’s ability to affect change. 

This paper shows how we closed the
gap, tapping into a donor base who
cared about the values and issues we
cared about, forging an emotional
connection, and demonstrating
Trócaire’s distinctive long-term
approach – resulting in Trócaire’s best
Christmas in 10 years, increasing new
donors by 26% and raising €3.2million
(+40%). 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

465

Every day, Trócaire helps millions of vulnerable people around the world. In turn, Trócaire and its local partners rely on the
generosity of the Irish people to build a fairer and more equitable world. The more money Trócaire receives, the more people they
can help. 

But when Irish people are asked about their preferred charities, Overseas Agencies are bottom of their list compared to those
closer to home and their personal experiences: (Fig 1). 

79% prefer to donate to services in Ireland, but only 20% donate to both Irish and overseas charities.
 
As domestic social issues rose in prominence, human injustices in the developing world, and the charities tackling them, became
less salient (Fig 2). 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

466

Other social changes were also eroding the place Trócaire (official Overseas Development Agency of the Catholic Church in
Ireland) once occupied in communities. Trócaire’s supporter base was growing, but not at the rate required to meet net-income
targets (Fig 3). 

To continue to help the growing numbers facing poverty and injustice in developing countries we had to recruit a new type of
donor and encourage those who traditionally gave through schools and churches to give directly. 

Trócaire needed a long-term brand and communications strategy to emotionally reconnect people with the work they do and the
people they help. 

The campaign was also scheduled to launch at Christmas, a competitive time for charities, accounting for 37% of the sector’s 

annual media expenditure, which is still only 1.47%
of all Christmas media spend.

How different demographics engaged with
charities during the COVID-19 pandemic, Amárach
on behalf of Charities Institute Ireland, July 2020.

Charity Media Spend, Nielsen Ad Intel, 2018 -2020.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES

467

DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

Trócaire’s regular donor base over-indexed amongst over 65s, with a large proportion faith-based. We needed to attract a
younger 40+ base (the age that people begin to increase their charitable giving).

We embarked on an innovative research project to identify how we could connect with a broader audience based on shared
values and issues. It included quantitative and qualitative value mapping and social listening to highlight issues they care about
that mirror Trócaire’s work. 

This research identified an audience, spanning over 40s and over 65s, with a global mindset. They are driven by benevolence and
universalism, or, simply put, a belief in caring for all human beings. This audience believes that “charity begins at home but
doesn’t end there” and in “helping one’s fellow human being” (Fig 4). 

We defined our audience as 40+ potential donors
with a global mindset and generosity that knows no
borders. They were motivated by a range of issues,
for some gender equality, for others climate change
or human rights. They shared Trócaire’s values and
were most likely to make us part of their giving circle
at Christmas and beyond. 

 Irish Charity Engagement Monitor, nfpSynergy, Dec
2020.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?
To continue to help the growing numbers facing poverty and injustice in developing countries Trócaire had to begin to reverse
declining net income. To do this we needed to increase donations from the public and recruit more new direct donors. 

OBJECTIVE 1: 
To raise €2.4 million in public donations from our 2020 Christmas Appeal 
€2.3m in public donations were raised during the 2019 Christmas Appeal. Given the declining trend in public donations over
the previous 10 years but with the objective to regain growth, a modest target of €2.4m was set for the 2020 Christmas Appeal. 

OBJECTIVE 2: 
To acquire 3,950 new donors over the campaign period for the 2020 Christmas Appeal 
Trócaire’s supporter base was still growing at an annual rate of 13% which was not sustainable to meet required net income.
Therefore, we set ourselves a target to increase new donors by 20% to 3,950.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 3: 
To bring life-changing support to the world’s poorest people in 20 countries through four
goals: defending human rights, resource rights, women’s empowerment and humanitarian
aid. 
Globally, Trócaire works in partnership with local organisations. The public donations from the 2019 Christmas Appeal equated
to the following number of beneficiaries supported under four key goals: Human rights 3,769; Resource Rights* 10,602;
Women’s Empowerment 9,792 and Humanitarian 73, 966. 

*Access to land, water and other essential natural resources 
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

470

We knew that our new global mindset audience cared about fellow humans in need around the world. But how to translate that
compassion into action at Christmas and beyond? 

We identified three barriers to Overseas donations shared by our global audience and the wider population: lack of personal
connection or experience, lack of trust inefficiency of spend and solution, and lack of distinctiveness amongst Overseas Aid and
Development agencies (Fig 5). 

In essence, people felt physically and emotionally disconnected from those in developing countries, the complex issues they
faced, and the work Trócaire and its local partners do to help beneficiaries live with independence and dignity. 



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.

471

We defined the crux of the challenge and our insight as: The problem and the solution are distant and must be brought closer.

If we wanted potential donors to allow us into their close circle of giving, we had to meet them where they were on the issues
they cared about, and their view of the problem and solution. 

Our strategic idea was to bring the world we care about and the world they care about closer - and we set out a strategic
framework to achieve this (Fig 6). 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

472

Our idea needed to turn our global mindset audience’s compassion into action and to overcome the distance they felt from
potential beneficiaries and Trócaire. It needed to make compassion personal, and the act of donating one of simple justice. 

We did this through a powerful creative platform called It’s Not Just. 

Our approach was reflective of Trócaire’s work: Rather than avoid complex issues, we embraced and humanised them. We told
deeply moving stories of human struggle whilst addressing the tangled economic, societal, and geopolitical factors that underpin
injustices, including female inequality and human displacement. Stories that treat beneficiaries with dignity by recognising the
agency that they display in extreme circumstances. 

It’s Not Just demonstrates an understanding of the complexity, and a willingness to deal with the symptoms via a long-term vision
that addresses the causes - differentiating us from other Overseas Agencies. 

For example, one execution, ‘Not just a girl’ focuses on a mother’s attempt to break the endless cycle of inter-generational gender
inequality by buying a sewing machine to fund her daughter’s education. 

It’s not just a sewing machine. It’s Ah Mar’s first step toward independence. 

It’s not just a book. It’s opening a world of possibility.

And it’s not just an education. It’s the chance of a better life.

Millions of girls face a life with no opportunities. And it’s not just. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?

473

Three 30 second films formed the heart of a broader communications
platform: ‘Not Just A Girl’, ‘Not Just A Refugee’ and ‘Not Just A Drought’.
Each was designed to reflect an aspect of Trócaire’s work and issue that
our target audience might relate to (Fig 7). 

It’s Not Just was used across TV, radio, print, VOD/digital and social. It
shows the link between the symptom of a problem and the systemic
issues that cause it. It’s also an effective way to advance the impact that
donating can have from the tangible to more ethereal notions of social
justice and the greater good. The idea also translated to Christmas gifts:
It’s not just soap, it’s dignity. 

Given ‘lack of trust’ was a key barrier, appearing in trusted media was a
critical element of our media strategy. And to overcome a ‘lack of personal
connection’, we harnessed individual channel strengths to bring our stories
to life. 

Our AV strategy was up-weighted to deliver news, current affairs and
“socially conscious” programmes such as those relating to climate
change. And VOD captured a lighter, younger 40+ TV audience. 

Rotating three executions demonstrated Trócaire’s broader perspective,
whilst appealing to our global mindset audience varying issues of interest. 

Radio cost-effectively reached our audience nationally. National print
titles which over-index with those 40+ were leveraged. And premium news
sites carried our digital display activity. 

Finally, search played a vital role in identifying where and who would be
most likely to donate.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category
competitive, prior year, and brand context.

Our Christmas Appeal 2020 outperformed Christmas 2019 campaign considerably. In fact, this was the most successful
Christmas campaign in the last 10 years.
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Trócaire, Reporting and Financial Statements, Public Donations/ Income, Christmas 2019 and 2020.

OBJECTIVE 1: 
To raise €2.4 million in public donations from our 2020 Christmas Appeal 

€2.3m in public donations were raised during the 2019 Christmas Appeal. Given the declining trend in public donations over
the previous 10 years but with the objective to regain growth, a modest target of €2.4m was set for the 2020 Christmas Appeal. 

OBJECTIVE 2: 
To acquire 3,950 new donors over the campaign period for the 2020 Christmas Appeal 

Trócaire’s supporter base was still growing at an annual rate of 13% which was not sustainable to meet required net income.
Therefore, we set ourselves a target to increase new donors by 20% to 3,950.

Results: The Christmas 2020 appeal raised €3.2 million in public donations, exceeding the target by €803,462. 

Results: To acquire 3,950 new donors over the campaign period for the 2020 Christmas Appeal 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category
competitive, prior year, and brand context.
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OBJECTIVE 3: 
To bring life-changing support to the world’s poorest people in 20 countries through four
goals: defending human rights, resource rights, women’s empowerment and humanitarian
aid. 

Globally, Trócaire works in partnership with local organisations. The public donations from the 2019 Christmas Appeal equated
to the following number of beneficiaries supported under four key goals: Human rights 3,769; Resource Rights* 10,602;
Women’s Empowerment 9,792 and Humanitarian 73, 966. 

*Access to land, water and other essential natural resources 

Trócaire works in partnership with local organisations throughout the world. The public income from the 2020 Christmas
Appeal equated to the following number of beneficiaries being supported under four key goals: Human rights - 5,243 (+1,475 v
2019); Resource Rights - 14,750 (+4,149 v 2019); Women’s Empowerment - 13,623 (+3,832 v 2019) and Humanitarian 102,910
(+28,943 v 2019) (Fig 10). 

Results: Public donations from the 2020 Christmas Appeal equated to an extra 38,399 receiving support through Trócaire
local partners. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category
competitive, prior year, and brand context.
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SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
Our media strategy delivered a combined reach of 98% in the Republic of Ireland and 93% in Northern Ireland ensuring we
cut through across not only our current donor base but enabling us to develop a relationship with a new, broader donor
base.

The value of donations also increased, 120% by phone and 136% by website compared to the Christmas 2019 campaign.

All this success was achieved despite having a similar media budget to 2019. 

Source: Media Agency, Post Campaign Performance Report, Jan 2021.
Source: Trócaire, Internal Reporting, Christmas 2019 and 2020.
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SECTION 4: RESULTS

Did the year of Covid-19 and reported household saving mean more was given to
charity and Trócaire? 

In the 12 months to January 2021, Irish household deposits grew by 13.5%, with 68% of
people saying they’d been able to save rather than spend.

However, in mid-2020, 62% said the pandemic had small to no impact on their
charitable contributions (Fig 11). 

And by December 2020, giving had decreased to 63% compared to 2019 (68%) (Fig 12). 

And when they did donate, there was a significant preference for charities who
focused their services in Ireland (79%) compared to Overseas, such as Trócaire (1%) or
both (20%) (Fig 13). 

Despite a culture where support for Overseas charities had leveled out over the past 10
years (Fig 2) and an environment where local Covid-19 issues dominated headlines
and headspace, Trócaire exceeded targets. 

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Natural Events or Societal or Economic Events
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SECTION 4: RESULTS
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021€500k-1m 

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION

Ireland was enduring one of the harshest lockdowns worldwide, so we knew our media strategy would perform strongly. By the
end of the campaign, we were able to deliver an additional 48% (ROI & NI) in TV ratings delivering extremely strong
engagement figures on digital. This performance was key in bringing the problem closer to Irish hearts and showing the
solution Trócaire had. This success was achieved despite an extremely competitive category during Christmas. 

Media Agency, Post Campaign Performance Report, Jan 2021
Monthly Media Spend of Top 20 Charites in Ireland, Nielsen, 2018 –2020 480

€500k-1m 

COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:

About the same

COMPARED PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL, THE BRAND'S
OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS:

About the same



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

€100k-500k+ 

We were lucky to work with talented and generous teams that believe in Trócaire’s mission. The production
company, Red Rage did a lot of their work for a discounted rate and the creative agency also offered their
time on the shoots for free. 

The production included 6x30” TV/VOD, 6x30” radio, 3x1x1 for social, 3x Instagram posts, 3x digital display as
HTML5, 1x RTE HPTO. The TV and photography were shot in South Africa and Thailand and everyone, including
the Director, attended the shoot remotely, which helped to reduce costs while still producing moving,
distinctive work. 
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OWNED MEDIA
WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes: We brought the campaign to life through our website (www.trocaire.org) where the imagery and key
message resided on the home page with a link through to our donate page. We also promoted the campaign
through our own Facebook and Instagram accounts. 

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Not applicable.
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/761462210/2ab01a12eb


Sleeping Flags; a small action with
massive impact

ÓGLAIGH NÁISIÚNTA 
NA HÉIREANN (O.N.E) 
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Óglaigh Náisiúnta na hÉireann
(O.N.E) 
Category: Small Budget – less than €50k 
Industry Sector: Non-Profit 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 11/02/2019
End date: 28/02/2019

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Flat

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Make proud Irish people feel the burn of shame when they realise
how we have failed our homeless veterans. 

We take pride in being known as a just nation, but how we treat our
veterans is uniquely unjust. 

Get the nation to pay attention to a little-known homelessness charity
that served people who were not even considered vulnerable. 

Turning the tricolour Irish flag into a sleeping bag to be used by
homeless veterans sleeping rough in Ireland. 

N/A

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

Before Sleeping Flags, O.N.E was
struggling to find funds to keep the
lights on in their 3 shelters for homeless
veterans. Politicians sporadically visited,
but nothing changed. No major
corporations had offered support, and
fundraising was driven solely by the
military community. 

Sleeping Flags triggered a dramatic
change of fortunes – an unknown
charity became a hot topic nationally,
driving public donations, opening the
door to major corporate support and
spurring government bodies into action. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?

486

O.N.E’ s mission is to provide advice, support and accommodation for homeless veterans. In February 2019, it desperately needed
funds to keep its hostels open but significant cultural and competitive barriers stood in the way of successful fundraising: 

1 Irish veterans are invisible victims: service personnel play a vital role for the nation but make up only 0.4% of the working
population. The general Irish public are unaware of the harrowing realities of international peacekeeping. They are sheltered from
exposure to the impact of service created PTSD. As professional protectors and former employees of the State, veterans are not
understood as being vulnerable to homelessness after service. 

2 Increasing homelessness: the number of homeless people in Ireland more than doubled between 2014-2018 (chart 1). The public
had become used to homelessness as an ongoing reality we encountered daily on our streets. As people become desensitised to
the issue, it becomes harder to spur urgency in donations. 

3 Declining charitable donations: both the share of Irish households donating and the value of donations to charities had been in
steady decline over the previous decade (chart 2 & 3).

4. Scale of the competition: there were over 75 organisations providing 
homeless services to those at risk, all competing for public and private funding[2]. O.N.E were very low down the pecking order.
As an indicator of our ‘David’ size, in 2018 the Peter McVerry Trust (just one of the many better known homelessness charities)
received almost x60 the amount of donations O.N.E did (€13,911,157[3] vs. €233,764[4]). 
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MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

Given the challenging situation and the urgent need for donations, O.N.E's target audience was the adult population of
Ireland. 

However, our audience was not a specific demographic, but rather people of a certain mindset - those who had
genuine pride in Ireland. 

WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS (KPIS) AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

O.N.E’s 2019 objective was the same as the year before – to plug the huge gap between income and operating costs. 

Given the situation, we defined three objectives.



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 1:  Raise the profile of the charity to generate donations and compete with the
bigger players, as measured by media value delivered and reach. 
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OBJECTIVE 2: Match O.N.E’s 2018 gross income, enabling them to keep the service and
hostels running in 2019; measured by O.N.E’s annual income statements. 

OBJECTIVE 3: To generate additional income to enable O.N.E to begin to realise their long-
term ambitions. 
O.N.E had long-term ambitions to expand their footprint in Ireland and improve the service in existing hostels but they
couldn’t think beyond the immediate challenge of just keeping the lights on. 

N/A

N/A



SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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We identified a problem - in a world awash with people deserving help, veterans were invisible within the wider issue of
homelessness. People who had once been the heroes of the nation, now required saving. We needed to make these
vulnerable veterans visible at a national level. We believed funds would only follow an increase in profile. 

Culturally, Ireland was at a turning point. We were feeling somewhat smug on the world stage. Since passing the Marriage
Equality Act in 2015 and Repeal the 8th (reforming abortion in Ireland) in 2018, the country had earned a reputation of
equality, inclusivity and justness. However, when it came to caring for our veterans, we were failing. Once they leave the
Defence Forces, all support for veterans stops. They are left to navigate life outside of service alone, often with mental or
physical issues originating from service. 

This tension led to our cultural insight –  Irish people want to feel pride at being just a nation but how we treat our veterans
is uniquely unjust. While most other charities tap into empathy, our strategy was to make the proud Irish 
public feel ashamed that O.N.E stand alone in protecting our veterans. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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Our brief was to earn the public's attention and to evoke a feeling of shame in a very proud nation. We were struck by the
injustice of the fact that Irish veterans risk everything to serve the ag, but it doesn’t always serve them. 
The ag is an incredibly important symbol to all members of the Irish military. They have risked their lives for it and hold it in
the highest esteem. 

We used the revered Irish flag to spark a national conversation about what was more important, the flag or those who served
it. So we created Sleeping Flags, taking the iconic green, white and orange tricolour and paired it with the object most
universally associated with homelessness; the sleeping bag. 

Once the Sleeping Flags were created, we knew that in order to spark conversation, we needed to be smart about how the
public would first meet our campaign. We decided to seed our idea out organically on Twitter first, the hotbed for big social
conversations and debates. 

The night before our social launch we recruited a political influencer to post a photograph of a veteran sleeping in one of our
Sleeping Flags, outside of the General Post Office in Dublin. 

Daragh Doyle, a vocal and popular commentator on social issues, tweeted our image with the comment "This is Dublin in
2019". This single tweet confronted the public and became a tinderbox for national discussion about how we as a country
treat our veterans.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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The next morning, we claimed ownership and confronted the public
with the same shocking scene to fan the flames of the conversations
started the night before. We placed veterans sleeping rough across the
city in high footfall areas and outside historically significant political
landmarks. Landmarks, like the GPO, that were associated with proud
moments in Ireland’s history and had tri-colours ying above them. This
juxtaposition made a powerful scene. 

This stunt sparked more social sharing and discussion around the issue
and was a magnet for the Irish media. Our stunt, campaign appeal and
members of O.N.E. appeared across all Irish news media by lunchtime
that day and by 7 o’clock that night our campaign had been
mentioned on the floor of the Irish Parliament by politician Brendan
Howlin. 

In conjunction with our activation, we released a short lm to tell the
emotional story of the veterans behind the campaign that had fallen
on hard times, the vital work O.N.E. do and why they desperately
needed help. This lm had a simple ‘Text FLAG to Donate’ mechanic, the
most frictionless way to capitalise on the emotional reaction to the
stories. Our lm and multiple cut downs of its story were used as
powerful social posts across the launch week. Our website gave depth
to the campaign and helped to create real momentum by displaying
an ever- increasing donation amount. 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category
competitive, prior year, and brand context.
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Objective 1: Raise the profile of the charity to generate donations and compete with the bigger players, as measured by media value
delivered and reach 

Result 1: Ee delivered a media value of €2,350,856 and reached 4,208,366 (or approximately 85% of the nation) 

Objective 2: Match O.N.E’s 2018 gross income enabling them to keep the service and hostels running in 2019; measured by O.N.E’s
annual income statements. 

Result 2: Sleeping Flags helped O.N.E generate a total increase of 18% of their previous years income. 

Objective 3: To generate additional income to enable O.N.E to begin to realise their long-term ambitions. 

Result 3: The Irish government increased funding to O.N.E 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of how
your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive,
prior year, and brand context.
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Result: We delivered a media value of €2,350,856 and reached 4,208,366 (or approximately 85% of the nation)

OBJECTIVE 1:  Raise the profile of the charity to generate donations and compete with the
bigger players, as measured by media value delivered and reach. 

Prior to the Sleeping Flags campaign, O.N.E was a relatively unknown charity for homelessness fighting for attention against
75+ other homelessness charities. 

Result: Sleeping Flags helped O.N.E generate a total increase of 18% of their previous years income. 

OBJECTIVE 2: Match O.N.E’s 2018 gross income, enabling them to keep the service and
hostels running in 2019; measured by O.N.E’s annual income statements. 

Within 48 hours of the Sleeping Flags launch, O.N.E had received a 4,560% increase in direct public donations to their site YOY
Overall, income from charitable donations increased by an impressive +123% increase YOY 
As well as that, income from the Irish government and local authorities increased by +23% YOY 
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your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category competitive,
prior year, and brand context.
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Result: The Irish government increased funding to O.N.E 

OBJECTIVE 3: To generate additional income to enable O.N.E to begin to realise their long-
term ambitions. 

O.N.E had long-term ambitions to expand their footprint in Ireland and improve the service in existing hostels but they couldn’t
think beyond the immediate challenge of just keeping the lights on. 

The attention Sleeping Flags generated funds beyond direct income.
This enabled the the charity improve the service in its existing hostels. 



SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
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The campaign was cited on the floor of the Irish Parliament on February 14th with Deputy Joan Collins
saying: 

“It must be extremely embarrassing to the Government, as we celebrate the 100th anniversary of the First Dáil,
to see army veterans using tricolour themed sleeping bags, now dubbed “Sleeping Flags” to highlight the issue
of homelessness among ex-service personnel.” 



SECTION 4: RESULTS
What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: No Other Factors
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O.N.E. had no other fundraising or PR activities live during the campaign that could have
contributed to the success achieved. All brand attention and resulting financial impact
stemmed from Sleeping Flags. 

Economic factors are of course a consideration for a charity, but as we have illustrated,
the economic context in fact made our challenge even more difficult. We needed to raise
funds in a time where public charitable donations had been in decline. We were serving a
very niche section of the homeless community and most people had never heard of O.N.E.
 
Other homelessness charities, as we established, had donation levels up to 65 times
larger than ours. State resources were stretched as the number of homeless people and
organisations serving the homeless, continued to climb and compete for resources every
year. 



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021Under €50k 

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION

The Peter McVerry Trust is a successful charity for homelessness in Ireland. In 2019, they spent €326,416 on
fundraising events and appeals not including staff, office and utility costs. That is almost 15 times the size of
O.N.E’s budget. As another marker of scale; our budget would have been used up completely by a single full
colour half-page ad in The Irish Times broadsheet. 
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Under €50k 

COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:

Less

COMPARED PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL, THE BRAND'S
OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS:

About the same



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

€25k-50k 

Our overall budget was used to produce our online video. The budget split down to include video content
production, sound, and also we needed to produce the sleeping flag with a seamstress. 
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OWNED MEDIA
WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes : We utilised the existing O.N.E channels, updating their website to act as a portal for donations, utilising
their owned social channels – Twitter, Facebook and Instagram to make our message go viral. 

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Not applicable.



Interactive / Website / Apps  

Public Relations  

Digital Marketing - Short Video  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/763353877/11178186e3


Establishing a youth brand in Ireland's
competitive telco market

VODAFONE
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Vodafone 
Category: Sustained Effectiveness 
Industry Sector: Internet & Telecom 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 11/11/2020
End date: 27/12/2020

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: In Decline

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

FUEL YOUR FUTURE: Giving youth a helping hand that fuels their
passions and inspires their progress. 

Life is about finding out, not fitting in and youth want that freedom
on the journey to adulthood.

Rebalance Vodafone’s ageing consumer base by launching
Vodafone X and stealing share of the growing youth market.

Vodafone X offered youth passion led propositions and activations
that furthered their goals and interests, on their terms. 

Sustained growth of new customers over three years and high
awareness of Vodafone X among Ireland’s youth. 

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

In 2017, a large majority Vodafone’s
base was over 55, made up of
premium, sticky customers. As a brand,
it could not be all things to all people but
an ageing base is one at risk. 

To overcome this, Vodafone created
and launched Vodafone X, it’s ‘youth’
brand. Designed solely for Under 25’s,
the marketing played a critical role in
driving growth amongst an entirely new
base who fundamentally rejected the
parent brand. 

The results show that this insightful and
targeted approach was highly effective,
unlocking an entirely new avenue of
growth for the business. 
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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In 2018, Vodafone was Ireland’s #1 mobile provider1, leading in both market share and brand consideration. In spite of
increased competition as Eir launched in 2015 and Three’s absorption of Mobile brand O2 in 2017, Vodafone managed to
fight against changes in the category, largely down to its well established base of bill pay customers. 

As shown in Fig 1.1 Vodafone held the highest % of bill pay customers in the category. However a large majority of the entire
customer base was over 55 years old – while sticky in terms of low churn rates, the reality was Vodafone was facing an
ageing customer base. 
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Parallel to this, the way in which Ireland
used mobile was changing. Between 2015
and 2018, Ireland’s data usage volumes
increased by nearly 400% (Fig 1.2) The
rising demand for data volume created a
shift in the category – what was once
about calls and texts was now about
consumers asking ‘how much data can I
have and what is the best price?’ 

This increased demand for data for a ‘fair
price’ was being met by Vodafone’s
competitors. In Fig 1.3, Three’s enormous
offer of 60GB of data far exceeded the
national average, driving a surge in market
share. In particular, Ireland’s youth
population shifted towards Three, with
youth market share sitting at 18%. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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In an effort to compete in Ireland’s youth market and protect Vodafone’s future base, it created a new tariff, designed for Under
25’s – ‘Vodafone X’. Offering 20GB of data for just €20 plus a choice of a value added service including Spotify, Sky Sports or a
weekend add on of Unlimited Data, it was highly competitive. 

The strategic challenge was simple – launch Vodafone X in a highly targeted way to grow youth base without cannibalising the
current Vodafone base. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

The new Vodafone X tariff was designed for Ireland’s 18-24 year olds, an entirely new target audience for Vodafone X. A series of
qualitative groups undertaken between pre-launch uncovered the reality that Vodafone was seen as ‘corporate’, ‘expensive’ ‘for
their parents’ and ‘doesn’t reflect my world or needs’. 4 This audience’s world and needs were dramatically different to anyone
Vodafone had targeted before but critical to Vodafone’s future growth. 

When developing the original proposition, Vodafone tapped into the insight that this was a critical time for this audience where
they were exploring who they are, what they’re passionate about. The tariff reflected this with the option to choose between
added services that fuelled the passion points of music, sport or weekend adventures. 

Critically, the creative platform had to deliver on this same insight and drive clear space between Three and Vodafone and
overcome the perceptions that Vodafone was not a brand for young people. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?
BUSINESS OBJECTIVE
Starting from zero, the business objective was to drive new ports to Vodafone X, increasing Vodafone’s youth market share, driving a
50% increase in ports YOY. 

MARKETING OBJECTIVE
Because Vodafone X was a ‘new’ brand, we couldn’t rely on Vodafone’s brand metrics to measure success and media targeting an
activity was focused on 18- 24 year olds so as not to cannibalise the existing base. Therefore we set the objective of increasing
awareness of Vodafone X among Ireland’s 18-24 audience. 

OBJECTIVE 1: 
50% YOY increase of new ports to Vodafone X.
This metrics reflects the growth of the youth market at this time, the growing demand for data and the investment agreed by
the business. 

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Increase awareness of Vodafone X among Ireland’s 18-24 audience. 
Vodafone X was designed to grow the youth base of the parent brand without cannibalising the overall Vodafone base. For
this reason we focused on only growing awareness amongst 18-24 year olds. 
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SECTION 2: INSIGHTS, STRATEGY &
STRATEGIC IDEA
STATE THE INSIGHT THAT LED TO YOUR BIG IDEA. EXPLAIN THE THINKING THAT LED YOU TO
YOUR INSIGHT.
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At the time, Vodafone’s positioning celebrated that ‘the future is exciting’ thanks to the power of technology. Vodafone X needed
to emulate this thinking and find a unique role that the brand could play a role in youth's lives.

For Ireland’s youth, the lasting impact of the great recession has left an entire generation to feel unstable, unsure and
challenging traditional paths to their ‘future’. 

'16-35 year olds expect or experienced a life crisis - their biggest time of uncertainty - between just 20-24 years old'

This uncertainty, brought about by exponential growth of technology, hyper connectivity and access to information in a
globalised economy, sets the scene for great opportunity, but also wields overwhelming pressure to figure out their identity, path
and future, fast.

Nearly 1 in 2 of Ireland's 18-24 year olds disagreed with the statement 'I have a clear idea of what my big 'life plan' is'.

In the process of figuring it out, they want the space to explore, discover and try on different versions of themselves, exploring
what future feels right for them.

THE INSIGHT: Life right now is about finding out, not fitting in and youth want that freedom on the journey to adulthood. 



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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Let’s not be dad at the disco

Critical to our success was firstly creating space between the parent brand and Vodafone X. Firstly a new identity was created,
taking all the core elements of Vodafone including the iconic red colour and the speechmark and layering on new gradients of
colour and additional symbols that celebrated the ‘X’ in our name. 

Secondly, we established a youthful tone of voice one that made us sound passionate, action-orientated and interested in youth’s
lives. We ensured our use of language, emojis and cadence was reflective of how youth spoke to each other.

Thirdly and most importantly, we made sure we were showing up in the right places, in the right way. Adopting a 100% digital media
strategy, we carefully chose channels, media partners, influencers  and activations that reflected youth culture.

A natural evolution

Our brand strategy naturally evolved as our relationship with youth did.

YEAR 1: We were focused on establishing the brand idea – Vodafone X fuels every possible you with a campaign called ‘More Fuel,
More Fun’ which celebrated the three unique sides of the proposition – music, sport and weekends. Wherever Vodafone showed up,
we invited youth to ‘Fuel Your Passion’ across the three unique passion points. From concert tickets to weekends away, those who
engaged with Vodafone X were clearly shown the ‘added value’ that comes with choosing Vodafone X.

YEAR 2: We evolved further and began celebrating those who follow their unique passions and proudly express themselves. With
data front and centre of the conversations in the category, we wanted to show that Vodafone X gives young people a choice of how
to use their data based on their unique interests. Moving from ‘Fuel your Passions’ to ‘Fuel It’ we expanded our horizons and brought
the idea of fuelling futures to life through series of media partnerships and digital activations, showcasing those who have forged
their own path and inviting youth to do the same. Competitions hosted by partners awarded €1000 to those who also had unique
passions they were pursuing and to further our reach Vodafone sponsored hit youth RTE TV show ‘First Dates’.



SECTION 3: BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE
HOW DID YOU BRING THE IDEA TO LIFE?
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A natural evolution

YEAR 3: After two successful years of growth of over 100k new ports we were recruiting from new entrants to the market but were yet
to steal market share from Three. Year 3 was focused on shifting to targeting the Three youth base and evolving our idea to be
more purpose and value led. 

Up until this point, we had a relatively passive role in youth’s lives. However we wanted to take an active role and drive greater
awareness of Vodafone X among the Three base . Our new campaign, ‘Level Up’ was a signal of commitment to youth’s futures. As
a Vodafone X customer, youth were rewarded access to professional spaces, equipment and educational experiences to fuel their
futures. From Skillshare courses that cover over 1500 topics to recording studios and creative spaces across the country, this was a
first in the youth market.

 To reach Three customers, we ventured outside of our digital first strategy and created a 30” piece to live in Cinema, VOD and as
well as sponsoring The Young Offenders to have a limited presence with the right audience on TV. To promote the spaces and
courses, we partnered with Irish influencers including SOAK, Kodaline, Cian Twomey and The Two Johnnies to showcase the
possibilities that come from extra support. While our campaigns evolved year on year, the core idea of fuelling youth’s individual
futures remained unchanged, delivering exceptional brand and business results.



SECTION 4: RESULTS
How do you know it worked? 
Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category
competitive, prior year, and brand context.
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BUSINESS OBJECTIVE
Across three years, Vodafone X exceeded it's goal of a 50% YOY increase.

MARKETING OBJECTIVE
Our secondary objective of building awareness of Vodafone X among Ireland’s 18- 24 year old audience was successfully achieved
and sustained growth year on year, exceeding KPI's. As seen in Fig 1, awareness grew consistently each year.

As of Dec 2020, as seen in Vodafone's monthly
consumer brand tracker (Fig 2), Vodafone X
was at 60% awareness amongst youth. 
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Explain why these results are significant for the brand's business. Tie together the story of
how your work drove the results and prove these results are significant using category
competitive, prior year, and brand context.
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Other Results:
While the primary objectives were growth and awareness, an additional result worth noting was sustained consideration
for Vodafone X across this period with slight growth in 2020, proving that not the proposition and brand idea truly
connected. 
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
50% YOY increase of new ports to Vodafone X.

This metrics reflects the growth of the youth market at this time, the growing demand for data and the investment agreed by
the business.

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Increase awareness of Vodafone X among Ireland’s 18-24 audience. 

Vodafone X was designed to grow the youth base of the parent brand without cannibalising the overall Vodafone base. For
this reason we focused on only growing awareness amongst 18-24 year olds. 

Result: We surpassed our target of 50% YOY on growth.

Result: Across three years, Vodafone X increased awareness YOY, resulting in 60% awareness amongst Irish 18-24 year olds
by December 2020. 



SECTION 4: ADDITIONAL RESULTS
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Consideration

While the primary objectives were growth and awareness, an additional result worth noting was sustained
consideration for Vodafone X across this period with slight growth in 2020, proving that not the proposition
and brand idea truly connected. (Fig 5)



SECTION 4: RESULTS

Between October 2019 and March 2020, two new low price youth brands entered the
marketplace, undercutting Vodafone X's monthly cost by nearly half. Gomo which
launched in late 2019 at €9.99 per month and 48 at €7.99 per month versus our tariff
at €20 per month. To have sustained growth in-spite of these entrants was a huge
success. In March 2020 Covid-19 hit Ireland and the lasting impact on Ireland's 18-24
year olds was detrimental. According to CSO figures,  average employment figures for
this age group across the year was 15.2%.

What else in the marketplace could have affected the results
of this case - positive or negative?

Key factor: Other marketing for the brand, running at the same time as this effort and  
Societal or Economic Events
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INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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Due to privacy reasons, the following agency has opted out of sharing the investment
overview information for this campaign with the public. 

This includes the paid media expenditure, owned media, sponsorships, and
production assets.



OOH - Billboards  

Radio  

TV  
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/761787511/7b9ab0d13f


Remember the Rainbow

BELONGTO
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: BelongTo
Category: Positive Change – Brands, NFP –
Environmental or Social Good 
Industry Sector: Non-Profit
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 01/06/2020
End date: 30/04/2021

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Growing

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

Transform an existing junior school lesson into a teaching tool that
celebrates differences at the age children’s values are forming.

Most homophobic bullying campaigns are targeted at secondary
schools, yet unconscious biases start developing from the age of five.

With 73% of LGBTI children feeling unsafe at Irish secondary schools,
BeLonG To wanted to tackle homophobic bullying.

We created a way of remembering the colours of the rainbow to
educate children to be more inclusive and tolerant. 

Listed by the Department of Education, thousands of schoolchildren
use our teaching tool, promoting long-term behavioural change.

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

‘Remember the Rainbow’ was seen and
supported by Government Ministers,
Ireland’s largest teachers’ union, BBC,
Department of Education and
broadcast on RTE. Hundreds of schools
have adopted it. 

Our estimation is that it’s been taught to
approx. 10% of our target audience in its
first year alone.

 But its real power rests in its longevity.

This simple but powerful idea has
become a permanent teaching tool to
start conversations about inclusion and
diversity, when children’s views are
starting to form, and its cumulative
effect will have a positive impact in the
long term battle against homophobic
bullying.
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SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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73% of LGBTI+ children still feel unsafe at school. 
Over 50% of this group feel lonely and admit to being unable to make friends. 
More than a third have reported physical abuse. 
43% of LGBTI+ students were sexually harassed (eg: unwanted touching or sexual remarks). 
And 1 in 10 have been punched, kicked or injured due to their sexual orientation.

Progress on the streets, but not in schools. 

Unlike many other developed countries, 88% of primary schools in Ireland are still under the patronage of the Catholic
Church. While some state schools are moving to a multi-denominational ethos, progress is slow. So much so, in 2021 the
OECD advised Ireland to modernise its education system and ultimately ‘get with the times’ to become more diverse.

But Ireland is diverse. In May 2015, we became the first country in the world to introduce same sex marriage by popular vote.
We had an elected, openly gay Taoiseach. So why isn’t this acceptance trickling into Irish schools?

In reality, schools can be an isolating, unsafe place for LGBTI+ students. Global data has proven that experiencing
homophobic bullying at a young age can lead to elevated levels of depression and suicidal behaviour.

The Irish charity, BeLonG To Youth Services have discovered some shocking statistics: 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
BEFORE YOUR EFFORT BEGAN, WHAT WAS THE STATE OF THE BRAND'S BUSINESS AND THE
MARKETPLACE/CATEGORY IN WHICH IT COMPETES?
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BeLonG To were seeking new ways to change the culture in schools and tackle discrimination so these students
would have an equal education, free from anxiety and harm. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

Early intervention puts children on the right path.

Twelve years old.

This is the average age children discover their sexual identity. Consequently, lots of LGBTI+ research and campaigns
are aimed at senior schools, as this is when LGBTI+ children often struggle with the complicated challenges of ‘coming
out’.

We discovered that children become aware of ‘differences’ as young as five. This means that views are often formed
and entrenched by age 12. Intolerance of non-conformity (eg. boys being perceived as feminine) begins many years
before they reach senior school.
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

Teachers stick to a very full timetable advised by the Department of Education. Any change can be slow to
implement and involves widespread consultation among many partners.

Different reports have highlighted a hesitancy by religious school teachers in addressing issues related to
sexual orientation. 88% of our targeted schools are Catholic Church schools. We would have to overcome
assumptions that talking about LGBTI+ issues involves talking about sex.

We set ourselves the task of tackling homophobic behaviour in junior schools.

In order to change the perceptions of our primary audience, we had to get our secondary audience on board:
teachers and school leaders.

This presented two challenges: 
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A key way to tackle bullying is to build a diverse, inclusive school climate. This means changing behaviour in children early. A one-
off campaign wasn’t enough. 

School curriculum development takes years. But we didn’t have years. 

We needed an educational tool that could be adopted quickly, talks about diversity in a child-friendly way and doesn’t require
training. 

With a €1,000 budget, our communications had to be strong enough to be shared organically within the educational community.

Our measure of success would be how many children were exposed to our message. Not just in this year but in years to come.

OBJECTIVE 1:  Reduce homophobic bullying in schools. Introduce an easy lesson of equality
to as many 5 – 8 years olds as possible - before biases developed. 
We know intolerance of nonconformity begins young. So we wanted to challenge it and say it’s OK not to conform. Many
LGBTI+ resources promote anti–bullying. We created a preventative strategy to integrate a long-term celebration of
differences into the school ethos of junior schools.

OBJECTIVE 2: Generate teacher support. For awareness, credence and longevity, public
endorsement from education and opinion leaders was needed – on a budget of €1000.
We knew curriculum changes took years. So we needed a creative idea that tackled diversity in a child-friendly way, was easy
for educational influencers (eg. INTO, Educational sites, children interest groups) to support and adopt instantly, and was
powerful and relevant enough to last years.
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Uniquely target children age 5 - 8 to develop their empathy and acceptance of diversity. 
Help teachers educate about differences in a way that’s positive and fun, and doesn’t directly communicate an anti-
bullying message. 
Ensure our communications are age-appropriate as Relationship and Sexuality Education does not start until age 10.
Create a tool with long term impact that is quick to implement and fits within an already overloaded timetable. 

We knew children became aware of differences from a young age and their views are formed before senior school. But we
weren’t sure what age discussions about sexual diversity and gender bullying should begin. 

Dr Michael Drumm, Head of Psychology - Department of Mental Health Service, said: ‘Unconscious biases can develop as
young as 5 years of age. Once established, those biases are very resistant to change but a simple intervention can really
help.’ 

This insight prompted us to focus our communications on this age group to prevent homophobic bullying later in life. We
wanted to: 
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Trojan Horse approach.

Getting a new programme adopted in schools: impossible: well certainly difficult and long. 

So we set about infiltrating the existing curriculum using the very thing that already features in every classroom in Ireland: the
rainbow. 

A global symbol of inclusivity. 

Richard of York died 500 years ago, it was time to kill him for good.

For generations, children have learned to remember the colours of the rainbow by using a mnemonic that was invented in the 19th
century - ‘Richard of York Gained Battle in Vain’. 

So, when children were learning about the rainbow, they were thinking about Richard who fought in a battle. Not a very positive or
inspiring message. 

We invented a new mnemonic with a positive message in the spirit of what the rainbow stands for: 

                                                                       Respect Others. You Grow By Including Variety.

Something more valuable than gold at the end of a rainbow. A lesson for life.

We started with a two-minute fun educational video ‘The Story of the Colours Who Didn’t Want to Mix’. Things went awry for these
colour characters when they stayed apart. But in the end, when they came together, they created one of the most beautiful things
in the world – a rainbow. 
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In consultation with teachers, we developed a simple resource pack that required no specific training. Aimed at senior
infants, first and second class students, each pack provided a variety of ways ‘Remember the Rainbow’ could be taught in
the classroom through either SPHE, Visual Arts, Geography and Science. 

All was going well, but we had one big challenge... 

How do we introduce a school project to schools when they’re all closed because of the pandemic? 

We launched ‘Remember the Rainbow’ online during Pride week in June 2020. We implemented a highly targeted social
and PR campaign targeting politicians, education groups, children’s interest groups, charities, influencers and LGBTI+
advocates. We encouraged each of them to share the initiative with the education establishment and encourage their
teacher friends to download the resource pack. 

With just a €1,000 media budget, we relied solely on this social media campaign to spread the word. We chose Facebook
& Instagram as our core comms channels, leveraging ’s social media channels and audience. LGBTI+ presenter and
social influencer James Kavanagh, with 150,000 followers, was recruited to narrate the film and share the campaign on
his own channels. 

The initiative worked, galvanising the LGBTI+ community and the educational community at large. ‘Remember the
Rainbow’ popped up on Ministers’ social feeds, was supported by INTO - Ireland’s largest teaching union, was added to
BBC Teach, broadcast on RTÉ and the Dept of Education featured it on their social portal for Irish educational resources. 

Our small idea with a big heart was gaining traction. 
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Why is 'Remember the Rainbow' a small idea with a big heart?

‘Remember the Rainbow’ is not an advertising campaign. It’s an idea. Hidden in a mnemonic. Ideas determine what people believe,
what they think and most importantly, how they act. 

Hundreds of Irish schools downloaded the pack and adopted this idea. Its inclusion in the Department of Education’s official portal
demonstrates its ability to promote a safe, inclusive learning environment for generations to come. 

Many endorsed shared it too: 

With a media budget of less than €1,000, we achieved a reach of over 5 million. With less than 40k teachers, the video was viewed
over 85,000 times. Shared by Ministers, featured by the INTO, Ireland’s largest teachers’ union representing 40k teachers. Educate
Together, with a network of 95 schools shared the campaign. As did The Ark, ISPCC, Schooldays, even Adweek in the USA and many
more. Folens, a leading Educational Publisher, is featuring it in its quarterly Primary newsletter. 

Even psychologists believe this will help: President of The Psychological Society of Ireland, Mark Smyth commented ‘Homophobic
bullying is the leading cause of depression in this group. We need to address this early in primary school with ideas like
Remember the Rainbow.’ 

Head of Psychology - Child Mental Health Department, Dr Drumm called it a ‘powerful idea’.

But the real power is its longevity

‘Remember the Rainbow’ will outlast the reign of Richard’s mnemonic. In today’s battle against homophobic bullying, we set out to:
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
Reduce homophobic bullying in schools. Introduce an easy lesson of equality to as many 5
– 8 years olds as possible - before biases developed. 

85,000 views
67,000 engagements
5 million+ online reach
40% of visitors downloaded the pack Circa 900 packs downloaded

We know intolerance of nonconformity begins young. So we wanted to challenge it and say it’s OK not to conform. Many
LGBTI+ resources promote anti–bullying. We created a preventative strategy to integrate a long-term celebration of
differences into the school ethos of junior schools. 

Let’s talk figures: 

Result: Listed by the Department of Education and promoted by the Irish National Teachers' Organisation, thousands of
children have used it. 
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OBJECTIVE 1: 
Reduce homophobic bullying in
schools. Introduce an easy lesson
of equality to as many 5 – 8 years
olds as possible - before biases
developed. 

Our target audience is approx. 280,000 5-8 years
olds10. Assuming each pack was used in one
class of thirty students... 

‘Remember the Rainbow’ was taught to 27,000+
pupils. Approximately 10% of our audience.

 In year one. During a pandemic. 
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OBJECTIVE 2: 
Generate teacher support. For awareness, credence and longevity, public endorsement
from education and opinion leaders was needed – on a budget of €1000. 

We knew curriculum changes took years. So we needed a creative idea that tackled diversity in a child-friendly way, was
easy for educational influencers (eg. INTO, Educational sites, children interest groups) to support and adopt instantly, and
was powerful and relevant enough to last years. 

Result: Our positive universal message made it easy for educational inuencers to support (INTO, Government Ministers,
RTE school hub, BBC Teach) encouraging teachers to initiate change. 
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Endorsements from industry and educational leaders
validated the campaign and encouraged adoption by
teachers With 85,000 views, and almost 1,000 downloads of
teachers’ packs, Remember the Rainbow encourages
young children to talk openly about differences,
deconstructing any biases that they could have acquired
in the silences around the subject of sexual orientation
within some junior schools. Sometimes small but
sustainable actions have the most effect, and teachers
indicated that it is generating change in classrooms. 

OBJECTIVE 2: 
Generate teacher support. For awareness,
credence and longevity, public
endorsement from education and opinion
leaders was needed – on a budget of
€1000. 
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Rest in peace Richard Of York.
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1. Homophobic behaviour if "a thing of the past" in Ireland.

Ireland has had many ‘firsts’ on LGBTI+ equality. So it’s easy to just assume that
homophobic behaviour is a thing of the past. However, LGBTI+ 2019 School Climate
Survey reports otherwise. Schools are still seeing high levels of homophobia from
pupils and sometimes teachers and harassment of LGBTI+ students is not uncommon. 

Educators need to translate political policies into classroom activities. 

2. Ireland has a clear anti bulling policy since 2013.

While Ireland’s leading the way in children’s well-being and anti-bullying, tackling
homophobic behaviour hasn’t been so successful11. This is down to uncertainty on
how to act. Some teachers are failing to intervene, even though they want to help. 

Reports highlight the perceived complexity of addressing homophobic bullying. Other
barriers include assumptions about Catholic teaching, confidence of teachers,
training, parental reaction, age sensitivity, and packed timetables. 



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
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Due to privacy reasons, the following agency has opted out of sharing the investment
overview information for this campaign with the public. 

This includes the paid media expenditure, owned media, sponsorships, and
production assets.
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/762612298/dfc07b0ca9


Live Your Best Second Life

STANDARD
LIFE IRELAND
C A M P A I G N

By 
Brand Name: Standard Life Ireland
Category: Finance & Insurance Services 
Industry Sector: Financial Services & Banking 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Start date: 03/09/2018
End date: N/A

Regional Classification: National
Industry Situation: Growing

THE STRATEGIC BIG IDEA

THE INSIGHT

THE CHALLENGE

BRINGING THE IDEA TO LIFE

THE RESULTS

How do we put Standard life back on the consideration set for
financial advisers and uninterested consumers?

Pre-retirees are not thinking about 'winding down'. To embrace
retirement, they need to feel excited about the possibilities it holds.

Retirement is not an end, but the start of something new.

'My Second Life, My Way' uses inspiring stories of real 'second lives'
to get people excited about retirement planning. 

With NPS soaring for customers and advisers, and pre-retirees actively
considering and investing in Standard Life, we delivered 265% ROMI. 

Why is this case worthy of an award
for marketing effectiveness?

In 2018 Standard Life was on the back
foot. After poor fund performance and a
buyout, some Financial Advisers were
slow to recommend Standard Life.
Competitors were dominating,
consumers were disinterested and
sales were declining. 

Instead of simply trying to get a place
back at the table, we took back control
of the conversation. 'My Second Life, My
Way' redefined 'retirement' for
consumers and completely reframed
the conversation with Advisers. The
brand's reputation, market share and
sales turned around strongly. But a real
testament to its effectiveness is that it is
still used by advisers in retirement
planning conversations today. 
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Pensions are a complex and low-interest category. Most people only engage when they really have to. 

For those who have been saving into a pension for years, they have some big decisions to make when approaching retirement. They
need to buy a retirement product and will usually require a financial adviser to assist with this. 

The market was dominated by two big players, who had the benefit of offering a portfolio of products such as home, car and life
insurance. They were both well- known brands and between them had a category share of voice of 99%. For financial advisers, these two
brands were easier to sell to their customers. 

Although Standard Life had been open for business in Ireland since 1834, brand awareness was low, and they hadn’t done any consumer
advertising in over eight years. The brand was seen as being experts in investments and relied on strong performance in flagship funds
to attract customers through financial advisers. 

However, in 2016, poor fund performance led to a sharp decline in sales (Fig.1). In the absence of being seen an investment specialist,
Standard Life was now not known for anything. Even more challenging, Standard Life was sold to the Phoenix Group in 2017 who had a
poor service reputation with advisers. Advisor NPS plummeted. 

We had a huge challenge ahead of us.

How do we put Standard Life back on the consideration set for financial advisers and uninterested consumers?
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DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE(S) YOU WERE TRYING TO REACH. WHY IS THIS AUDIENCE
IMPORTANT TO YOUR BRAND AND THE GROWTH OF YOUR BRAND'S BUSINESS?

1. Core: Pre-Retirees, 54+ years old, financially comfortable, working professionals.

They understand the importance of saving for their future and will use a financial adviser to set up their pension.
However, they can struggle with the emotional side of retirement. Many find it difficult to imagine what retirement will
look like and they don’t discuss this with friends or family, making it a very stressful time. 

Standard Life needed to connect with this cohort before they actually retired to get into the consideration set when the
time came to buy a pension product. 

2. Secondary: Advisers/Financial Planners, typically male 45-60 years old.

Advisers work with a platform of pensions and investment providers. They tend to give business to those providers that
give the best support for their clients, helping to make their jobs easier. They are looking for good investment
performance, excellent levels of service and of course, trust. 

Customers’ inertia towards pensions was a challenge for financial advisers but also an opportunity. It was vital to prove
that Standard Life could offer advisers real value. If they could help the advisers provide a better service and strengthen
their relationship with customers, they could gain a competitive advantage. 



SECTION 1: CHALLENGE, CONTEXT & OBJECTIVES
WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

Primary: Increase consideration of Standard Life with consumers and financial advisers when planning for retirement. 
Secondary: Stabilise market share by increasing sales of new business flows by end of 2019 

We faced a huge challenge. No brand advertising for eight years, poor performance and resistance from nancial advisers had left
the brand with declining Market Share. We needed to emotionally engage our audience, increase brand reputation (87% consumers
say they take the reputation of the company into account when purchasing a product or service3) and get Standard Life back on
the consideration set. 

1.
2.
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WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 1:  Drive consideration with
both consumers and financial advisers
when planning for retirement. 
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 Increase Advisor NPS from Negative to Neutral
 Increase Consumer NPS from Negative to Neutral 

 Double visits to Retirement Product and ARF pages 
Increase new visits to website by 10% 

1 Reputation
1.
2.

2 Propensity to purchase
    Increase disposition of 55+ target on key brand
    disposition statements (Fig. 2) 

3 Engagement with Standard Life products
1.
2.
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WHAT WERE YOUR MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES? WHAT WERE THE KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIS)
AGAINST YOUR OBJECTIVES?

OBJECTIVE 2: Stabilise market share by end of 2019 by bringing in additional
new business flows 

Market share had been declining since 2016. Turning this trend around and driving sales through the
financial advisers who were reluctant to recommend Standard Life would be a monumental task. 
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‘The pensions industry hasn’t changed much over my 32 years of offering independent advice surrounding retirement
planning’ (Managing Director, Financial Planning Agency) 

In such a low interest, complex, and often functional category, how could we make an emotional connection with the
audience; one that would resonate strongly enough to make them consider Standard Life? 

Internal research carried out with consumers uncovered some really interesting findings. 51% people struggle to imagine
what their retirement looks like and 33% don’t feel personally prepared to retire. No wonder the stereotypical pension
advertising was not cutting through.

If our audience was not emotionally engaged with retirement, we needed to completely reframe the conversation.

Retirement isn’t simply about financial planning. Retirees have an additional 2,000 hours of free time a year to fill. That can
be an overwhelming thought when coming to the end of a busy career. But it can also be an opportunity. Your sixties are no
longer considered ‘old age’ so what can this stage of life bring that can be as fulfilling as the previous one? 

Insight:

Pre-retirees are not thinking about 'winding down'. To embrace retirement, they need to feel excited about the possibilities
it holds.
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With people living longer, with healthier lives, retirement is now more of an active rather than passive stage in life. Rather than
feature the tired tropes of retirees playing golf, or the complex language of financial products, we instead brought to life the reality
of the changing attitudes towards retirement. 

Our campaign celebrates the type of choices people are making as they approach retirement and how they are hoping to enjoy
this next stage of their lives. 

Idea: My Second Life, My Way

Spearheaded by a content series telling the stories of some real ‘Second Lives’, the theme acts as the umbrella under which the
Standard Life brand and advisers can frame their financial services offering. 

An extensive search found some inspiring stories, notably William and Gráinne – both pursuing very fulfilling ‘second lives’ in
retirement. The campaign shows how small decisions made along the way can benefit you in the long term. 

Your financial future doesn’t have to fill you with dread; there is energy, passion and drive in your ‘Second Life’. 

Unlike our competitors, we didn't have big budgets to play with, but we did want the right media platform to maximise the impact of
our idea. Through connections planning we determined that, for our audience (people close to retiring), digital was where we
needed to be. We created a 90" and 30" VOD-led campaign with a cross platform strategy. Specific sites were chosen and
supported by social media, radio, and targeted outdoor. 
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70% across Broadcasters (RTE player, 3 Player, All 4)
 20% across Direct sites (YouTube, The Irish Times , Independent.ie) 
10% Premium whitelist 

45+ customers 350k audience in Dublin and Cork: 2m impressions 
35+ advisors 18k audience all of Ireland: 87.5k impressions 

Programmatic VOD was planned for 2.6m impressions and estimated reach of 51% 

Social specifically targeted both customers and financial advisers on Facebook 

Radio: targeted stations including RTE 1, Newstalk, Lyric, Today FM and a local IRS package with a frequency of 7.1 

This was supported by an internal comms activation that offered staff the opportunity to meet two genuine ‘Second
Lifers’. 

We couldn’t rely on just comms to solve our challenges with advisers. We needed to prove the power of this idea for their
own business and the role Standard Life could play. We also wanted to demonstrate our commitment to the idea. Senior
Standard Life executives went on a roadshow to meet advisers and show them how this platform could help them have
more meaningful conversations around retirement with their customers. Training sessions, personalised campaign
collateral for their offices, and trade press all helped them further communicate the Second Life message to their
customers. 

We also redesigned the standardlife.ie homepage to be entirely focused on 'My Second Life'. 
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Second Life’ was a key part of Standard Life’s strategy in a year where the company was undergoing considerable challenges:
a new parent company, poor investment performance relative to competitors, and financial advisers that weren’t
recommending our products as often as needed. And this all in a low- interest category. The odds were stacked against us. 

Our ambition was to completely reframe retirement: to urge our audience to see it in a new light and consequently make
them sit up and take notice of Standard Life. 

‘My Second Life’ completely turned around the fortunes of the brand (see Fig 3). The results below demonstrate how its
reputation soared, how our target audience of 55+ were particularly pre-disposed to the brand and were actively seeking out
our retirement products online. And how market share not only stabilised but there was a 1% uplift by end 2019, bringing in
tens of millions of euro in new flows to the business. 

Perhaps the most interesting result was the reaction from the advisors. Their NPS score climbed significantly from 2017 to
2020. The campaign offered huge support, allowing them to have better, deeper conversations with their clients about
retirement. 

'Second Life has revolutionised the way we talk to clients about their retirement. It has opened up conversations about the
social and emotional aspects of retirement and how much more important they are...It gives us a deeper trust and
connection with the client, and it gives them better outcomes.'

Alan Lewis
MD LHW Financial Planning 
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‘Second Life’ was a key part of Standard Life’s strategy in a year where the company was undergoing considerable challenges: a
new parent company, poor investment performance relative to competitors, and financial advisers that weren’t recommending
our products as often as needed. And this all in a low-interest category. The odds were stacked against us. 

Our ambition was to completely reframe retirement: to urge our audience to see it in a new light and consequently make them
sit up and take notice of Standard Life. 

‘My Second Life’ completely turned around the fortunes of the brand (see Fig 3). The results below demonstrate how its
reputation soared, how our target audience of 55+ were particularly pre-disposed to the brand and were actively seeking out
our retirement products online. And how market share not only stabilised but there was a 1% uplift by end 2019, bringing in tens of
millions of euro in new flows to the business.

Perhaps the most interesting result was the reaction from the advisors. Their NPS score climbed significantly from 2017 to 2020. 
 The campaign offered huge support, allowing them to have better, deeper conversations with their clients about retirement. 

'Second Life has revolutionised the way we talk to clients about their retirement. It has opened up conversations about the
social and emotional aspects of retirement and how much more important they are….It gives us a deeper trust and connection
with the client, and it gives them better outcomes'

Alan Lewis
MD LHW Financial Planning
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Result: Our key indicators of consideration (reputation, propensity to purchase and engagement) all
exceeded their KPIs considerably. See below for details. 

OBJECTIVE 1:  Drive consideration with both consumers and financial
advisers when planning for retirement. 

Adviser NPS increased
Consumer NPS increased 

Visits to retirement product webpages increased an incredible 755% and ARF page visits were up
316% YOY 
New user visits to website were up 20% 

1 Reputation
1.
2.

2 Propensity to purchase
    All key brand disposition statements for 55+ target increased post campaign, especially ‘consider
    SL for future products’ which jumped 8%points (Fig. 4) 

3 Engagement with Standard Life products
1.

2.
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OBJECTIVE 2: 
Stabilise market share by end of 2019 by bringing in additional new business flows 

Market share had been declining since 2016. Turning this trend around and driving sales through the financial advisers who
were reluctant to recommend Standard Life would be a monumental task. 

The additional new business flows by end of the 2019 can be attributed to the Second Life campaign through internal expert
analysis (see 4B). However, ‘Second Life’ is more than simply an advertising campaign. ‘Second Life’ continued being
promoted to advisors and they continue using ‘Second Life’ in conversations with customers. Considering it’s a major
influence in customers placing their business with us, we used flows from 2019/2020 in addition to 2018 when calculating ROI. 

Result: Our campaign resulted in significant new business by end 2019, contributing to 1% uplift in market share YOY and
delivering 265% ROI (Fig 5)
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The campaign achieved an emotional valence score of 91 (industry average 72) and an affection score of 72
(industry average 54)
 Hero executions Gráinne and William achieved a RED Star scores of 56 and 58, beating industry norms of 55 

Completion rates for the youtube formats delivered an average of 34% against sector benchmark of 25%
700,000 video views and 92% completion rate for VOD
As above, visits to retirement product pages increased 755% and ARF page visits increased 316% 

In addition to the results above, the campaign demonstrated strong advertising performance in the RED Star
score 

The campaign also significantly beat digital engagement norms: 
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How can we be sure that marketing delivered the results above? 

1. Internal Factors

The Heads of Commercial and Distribution in Standard Life did rigorous analysis on the
changes in business flows across product lines and advisor segments over the period of
the campaign. New Funds were matched with new flows into that fund. New products
were matched to new flows into that product. Hard and soft data was used to assess the
increased business flows that could not be directly attributed to any other activity. A
conservative estimate of 10% of the new business was attributable to Second Life activity. 

New parent company, Phoenix was a concern for advisers
 Heavy competitor activity
 Brexit: Irish customers were informed they were losing UK FSCS protection on their
policies which could have resulted in heavy loss of customers 

2. External Factors

All relative external factors would have a potentially negative impact on business. 



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (COMPETITION YEAR)

Year/Time Period: April 2020-April 2021€100k-500k 

PAID MEDIA EXPENDITURE (PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD)

MEDIA BUDGET ELABORATION

The budget was modest compared to competitors. We couldn't afford broadcast so we used programmatic VOD
highly targeted to the 54-65 year olds which was 35% of budget. Out of Home and radio each took 28% of the
budget and social the remaining 10%. The owned was on Standard LIfe.ie and how they brought the idea through
to the advisors through training, seminars and collateral.
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Under €50k 

COMPARED TO COMPETITORS IN THIS CATEGORY, THE BUDGET IS:

Less

COMPARED PREVIOUS YEAR/TIME PERIOD SPEND ON THE BRAND OVERALL, THE BRAND'S
OVERALL BUDGET THIS YEAR/TIME PERIOD IS:

More



INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
ASSET PRODUCTION AND OTHER EXPENDITURES

€50k-100k 

For the most efficient use of budget, each story had a one day shoot that included photography for OOH and
collateral. Audio was cut from a separate interview with the director and William and Grainne where they just
talked candidly about their life. 
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OWNED MEDIA
WAS OWNED MEDIA A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Yes: The Standard Life website featured the campaign on the home page. Second Life became part of the
language within Standard Life and featured in all the dealings with advisors including collateral, DM and
training seminars

SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS

WAS SPONSORSHIPS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS A PART OF YOUR EFFORT?

Not applicable.



OOH - Other Outdoor  

Radio  

Digital Marketing - Short Video  
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COMMUNICATIONS TOUCHPOINTS & SOCIALS
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CREATIVE REEL

CLICK
HERE TO
WATCH

https://vimeo.com/762613998/68fcaaf6cc


FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ENTERING EFFIE AWARDS IRELAND 2023,
PLEASE VISIT WWW.EFFIE.ORG/IRELAND

http://www.effie.org/Ireland

